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"I have not yet lost a feeling of wonder, and of delight, that this delicate motion should 

reside in all the ordinary things around us, revealing itself only to him who looks for it. I 

remember, in the winter of our first experiments, just seven years ago, looking on snow with new 

eyes. There the snow lay around my doorstep - great heaps of protons quietly precessing in the 

earth’s magnetic field. To see the world for a moment as something rich and strange is the private 

reward of many a discovery." 

— Edward M. Purcell, Research in nuclear magnetism, 

Nobel lecture, Dec. 11th 1952 
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Part I: Introduction to Solid-State NMR 

1. Introduction to Solid-State NMR 

In this section, some nuclear spin interactions and experimental techniques of 

interest to solid-state NMR are presented. For interactions due to local magnetic fields, 

we also describe the structural information gained by measurement of the interaction, 

with a particular emphasis on the application to protein studies. 

 

The nuclear spin interactions can be summarized by the total Hamiltonian ˆ  [Joules]: 

[Eq. 1]    

External spin interactions Local interactions

0 CS D J QRF t stoc t
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ        

The individual terms are: 

 Static magnetic field 
0
ˆ  (1.1.2.) and applied field 

   RF t 1 t

ˆˆ I B     

 Chemical shift 
CS
ˆ  (1.1.3) 

 Dipolar couplings 
D
ˆ  (1.1.4) 

 Scalar J-coupling: 
J ij zi zj
ˆ ˆ ˆ2 2I I  J  

 Electric quadrupolar coupling: 
 Q

eQˆ ˆ ˆ ˆIVI
2I 2I 1




 

The last term  stoc t
ˆ  represents stochastic time-fluctuation of local fields, for 

example due to molecular motions, leading to relaxation. 

 

1.1. Nuclear spin 

In order to be NMR-active, a nuclide must possess a nuclear magnetic moment 

and the concomitant nuclear spin. For an isotope 
A

Z E , where A is the mass number 

 A N Z  , Z is the number of protons and N the number of neutrons, the nucleus will 
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possess a magnetic moment only in the presence of one or more unpaired nucleons. This 

occurs when either N or Z is an odd number. 

 

To calculate the spin of a nucleus, the nuclear shell model can be used in the 

simple case of a single unpaired nucleon (proton or neutron). In this model, the nuclear 

orbitals for protons and neutrons are filled up independently from lowest to highest 

energy following the Aufbau principle (Figure 1). Each nuclear orbital is characterized 

by a total angular momentum quantum number ‘I’ and orbital angular momentum 

quantum number ‘s’. 

 

 
Figure 1: Nuclear energy levels in the shell model. Adapted from Kernphysik1. 
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The current thesis focuses on the study of spin-1/2 nuclides by solid-state NMR: 1H, 13C, 

15N, 29Si, 31P and 119Sn. Spin-1/2 nuclides have advantageous properties for NMR 

spectroscopy: they often have high gyromagnetic ratios which leads to high sensitivity, 

they do not possess an electrical quadrupolar coupling which leads to simplified spectra 

and longer coherence lifetimes, and most of their nuclear spin interactions are 

represented as tensors of rank two or zero. The last point has important implications for 

the technique of Magic-Angle Spinning (MAS) presented in Section 1.2.1. A few nuclides 

are presented in Table 1. 

Isotope  Spin N.A. Freq. at 18.8T  
1H Proton  1/2 99.99%  800.1 MHz  
2H Deuterium  1  0.01%  122.8 MHz  
13C Carbon  1/2

 
 1.07%  201.2 MHz  

15N Nitrogen  1/2
 
 0.36%  81.1 MHz  

17O Oxygen  5/2
 
 0.04%  108.5 MHz  

19F Fluor  1/2
 
 100 %  752.9 MHz 

27Al Aluminium  5/2
 
 100 %  208.5 MHz  

29Si Silicium  1/2
 
 4.67 %  159.0 MHz  

31P Phosphorus  1/2
 
 100 %  323.9 MHz  

119Sn Tin  1/2
 
 8.59 %  191.5 MHz  

Table 1: Properties of some common nuclides 
 

1.2. Interaction with external magnetic fields 

The splitting of nuclear energy levels due to the interaction with an external 

magnetic field is described by the Zeeman splitting Hamiltonian:  

[Eq. 2] Z

ˆˆ I B     i i

i

 

where  Ng 
 i  is the gyromagnetic ratio (g: g-factor, N: nuclear magneton) 

   x x y y z z x y z

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆI I e I e I e I , I , I   i i i i i i i
 is the total angular moment 

operator , 
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x

x x y y z z y

z

B

B B e B e B e B

B

 
 

   
 
 
 

 is the magnetic induction vector. 

The magnetic induction B  [Telsa, N
A m

] is related to the magnetic field H  [A/m]: 

  0
ˆ ˆB 1 H h     , with 0 as the vacuum permeability (4 N/A2), ̂  as the 

magnetic susceptibility tensor, a dimensionless second-rank tensor, and h  as the 

demagnetization field, or stray field, usually small for modern spectrometers 

H h 0  . The laboratory frame axes (LAB) are usually defined using the right-hand 

convention with the magnetic field 0H  along the z axis. In an anisotropic medium, the 

susceptibility can be considered scalar, with 0   for paramagnetic materials and 0   

for diamagnetic materials, and hence 
0

0

0

B 0

B

 
 


 
 
 

 

 

The size of the spin operators represented as matrices, such as the angular 

moment operators 
xÎi

,
yÎi

,
zÎi

, depends on the number of involved spins and on the 

multiplicity of their spin  2I 1
i

. The product operator formalism employed here is 

introduced formally in monographs2,3. 

 

The total external Hamiltonian is  

External spin interactions

ext 0 RF t
ˆ ˆ ˆ  . The interaction with the 

static field is described by: 

[Eq. 3] 0 0, zI  ˆ ˆ  i i

i
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with the Larmor angular frequency 0, 0B  i i  [MHz·rad] or linear frequency 

0, 0, 2   i i  [MHz]. The interaction with time-dependent radio-frequency (RF) fields is 

described in Section 1.2.1. 

 

1.2.1. Spin-lock RF pulse 

A ubiquitous building block in solid-state NMR pulse sequences is the spin-lock 

RF pulse. Magnetization is preserved along a given axis in the rotating frame by the 

application of an external field 1B  parallel to this axis. If the RF field is sufficiently 

strong, then dephasing due to dipolar couplings and chemical shifts is small or 

negligible. Magnetization can thus be stored for relatively long periods, limited only by 

the spin-lattice relaxation in the rotating frame with a time constant T1. 

 

When used in combination with MAS, some spin interactions can be 

reintroduced at some specific amplitudes of the RF field because of the interference 

between RF irradiation and MAS. The recoupling conditions can lead to magnetization 

transfer, as in the case of Hartmann-Hahn cross-polarization, or can lead to dephasing 

and loss of stored magnetization which usually have to be avoided. 

 
Figure 2: Mechanism of cross-polarization 
 

90°y

1
X

1
H
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1.3. Chemical shielding 

Due to the electronic environment surrounding the nucleus, the resonance 

frequency deviates from the bare Larmor frequency presented in Eq. 3. The contribution 

can be separated into two contributions: closed-shell electrons contribute the chemical 

shift (Eq. 4) and open-shell electrons, e.g. occurring in metallic systems, contribute the 

Knight shift (Eq. 5). 

[Eq. 4] CS i

ˆˆ ˆI B     i i

i

 

[Eq. 5] KS i

ˆˆ ˆI B      i i

i

  

The chemical shift shielding tensor ̂i
 is a 3×3 second-rank tensor; its elements  

 jk   represent the magnetic field induced in direction j when an external field is applied 

in direction k (Eq. 6)3. 

[Eq. 6] 

xx xy xz

yx yy yz

zx zy zz

ˆ

   
 

     
    

  

 

As the variation in the value of the  jk  elements ranges typically on the order of 

10–6 to 10–4, values are presented in parts per million (ppm). The chemical shift is 

commonly expressed in reference to a standard compound by a deshielding tensor ̂ , 

also called Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) tensor, with elements  jk   (Eq. 7). 

[Eq. 7] 
ref

ref1

 
 

   

jk

jk  , or approximately ref   jk jk  

 

Second-rank tensors can be decomposed into components which are purely of 

rank zero, one and two. For instance, the CSA tensor is expressed as the three 
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components (Eq. 8), with  1
iso xx yy zz3
       ,  a 1

iso2
    jk jk ,  s 1

iso2
    jk jk  

and iso    j jj . 

[Eq. 8]  CS i

ˆ ˆˆ ˆI 1 B       i i

i

  

[Eq. 9] 

a a s s

xy xz x xy xz

a a s s

iso yx yz yx y yz

a a s s

zx yz zx

Purely rank zero Purely rank one Purely rank two

zy z

1 0 0 0

ˆ 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

        
    

              
              

  

 

Those three components behave differently under rotation and are called 

respectively the isotropic, anti-symmetric and symmetric part of the tensor. The 

isotropic part (rank zero) is invariant under rotation, meaning that it will lead to the 

same frequency shift regardless of the orientation of the external field. Because of 

symmetry considerations, the off-diagonal elements of the anti-symmetric component 

(rank one) will not affect the principal values under the diagonalization transformation 

associated with matrix rotation. As a result, the anti-symmetric component does not 

affect NMR resonance frequencies, but it can affect relaxation. In contrast, as the rank-

two component is symmetric, its off-diagonal components can contribute to the 

principal values. The frequency shift imparted by the symmetric part of the tensor 

depends on its orientation relative to the external field. 

 

The CSA tensor provides a description of the electronic environment at the site of 

the nucleus: the isotropic value iso relates to the average local electron density, the 

anisotropy parameter aniso reflects the magnitude of the difference between the most 

and least shielded direction, and the asymmetry parameter asym indicates the deviation 

of the tensor from axial symmetry. The orientation of the Principal Axis Frame (PAF) of 

the CSA tensor relative to the molecular frame is not directly accessible from simple 
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MAS experiments but can be determined by experiments carried on single crystal4, or by 

determining vector angle (VEAN) restraints5. 

 

1.4. Prediction of Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) tensor values 

Currently, knowledge of the isotropic chemical shifts or CSA tensors for NMR-

active nuclei does not lead to a direct determination of the atomic structure of a 

compound, and does not even guarantee the correct identification of its chemical 

composition or configuration. However, the reverse problem, i.e. prediction of chemical 

shifts and CSA values knowing the chemical composition and molecular structure, is 

less convoluted and has seen recent progress. Two main approaches are employed: 1) 

devising empirical rules from the study of systematic trends in experimental data, 2) 

prediction of CSA tensors from theoretical considerations, for example by using density 

functional theory (DFT). 

 

Examples of empirical rules for 13C chemical shifts include the Grant-Paul rules 

for alkanes6 and the Lendeman-Adams rules for methylalkanes7. Such rules aim at 

identifying the functional groups, the chemical substituants, the diastereomeric 

conformation, the protonation status of an atom. 

 

In proteins and peptides, the backbone dihedral angles  and  have an influence 

on the local electron density and affect the chemical shift of HN, C’, C, C and N8. As the 

secondary structure of proteins is strongly related to backbone dihedral angles through 

the Ramachandran plot, the secondary structure propensity of proteins can be estimated 

from backbone isotropic chemical shifts9. The chemical shift of valine methyl carbons 

has also been linked to the sidechain dihedral angle 1
10. 
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On the other hand, predictions of chemical shifts can be computed from first principles 

using quantum mechanical principles. One successful approach which can reproduce 

solution-state NMR chemical shifts employs Gauge-including atomic orbitals (GIAO)11. 

However, this method has two disadvantages for the interpretation of solid-state NMR 

chemical shifts. First, the local chemical environment present in solid samples depends 

not only on the properties of isolated molecular systems but also on the characteristics 

of the assembly, for example including translational symmetries present in crystalline 

systems12. Secondly, the repercussion of using multiple copies of an isolated molecule 

with the GIAO method is an increase in computational time. In order to compute 

predictions for periodic systems, an alternative description of the system based on 

plane-wave pseudopotentials was introduced in the Gauge-including projector 

augmented-wave (GIPAW) method13. Similarly to the Projector Augmented-Wave 

(PAW) method14, this method does not misrepresent the form of electronic wave 

functions in the vicinity of the nucleus and employs periodic boundary conditions to  

represent finite and infinite periodic systems. The GIPAW method is implemented 

notably in the CASTEP15,16 and Quantum Espresso17 programs. 

 

1.5. Dipolar couplings 

[Eq. 10] 
2

i j0
D zi zj3

ij

1 3cosˆ ˆ ˆ2I I
4 r 2

   



 

As dipolar coupling tensors are traceless, dipolar couplings are averaged out to a 

first-order under Magic-Angle Spinning. Heteronuclear and homonuclear couplings 

behave differently in this respect since homonuclear couplings are time-dependent18. 

 

On the other hand, higher-order cross-terms involving dipolar couplings are not 

averaged by Magic-Angle Spinning. For example, some terms containing the 

heteronuclear dipolar coupling DHX can lead to severe broadening of the X resonance 
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during acquisition.  To be removed, manipulation of the I spin by r.f. irradiation must be 

carried out, a technique called heteronuclear decoupling (Section 1.2.6). 

 

1.5.1. Measurement of inter-nuclear distances 

Dipolar couplings allow the precise determination of inter-nuclear distances due 

to the dependence on 3

ijr . In solid-state NMR, dipolar couplings can be experimentally 

determined from the build-up curve (or decay curve) during a dipolar recoupling pulse 

sequence element. 

 

The dipolar coupling dHX between proton and a low-gamma nucleus X (13C, 15N) 

can be determined using a Lee-Goldburg cross-polarization build-up. Heteronuclear 

dipolar, e.g. 13C-15N, can be measured by TEDOR experiments. Homonuclear 13C-13C 

dipolar couplings can be measured by REDOR and double quantum-single quantum 

(DQ-SQ) experiments. 

 

An alternative technique to detect proximities between like spins is to allow transfer of 

magnetization through the incoherent process of spin diffusion, for example proton spin 

diffusion in ChhC and NhhC experiments19,20 or facilitated spin diffusion such as 

Proton-Driven Spin Diffusion (PDSD) 21 and RAD/DARR22,23. 

 
Figure 3: Mechanism of facilitated spin diffusion 
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1.5.2. Measurement of molecular motions 

For measurement of dipolar couplings over large distances, the effect of 

molecular motion is usually neglected. However, when the distance is known, for 

instance in the case of a chemically-bonded i-j nuclei pair, an effective dipolar coupling 

eff

ijd  can be measured and compared to the dipolar strength for a completely rigid inter-

nuclear vector 
IJd  (calculated using Eq. 4). An order parameter24 Sij for the inter-nuclear 

vector can then be defined: 

[Eq. 11] eff

ij ij ijS d d  

We employed this approach, first demonstrated on ubiquitin25, for the 

determination of the flexibility of the N-terminal helix of the VDAC beta-barrel protein26. 

Experiments are recorded in a DQ-SQ fashion, with the evolution of DQ coherences in 

the indirect dimension and SQ in the direct dimension. The SPC527 composite pulse 

element for SQ→DQ excitation and DQ→SQ re-conversion. The build-up is recorded by 

acquiring a series of spectra, incrementing the excitation and re-conversion times. SPC5 

build-up curves were recorded for the uniformly-labeled Type-Three Secretion System 

needle of Shigella flexneri. 

 

Similarly, order parameters for bonded 1H-13C atom pairs can be determined by 

recording a Lee-Goldburg cross-polarization build-up to measure the effective dipolar 

coupling eff

HCd  and comparing the obtained value to the rigid calculated value. Such 

measurements were carried on dry valine powder, a dry polymer, tyrosine-ethylester 

(TEE) and methyl 13C-labeled MxiH needles. 

 

1.6. Magic-Angle Spinning 

As introduced in section 1.1.3, only the rank-two tensor part has to be considered 

for the orientation-dependent contribution to the resonance frequency. For an arbitrary 
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tensor, there exists a frame, called the Principal Axis Frame (PAF) where the symmetric 

part of the tensor is diagonal, with all off-diagonal elements s 0 jk
 (Eq. 12). 

[Eq. 12] 

PAS

x

s,PAS PAS

y

PAS

z

Purely rank two

0 0

ˆ 0 0

0 0

 
 

   
  

  

 

In the case of a static sample, the tensor in the laboratory frame (LAB) is found by 

rotation of the PAF tensor around the Euler angles , , . For a periodic mechanical 

rotation as in Variable-Angle Spinning28 and Magic-Angle Spinning, the PAF tensor is 

first transformed to a rotor-fixed frame (ROT) by Euler rotation (Eq. 13). The time-

dependent LAB tensor is then obtained by Euler rotation of the ROT tensor around the 

mechanical rotation axis. 

 

[Eq. 13]    
s,ROT s,PAF 1

, , , ,
ˆ ˆˆ ˆR R

     
    

Here, the rotation matrix  , ,
R̂

  
 is an operation defined as three successive rotations 

following the convention of Brink and Satchler: 

 First, a rotation of angle  around the z-axis, 

 Second, a rotation of angle  around the new y’-axis 

 Last, a rotation of angle  around the new z’’-axis 
 

[Eq. 14] 
       

   

   , , z '' y ' z

c c c s s c c s s c c s

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆR R R R s c c c s s c s c c s s

s c s s c

           

                

    

   
 
     
 

 
 

 , 

          
1

, , , , z '' y ' z
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆR R R R R

        
   

 

[Eq. 15]    r r r r

s,LAB s,ROT 1

t, , 0 t, , 0
ˆ ˆˆ ˆR R
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When r is large compared to the breadth of the chemical shift anisotropy interaction 

PAS PAS

z x  , the contribution of the anisotropic part of the chemical shift tensor 

becomes time-independent to a first-order approximation.

 

 
Figure 4: Magic Angle Spinning. Melinda Duer „Solid-State NMR Spectroscopy, 
Principles and Applications”, 2002, Blackwell Science Ltd. 

 

For the average 
23cos 1  to be suppressed, the term  2

r3cos 1   should go 
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r3cos 1  ,     2 1
r 3

cos   ,      1
r 3

arccos 54.74°   . 

 

This angle of 54.74° is called the "magic" angle since the angular term has an 

average frequency contribution of zero. The part of a nuclear Hamiltonian which 

depends on the angle  with respect to the magnetic field is called the anisotropic 
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component, or the second-rank component, of the Hamiltonian. For any time-

independent nuclear interaction, the anisotropic component will average to zero when 

rotated around the magic angle. 

 

 
Figure 5: Effect of magic-angle spinning on anisotropic interactions. 
 

1.7. Isotopic labeling 

A desired objective in solid-state NMR spectroscopy is to have the capability to 

selectively activate and deactivate any arbitrary nuclear interactions. Although efforts 

have been devoted to the development of new RF pulse sequence techniques, important 

improvements in the study of proteins by solid-state NMR have been obtained in the 

past decade by the introduction of selective isotopic labeling of the NMR sample. 
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Figure 6: Labeling pattern of leucine residues. 

 

The desired patterns are formed by introducing isotopically labeled compounds 

in the culture medium during over-expression of the protein of interest. The commonly-

used uniform [1H, 13C, 15N] labeling is produced by employing uniformly-[13C]-labelled 

glucose and [15N]-ammonium chloride. Prominently, some newly introduced labeling 

schemes employ [1,3-13C]-glycerol29, [1-13C]-glucose30, or [2-13C]-glucose31,32 as carbon 

source. 

 

 
Figure 7: Advantages of sparse labeling patterns 
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The dilution of 13C spins results in an improved 13C resolution due to the removal 

of one-bond 13C-13C dipolar and JCC couplings33. This greatly facilitates the chemical shift 

assignment process. Another advantage of sparse labeling schemes relative to uniform 

labeling is the the simplification of spectra: even though the number of NMR-active 

carbons is much sparser in glucose labeling (1 in 6 carbons is 13C labeled), the number of 

detectable correlations is reduced, allowing gaining back a large sensitivity in multi-

dimensional spectra. Because of the alternating pattern of glucose labeling schemes, 

where two labeled carbons rarely occur next to each other, the transfer efficiency is 

enhanced because of the reduction in dipolar truncation and longer distance correlations 

can be observed. 
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Part II: Ultrafast Magic-Angle Spinning and Low-Power Sequences 

2. Introduction to ultra-fast MAS spinning solid-state NMR 

2.1. Summary 

Recent progresses in multi-dimensional solid-state NMR correlation 

spectroscopy at high static magnetic fields and ultra-fast magic-angle spinning are 

discussed in this chapter. The chapter will focus on applications to protein resonance 

assignment and structure determination as well as on the characterization of protein 

dynamics in the solid state. First, the consequences of ultra-fast spinning on sensitivity 

and sample heating are considered. Recoupling and decoupling techniques at ultra-fast 

MAS are then presented, as well as more complex experiments assembled from these 

basic building blocks. Furthermore, we discuss new avenues in biomolecular solid-state 

NMR spectroscopy that become feasible in the ultra-fast spinning regime such as 

sensitivity enhancement based on paramagnetic doping. 

 

Contribution statement 

The present chapter is part of an invited review in the following Trends article: 

"Progress in correlation spectroscopy at ultra-fast magic-angle spinning: Basic building blocks and 

complex experiments for the study of protein structure and dynamics", Jean-Philippe Demers, Veniamin 

Chevelkov, Adam Lange, Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, vol. 40(3), pp. 101–13 (2011) 

Two additional sections on proton NMR and protein dynamics at ultra-fast MAS have 

been omitted in the present chapter and can be found in the original publication. 

2.2. Introduction 

The last decade has seen tremendous technological and methodological 

developments in the field of magic-angle spinning (MAS) solid-state NMR (ssNMR)1,2. 

These developments have allowed for the structural characterization of many samples 

of high biological interest: microcrystalline proteins, amyloid fibrils, oligomeric 

assemblies, and membrane proteins in a native-like environment. Part of those 
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developments can be attributed to the widespread adoption of high static magnetic 

fields. 

 

At the same time, fast spinning MAS probe-heads of a new generation have been 

developed and are now commercially available. This promises to further improve the 

resolution and sensitivity of biological solid-state NMR. Additionally in the ultra-fast 

spinning regime, fundamentally new applications have become feasible. In this chapter, 

we will discuss these recent improvements: the study of paramagnetic metal binding 

centers, new methods for resonance assignment and collection of long-range distance 

restraints. 

 

It should be noted that complementary information to the current article is 

available. In a review by Anne Lesage1, the advantages of fast MAS are presented in the 

context of organic solid materials along with recent advances in structural investigations. 

The mechanical aspect of fast rotation and the impact of coil dimension on radio-

frequencies (RF) are discussed in a recent chapter of the Encyclopedia of Magnetic 

Resonance by Ago Samoson and coworkers3. Another chapter of the Encyclopedia of 

Magnetic Resonance by Donghua H. Zhou4 introduces fast MAS in combination with 

proton detection and paramagnetic doping. 

 

In this chapter, we will distinguish between three regimes of spinning 

frequencies: low MAS below 20 kHz, fast MAS between 20–40 kHz, and ultra-fast MAS 

above 40 kHz. So far, ultra-fast MAS can be attained with rotors of reduced size: 40–

50 kHz MAS for rotors of outer diameter (o.d.) 1.8 mm and 1.6 mm, and 60–70 kHz MAS 

for rotors of o.d. 1.3 mm and 1.2 mm. More recently, MAS frequencies of up to 80 kHz 

have been reached by rotors with an o.d. of 1.0 mm (JEOL, Japan)5. For comparison 

purposes, the characteristics of some commercially available rotors (Fig. 1a) are 
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summarized in Table 1. The reduction in rotor dimensions has important repercussions 

with respect to sensitivity, RF performance, and sample heating. 

 

The effects of high spinning rates are decisive in preserving a competitive 

sensitivity compared to larger rotors. For resonances with large chemical shift 

anisotropies, the very fast rotation has the consequence of moving spinning sidebands 

out of the spectral window, increasing the intensity of the center band6,7. Homonuclear 

dipolar couplings are as well greatly reduced5, resulting in narrower and more intense 

lines8. Pulse sequences developed for ultra-fast MAS promise further improvements in 

sensitivity and resolution by employing four complementing strategies: 1) increased 

transfer to cross-peaks during magnetization mixing steps, 2) reduced decay of spin-

locked and transverse magnetization, 3) low-power sequences which enable fast 

recycling and long acquisition times, 4) proton detection. The application of ultra-fast 

MAS techniques to the study of proteins and other biomolecules is discussed in the 

following sections. 

 

 

2.3. Influence of rotor diameter on NMR sensitivity 

In NMR, sensitivity per unit square root time  
t

S N , or more simply sensitivity, 

is generally defined as the signal to noise ratio (S/N) in the frequency domain per unit 

square root time (Eq. 1)9. It is closely related to the time-domain S/N directly following 

a 90° pulse, which has been described in a closed-form expression by Hoult and 

Richards10. The signal part (Eq. 2) depends notably on the sample volume Vsample and on 

the coil sensitivity  1 xy
B , defined as the magnitude of the transverse magnetic field 

induced in the sample by a current of 1 ampere flowing in the RF coil11. In ultra-fast 

MAS rotors, the large reduction in active volume expectedly results in a reduction of the 
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absolute signal. Contrarily, for a solenoid coil, the coil sensitivity  1 xy
B  is improved 

with smaller diameters (Eq. 3), reflecting an improvement of the filling factor. The noise 

amplitude 
noise  (Eq. 4) depends on the spectral bandwidth f, and resistance losses 

Rnoise (conductive, magnetic, and dielectric losses) which are mostly dictated by the wire 

geometry of the receiver coil. If we make the fair assumption that the height to radius 

ratio is conserved among the different coils, then noise amplitude is unaffected by the 

rotor diameter. The outcome is that the absolute S/N is roughly proportional to the 

rotor diameter, as described in Ref. 7,11. The S/N relative to the amount of material is 

improved in rotors of smaller diameter, which is advantageous for mass-limited 

samples (Fig. 1b). 

 

[Eq. 1]  
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[Eq. 4] 
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Figure 1: a) MAS rotors of different sizes. For ultra-fast MAS, rotors of 1.3 mm o.d. have 
an active volume of 1.7 μL and can spin up to 67 kHz. b) While larger rotors are more 

sensitive, (total sensitivity  
t

S N , blue) small rotor sizes exhibit a higher sensitivity per 

unit volume (  samplet
S N V , red). Figure adapted from Ref. 12. 

 

2.4. Influence of ultra-fast MAS on sample heating 

The high coil sensitivity  1 xy
B  also entails high RF performance for ultra-fast 

MAS probe-heads, meaning that large RF fields can be generated by the coil without 

requiring a large input power from the amplifiers4. However, such strong RF irradiation 

has the drawback of depositing a high amount of energy in the sample. For instance, 

rapidly-oscillating electric fields will bring free charge carriers in motion and will 

induce the realignment of molecular dipoles13. The resistance of the environment to such 

motion draws energy from the electric field; a sample with high resistance is termed 

"lossy". The situation is particularly critical in the study of biological samples14,15, which 

are fragile and often preserved in ionic buffers or in a lipid environment. Eventually, the 
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heat contributed can lead to irremediable alteration of the sample, for instance 

degradation, denaturation, or aggregation. Another cause of concern is the effect of 

heating on experimental results. RF absorption and heat dissipation depend on 

numerous factors, crippling reproducibility of results if different pulse sequences, 

sample conditions, or instruments are used. The heterogeneity of spectroscopic 

observables due to spatial temperature gradients is exacerbated at strong RF fields and 

can persist for several hundreds of milliseconds after the heating pulse15. Small rotors 

are beneficial in this respect, as temperature gradients due to irradiation increase as the 

fourth power of the coil diameter16. 

 

To overcome the transient heat deposition by RF, one strategy is the development 

of pulse sequences requiring minimal amounts of irradiation power. Another strategy is 

to change the design of the RF coil in order to reduce the generation of time-varying 

electric fields during irradiation. Multiple designs have been introduced to replace or 

improve the typically employed solenoidal coils and are discussed in a review by 

Christopher V. Grant and coworkers17. Designs which have been combined with MAS 

include the scroll coil18, the cross coil/solenoid16, the Z coil19, the loop-gap loaded coil15, 

and "low-E" coils20. Both of those strategies directly improve spectral resolution since 

they allow longer acquisition times to be tolerated.  

 

An additional cause of heating in MAS solid-state NMR is the power loss due to 

friction between the pressured gas and the bearings. The power loss is proportional to 

the square of the spinning frequency21 and can lead to temperature increases of 40–60°C 

at 60 kHz MAS in comparison with the static case4. In contrast to RF heating, frictional 

heating remains uniform over time, although non-uniform spatially. It is likely that 

cooling gas remedies frictional heating more effectively than it does RF heating16. 

Because of the large temperature difference, the flow and temperature of the cooling gas 

have to be gradually adapted during spinning-up and spinning-down of the rotor. For 
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biological samples, a facile temperature calibration can be done on the water 1H signal 

in combination with internal DSS chemical shift referencing22. 

 

Experiments for gathering distance restraints at ultra-fast MAS are still scarce. 

Since approaches based on PDSD will fail under ultra-fast MAS conditions, other 

strategies have to be pursued. One successful approach has been presented by 

Lewandowski et al.23. In this study, the authors demonstrated that the PAR experiment 

works even at an MAS frequency of 65 kHz. Application to GB1 yielded highly-resolved 

2D spectra which allow for the extraction of long-range 13C–13C proximities. 

 

Another promising approach for the detection of long-range restraints has 

recently been reported by Huber et al.24. This approach relies on the measurement of 

long-range proton-proton distances in extensively deuterated samples with proton-

detected 3D and 4D correlation experiments. The method utilizes DREAM mixing for 

efficient proton-proton transfer and was applied to a sparsely methyl- and amide-

labeled ubiquitin sample. Simultaneously, a very similar approach has also been 

presented by Linser et al.25. 

 

Meier and co-workers also demonstrated that 3hJNC’ hydrogen-bond scalar 

couplings can be directly detected at ultra-fast MAS (55–57 kHz) using extensively 

deuterated samples26. The measurement of these sub-Hertz scalar couplings currently 

remains challenging but the approach is potentially very useful for structural biology 

applications and could further research on -sheet-rich amyloid fibrils. 

 

2.5. Protein resonance assignment and structural characterization 

Achieving a complete assignment of the NMR signals constitutes the first step in 

structural studies using solid-state NMR and still stands as a major obstacle in obtaining 
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site-specific structural information. Usually, a combination of two-dimensional 

correlation spectra is required for the sequential resonance assignment of uniformly [13C, 

15N]-labeled proteins. For larger systems, often assignment ambiguities remain and 3D 

or even 4D solid-state NMR experiments need to be performed27-30. 

 

At low MAS frequencies (~ 7–13 kHz), the standard repertoire of experiments for 

protein resonance assignment consists of homonuclear 13C–13C correlation experiments 

such as proton-driven spin-diffusion (PDSD)31 or alternatively RAD/DARR32,33 as well 

as heteronuclear 15N–13C correlation experiments such as NCACX or NCOCX. In the 

latter case, the transfer from C or C' to CX often relies on PDSD or DARR. However, 

PDSD and DARR become ineffective at high spinning frequencies and at high static 

magnetic fields. In the case of ultra-fast MAS, the MIRROR34, RESORT35, and PARIS36,37 

experiments can be used analogously to PDSD and DARR (see Section 4 on Dipolar 

recoupling at ultra-fast MAS). As well, Hou and coworkers reported homonuclear 13C–

13C spin-diffusion experiments based on R-symmetry sequences38. They found that such 

experiments work well at fast MAS frequencies of 40 kHz where conventional PDSD or 

DARR experiments already fail. 
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Figure 2: Complete set of low-power experiments for assignment of uniformly [13C, 15N]-
labeled proteins. (Left panels) Assignment of backbone N-C correlation proceeds through 
a) NCA for intra-residue correlations and b) N(CO)CA for correlation to carbons of the 
preceding residue. c) Intra-residue side-chain 13C correlations are obtained from the CC 
spectrum. (Right panels) Corresponding pulse schemes. Initial 1H to 15N transfer is 
carried through low-power SOCP at 9 kHz. The RF strength of SOCP is increased to 
19 kHz in the CC experiment as in Ref. 39 in order to excite the full 13C aliphatic region. 
For N–C experiments, JNC-couplings are removed in the indirect dimension by 
application of a 180° pulse midway through t1 evolution. Adiabatic shaped pulses are 
employed on the 13C channel for SPECIFIC-CP and DREAM recoupling elements; the 
indicated frequency corresponds to the average RF strength. Low-power XiX 
decoupling is applied during t1 evolution and acquisition. The 13C carrier position is 
changed during experiments, indicated by red arrows. Figure adapted from Ref. 40. 
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Several first-order recoupling sequences for 13C–13C transfer have been 

introduced which work well at ultra-fast spinning, for example DREAM41 providing 

double-quantum transfer, or RFDR42,43 providing zero-quantum transfer. A general 

difference between PDSD which is a second-order process and first-order dipolar 

recoupling experiments such as DREAM and RFDR is that the latter ones are strongly 

influenced by dipolar truncation44. Here, transfer is restricted to the strongest dipolar 

couplings present, usually between directly bonded nuclei, e.g. C and C. Relying only 

on first-order sequences therefore restricts the number of observed correlations. The 

detection of sequential transfer, for instance between C nuclei of adjacent residues, 

feasible with PDSD45, is therefore difficult to achieve with first-order recoupling 

sequences. 

 

Nevertheless, it is in principle possible to compile a set of experiments suitable 

for the complete resonance assignment of uniformly labeled proteins at ultra-fast MAS. 

For instance, such a complete set of experiments was introduced by Vijayan et al. and is 

depicted in Fig. 240. The set comprises CC, NCA, and N(CO)CA two-dimensional 

correlation experiments. Applications to ubiquitin and tau paired helical filaments are 

described in Ref. 40. After resonance assignments have been obtained, 13C and 15N 

chemical shifts can be readily analyzed in terms of secondary structure using secondary 

chemical shifts46 or statistical database approaches such as TALOS47. 

 

 

2.6. Paramagnetic doping and paramagnetic proteins 

As previously mentioned, the ultra-fast spinning regime has the advantage that 

entirely low-power sequences can be applied40,48. While low-MAS heteronuclear 

decoupling sequences are a priori viable at faster MAS, an important realization from the 

beginning of the last decade was that commensurate or improved decoupling 
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performances are realized at low RF powers in the ultra-fast MAS regime49. The 

sequences which are currently considered to offer the best decoupling are low-power 

XiX50, low-power TPPM51, swept low-power TPPM52, and low-amplitude PISSARRO53. 

In practice, more than one decoupling sequence should be tested, as the relative 

performance can fluctuate depending on the MAS frequency, static magnetic field B0, 

and on the molecular system, similar to what was investigated at low MAS54,55. 

 

Since only weak RF fields in the order of 10–20 kHz are used for heteronuclear 1H 

decoupling, the strain on the instrumentation and the heat deposition are mitigated. 

Multi-dimensional spectra can be recorded with longer acquisition times and faster 

repetition rates compared with experiments at low spinning frequencies and high 

power decoupling. For instance, an extremely well-resolved band-selective 

INADEQUATE-S3E spectrum of microcrystalline GB1 is reported in Ref. 56, recorded 

with maximum acquisition times of 37 ms in t1 and 50 ms in t2 at 60 kHz MAS on a 

1 GHz (23.5 T) spectrometer. 

 

Such low-power approaches for resonance assignment and detection of structural 

restraints can be combined with paramagnetic optimized relaxation times57,58. The 

recycle delay can then be reduced and the resulting sensitivity enhancement 

compensates for the loss of sensitivity due the small sample volume of fast-spinning 

MAS rotors. For this purpose, paramagnetic dopants such as Cu-EDTA are added in 

concentrations of 10–250 mM. This shortens the 1H T1 relaxation times down to 50–

100 ms59. Reif and co-workers have proposed to combine ultra-fast MAS, paramagnetic 

doping, and deuteration14. Nadaud and coworkers have demonstrated that a similar 

approach comprising 2D and 3D correlation spectra can also be applied to proteins with 

covalently bound paramagnetic tags60. 
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Figure 3: Fast repetition rates and paramagnetic doping. In traditional acquisition, the 
duration of the inter-scan delay is dictated by the delay necessary for heat dissipation, 
and by the recovery rate of proton longitudinal magnetization, as depicted by the red 
curve. b) In condensed acquisition, the experiment can be repeated at a faster rate, 
approximately an order of magnitude faster, owing to the acceleration of 1H 
longitudinal relaxation rate by paramagnetic dopants. The use of entirely low-power 
sequences prevents excessive deposition of heat and allows for longer acquisition times, 
therefore increasing resolution. 
 

Furthermore, fast recycling experiments can be readily applied to paramagnetic 

metalloproteins. For example, a 2D 13C–13C correlation spectrum of the oxidized, 

paramagnetic form of human copper zinc superoxide dismutase (SOD) could be 

acquired with a shortened recycle delay of 500 ms61. Bertini et al. reported the 

application of ultra-fast MAS and fast recycling protocols to detect residues as close as 

5.6 Å from the CoII in MMP-1262. This opens the way to characterize the metal 

coordination environment of metalloproteins by ssNMR which was previously 

unobservable at lower spinning frequencies due to large and highly anisotropic 

paramagnetic chemical shifts.  
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2.7. Dipolar recoupling at ultra-fast MAS 

The standard building units for multi-dimensional ssNMR experiments are 

homonuclear and heteronuclear recoupling sequences, along with periods of evolution 

where decoupling is often required. Magnetization transfer can be mediated by a choice 

of mechanisms: through space via dipolar couplings, or through chemical bonds via J-

couplings. The progress made in J-based sequences, see Ref. 56,63 for instance, has been 

recently discussed1,64,65 and will not be considered here in detail. As previously 

mentioned, in many cases the homonuclear dipolar recoupling sequences that are 

employed at low MAS must be adapted as either they are not efficient anymore at ultra-

fast MAS or their RF requirements are too elevated for the current instruments and 

samples. For example, symmetry-based pulse sequences such as SPC566 or C7 and 

POST–C767,68 require an irradiation of respectively 5 and 7 times the MAS frequency on 

the low-frequency channel. An important advantage of ultra-fast MAS is that 1H 

decoupling can be omitted in many recoupling sequences such as DREAM48, RFDR69, 

CMpRR70, and 15N–13C SPECIFIC-CP40,59. Another important advance in recent years is 

the emergence and better understanding of second-order recoupling sequences. The 

present section will highlight the particularities of dipolar recoupling techniques at 

ultra-fast MAS. We will discuss separately first-order and second-order recoupling 

techniques. Here, first-order indicates that the effect occurs due to the first term of the 

Magnus expansion in the average Hamiltonian treatment of the pulse sequence71, while 

second-order effects arise due to the second term (commutator terms) of the Magnus 

expansion. 

 

2.7.1. First-order dipolar recoupling: homonuclear double-quantum 

First-order dipolar recoupling experiments fall into two categories depending on 

whether their effective Hamiltonian is of double-quantum (DQ) or zero-quantum (ZQ) 

nature72. The important consequence is that the transferred magnetization will change 
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its sign for DQ transfer but not for ZQ. For DQ mixing, this makes it possible to 

distinguish between direct transfers, which have negative cross-peaks relative to the 

diagonal, and relay transfers (i.e. two subsequent transfers during the same mixing 

period) which have positive cross-peaks. 

 

Because of its low RF requirements, the double-quantum homonuclear rotary 

resonance condition, DQ-HORROR73, is frequently employed (Eq. 5). In this sequence, 

cw irradiation is applied on the X channel at approximately 1
r2

 , such that the sum of 

effective fields on A and B equals the MAS frequency. Here, X represents the nucleus for 

which recoupling occurs (e.g. 13C, 15N). The recoupling is commonly realized with the 

adiabatic version of DQ-HORROR, namely the DREAM scheme41, which was first 

presented as a DQ filter scheme74. The initial magnetization is spin-locked with an 

applied RF of amplitude far inferior or far superior to the HORROR condition. The RF 

strength is then gradually changed, effectively 'dragging' the spin-system adiabatically 

through the recoupling condition (Fig. 4a). This makes the sequence robust against RF 

mismatch and distribution of dipolar coupling frequencies due to crystallite orientation 

and isotropic chemical shift distribution. 
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Figure 4: Figure 2.3: Optimization of 13C–13C DREAM transfer. a) The DREAM 

recoupling element is characterized by the carrier position 
13 C

1  and the average RF 

strength X

1 . At ultra-fast MAS, no 1H decoupling is applied during recoupling. b) 

Calculated transfer conditions for C'–C transfer (orange) and C–C transfer (blue). 
Transfer occurs at different RF strengths because of their different chemical shift 
separation, as calculated from Eq. 5. Typical 13C isotropic chemical shifts are considered: 

C' (175.8 ppm), C (57.5 ppm) and C (34.6 ppm). The black arrow represents the 
amplitude of the RF field during a DREAM adiabatic sweep with carrier position at 
100 ppm. Recoupling can be achieved off-resonance but the spin-lock is inefficient, 
leading to magnetization loss. Approximate regions of efficient spin-lock, as observed in 

ubiquitin at 18.8 T, are highlighted in green for C' and in yellow for C/C. The mixing 
duration for DREAM is optimized between 2–10 ms. 
 

[Eq. 5]    
2 2

2 A 2 B

r 1 iso 1 iso

effective field on spin A effective field on spin B

           r

1

iso

: MAS frequency

: RF nutation frequency

: Chemical shift offset relative to carrier







 

DREAM is narrow-banded at low MAS and broadband at ultra-fast MAS, as it 

can recouple two spins with an isotropic chemical shift separation of up to 1
r2

 . This 
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feature is nicely illustrated in the work of Ernst et al.48, where 13C–13C cross-peaks with 

increasing chemical shift separation appear as the spinning rate is increased from 30 to 

60 kHz. This work also demonstrates that above a given spinning rate ( 50 kHz MAS), 

cross-peak intensities are unaffected by the presence or absence of 1H decoupling. The 

RF field strength employed for the DREAM shaped pulse depends on both the carrier 

position X

1  and the chemical shift separation of the recoupled spin pair. Fig. 4b 

illustrates the different RF fields required for C–C' and C–C, transfers. Practically, the 

best transfer conditions are obtained with the carrier frequency set to the middle of the 

range of resonances to be recoupled and the average irradiation frequency slightly 

below 1
r2

 41. Due to the distribution of chemical shifts in proteins, different spin pairs 

cross the resonance condition at different times during the adiabatic sweep75. For 

example, as seen from the arrow depicted in Fig. 4b, the C'–C condition is traversed 

before the C–C condition. This leads to an intricate pattern of magnetization transfer 

and asymmetric cross-peak intensities in 2D spectra. 

 

New DQ recoupling schemes have also been recently introduced for the study of 

19F–19F proximities76,77 or for 31P recoupling78. Symmetry-based techniques are utilized in 

these schemes in order to be more robust against the broad range of 19F chemical shifts, 

or against the large 31P CSA. 

 

2.7.2. First-order dipolar recoupling: homonuclear zero-quantum 

The sign alternation is not encountered when using ZQ recoupling, of which the 

chief sequence at ultra-fast MAS is RFDR. In this sequence, a train of rotor-synchronized 

 (180°) pulses is applied on the X channel in the middle of every rotor period (Fig. 5b). 

RFDR has been firstly analyzed considering  pulses as delta functions42,43, where 

dipolar couplings are restored only in an interaction frame which involves both RF and 

isotropic chemical shifts. However, it was then found that when finite pulse-width 
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effects are considered, an interaction frame involving the RF is sufficient to re-introduce 

the dipolar coupling, making RFDR largely insensitive to chemical shift offsets79,80. 

RFDR is versatile in the slow and fast MAS regimes (<40kHz), as it can be used in 

broadband or band-selective experiments. The band-specific implementation requires 

weaker-RF  pulses which occupy a larger fraction of the rotor period. In a study by 

Bayro and co-workers81, this specificity has been combined with sparse labeling in order 

to reduce the number of actively recoupled nuclei and circumvent dipolar truncation. A 

large amount of aliphatic correlations, including long-range C–C contacts, could be 

obtained at 12.5 kHz MAS in [2-13C]glycerol-labeled 2-PI3-SH3 amyloid fibrils. At ultra-

fast MAS, RFDR is used as a broadband sequence and 1H decoupling is generally 

omitted61. Proton irradiation can re-introduce depolarization conditions which are only 

avoided through a careful selection of 1H RF strength, with independent levels chosen 

for the duration of the  pulse and for the window between pulses69. Proper phase 

cycling of the  pulses is critical to eliminate residual DQ dipolar terms or chemical shift 

terms. Usually, supercycles of the XY–4 scheme (XY–8, XY–16, XY–32) are employed79-81. 

These phase cycling schemes are beneficial in attenuating the imperfections introduced 

by the large number of consecutive  pulses. 
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Figure 5: Building blocks for homonuclear recoupling. Representation of pulse sequence 
elements for homonuclear recoupling and spin diffusion at ultra-fast MAS: a)–b) first-
order sequences and c)–f) second-order sequences. Initial magnetization on the x-axis of 
a first X-nuclei spin is transferred to x-axis magnetization of a second spin of the same 
isotope. Continuous-wave irradiation is denoted by yellow pulses and phase-alternated 
irradiation (x,-x) by light and dark grey blocks. For both channels, the carrier position is 

set in the mid-range  X X X1
1 min max2

     of frequencies to be recoupled. a) In DREAM, 

X

1  is the average RF strength at midpoint during the sweep, as selected from Fig. 4b. 

Rotor-synchronized pulses are employed for b) RFDR, e) PARIS, and f) RESORT, with 

the period indicated in red (n.b. 1

r r

   ). For RFDR, the pulse is centered during one 

rotor period and pulse << r. For PARIS and RESORT, the duration for each pulse is half 
the rotor period. c) For 13C–13C PAR at 65 kHz MAS, a low-power condition of (

13 C

1 r1.12   , 
1 H

1 r0.3   ) can be exploited for biological samples. d) In MIRROR-SD, 

X

iso  refers to the isotropic chemical shift separation between the two low- nuclei of 

interest. More information on pulse settings for PAR and RESORT is available in Ref. 
23,82 and 35, respectively. 
 

2.7.3. First-order dipolar recoupling: heteronuclear 

For sensitivity reasons, the initial polarization in ssNMR experiments originates 

from protons. It is then transferred to low- nuclei (e.g. 13C or 15N). Hartmann-Hahn 

cross-polarization (CP) is the most common technique for this transfer83,84. The ZQ and 
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DQ recoupling conditions used in Hartmann-Hahn CP are described in Fig. 7a. The use 

of an adiabatic ramp is recommended to increase transfer efficiency85-87, for reasons 

similar to those previously exposed for the DREAM scheme. While the RF strengths 

employed must be sufficiently strong to spin-lock the desired chemical shift ranges, a 

special attention must be paid to minimize the power deposition. The DQ n=1 condition 

constitutes the first-order recoupling condition with the lowest RF requirements. In a 

work by Laage et al.88, this condition is used in a band-selective fashion in order to 

excite either the carbonyl or the aliphatic 13C region of human SOD. RF field strengths of 

13 1C H

1 114 kHz, 46 kHz     are employed at 60 kHz MAS, as illustrated in Fig. 6a. 

 

Hartmann-Hahn transfers between 15N and 13C are an important component of 

N–C, N–C–C, and C–N–C correlation experiments, sometimes referred to as double 

cross-polarization (DCP) experiments. Band-specific transfers are employed similarly to 

the SPECIFIC-CP technique introduced by Baldus and coworkers89,90. As any ZQ 

condition would require strong irradiation on at least one of the low-frequency channels, 

the DQ n=1 condition (Eq. 6) is the condition of choice at ultra-fast MAS (Fig. 6d). 

 

[Eq. 6] 
13 15C N

1 1 r     
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Figure 6: Selecting optimal 1H–X cross-polarization conditions. a) Pulse scheme for 1H–
13C CP. The ZQ (red) and DQ (blue) Hartmann-Hahn conditions lead respectively to 
positive and negative transfers. b) Map of magnetization transfer at 60 kHz MAS 
simulated for a CH2 group, considering the 1H–1H and 1H–13C dipolar couplings. In 

addition to n 1, 2    ZQ and n=1,2 DQ conditions, transfer conditions due to higher 

order terms appear: the n=0 condition used in SOCP, as well as the n=3 and n=4 DQ 
conditions. The RF settings for SOCP and band-specific CP are indicated. Intensities 
correspond to the average 13C magnetization for time points between 6 and 8 ms. c) 
Efficiency of 1H spin-lock as a function of RF strength, as measured after 2.5 ms of spin-
lock in [15N,13C]-labeled glutamine. Conditions of least decay, indicated by arrows, 
should be employed for CP. Deleterious recoupling conditions at ratio of 31 1 1

4 3 2 2
, , ,1, ,  and 

2 times 
r  are indicated by asterisks. 

 

 
Figure 5: Building blocks for heteronuclear recoupling. Pulse sequence elements for 1H–

X and 15N–13C transfers. The initial state of the spin-system are a)–c) 
1 H

xÎ , and d)–e) 
15 N

xŜ ; 

the desired final states are a)–c) X

xŜ , and d)–e) 
13 C

xŜ  For all channels, the carrier position 

is set to the mid-range of frequencies to be recoupled. RF field strength 
recommendations are indicated for a)–d), see also Fig. 7b and 7c. For MOD-CP, a cosine 

amplitude modulation of frequency mod is applied on the X channel. Adiabatic 
amplitude sweeps are applied for 1H–X band-specific CP and 15N–13C SPECIFIC-CP. e) 
Pulse settings and durations for PAIN-CP are discussed in Ref. 91 
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An adiabatic amplitude sweep is commonly employed on 13C to increase the 

long-term stability of the experiment27. The RF fields on both channels must be chosen 

so as to prevent homonuclear recoupling conditions such as HORROR ( 1
RF r2

   ), or 

rotary resonance (
RF r   ). As 13C has a large chemical shift range, RF frequencies 

between 1
r3

  and 2
r3

  should be avoided, especially at high fields or with a large 

adiabatic sweep. Alternatively, the adiabatic amplitude sweep can be done on the 15N 

channel. Efficient transfers have been accomplished without proton decoupling at 

40 kHz MAS and above40,59. Strong 1H decoupling (
1 H

1 r2.5   ) is required in the fast 

MAS regime (20 kHz)91,92, although efficient transfers might be possible in some 

conditions in the absence of 1H decoupling93. 

 

2.7.4. Second-order recoupling 

The previously mentioned first-order recoupling sequences are necessarily 

susceptible to the phenomenon of dipolar truncation45,94: in a multi-spin system, 

magnetization is preferentially transferred to a strongly coupled partner, extinguishing 

transfer to a weakly coupled partner. Sequences operating through a second-order 

mechanism, less prone to dipolar truncation, are appropriate for transfer to remote 

nuclei and collection of long-ranged distance restraints. Second-order recoupling 

sequences that work well in the ultra-fast MAS regime include PAR23,82,95, MIRROR-SD34, 

RESORT35, and PARIS36,37,96 in the homonuclear case; PAIN-CP91,92, SOCP97, MOD-CP39, 

and MIRROR-CP98 in the heteronuclear case. 

 

The general designation of third spin assisted recoupling (TSAR) describes a 

mechanism B–[A]–C where two nuclei B and C are recoupled through their respective 

dipolar coupling with a third spin A (i.e. B–A and C–A couplings) rather than 

directly92,95,99. The first use of the TSAR mechanism for magnetization transfer has been 
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introduced in a work by Lewandowski and coworkers with Proton assisted insensitive 

nuclei cross polarization (PAIN-CP) where second-order N–C transfer was 

demonstrated at 20 kHz MAS92. The 15N–[1H]–13C TSAR mechanism is obtained by 

applying cw irradiation simultaneously on three channels (Fig. 6e): 1H, 13C, and 15N. A 

thorough theoretical description of PAIN was recently published91. The homonuclear 

analog of PAIN, Proton assisted recoupling (PAR), generates X–[1H]–X transfer by 

concurrent cw irradiation on the proton and X channel (Fig. 5c). For 15N–15N PAR at 

20 kHz MAS, (
1 15H N

1 1 r2     ) and (
15 N

1 r0.2   , 
1 H

1 r3   ) are suggested. Inter-

nuclear proximities can be probed from the build-up of transferred intensity during the 

PAR element, as demonstrated with 13C–13C cross-peak build-ups in microcrystalline 

Crh95. The use of PAR at ultra-fast MAS (65 kHz MAS) was demonstrated on 

microcrystalline GB123 where 13C–13C correlations could be obtained with a low-power 

condition of (
13 C

1 r1.12   , 
1 H

1 r0.3   ). A condition at (
13 C

1 r1.75   , 
1 H

1 r1.3   ) 

has also been used. Possible optimization protocols for PAR are discussed in Ref. 23,82. 

When setting up a PAR or a PAIN experiment, an important aspect is to avoid RF 

frequencies which lead to first-order recoupling conditions (e.g. HORROR, rotary 

resonance, and Hartmann-Hahn matching). First, the regions to be excluded from the 

optimization space are identified by simulating an interference map of the spin system. 

RF power levels are then optimized around regions of known high transfer, identified 

from a polarization transfer map. Scripts for generating such maps, including C–C, 

C–C', and C–C transfers, are available23. 

 

Analogous to PAR, the RESORT experiment has been presented for homonuclear 

transfer35. The low- nuclei are spin-locked with cw irradiation; however in this case, 

phase-alternated irradiation is applied on 1H (Fig. 5f). This generates an effective 

Hamiltonian with the same form as for PAR but with different transfer conditions. 

RESORT has been demonstrated at 40 kHz MAS on microcrystalline ubiquitin. 
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In contrast to previous sequences, second-order recoupling can also be 

accomplished with sequences where no irradiation is applied on the X channel. For 

example, proton spin diffusion (1H–1H) and proton-driven spin diffusion (13C–13C or 

15N–15N) do not require any irradiation during mixing. However, as PDSD relies on 

energy-level broadening due to homonuclear 1H–1H and heteronuclear 1H–X dipolar 

interactions to increase the spectral overlap between low- spin pairs, it only functions 

at low MAS. In the fast MAS range, the dipolar-assisted rotational resonance (DARR) 

method is used to accelerate the transfer32,100. According to Takegoshi and coworkers100, 

the effect of irradiating the protons at the rotary resonance condition (Eq. 7) is to restore 

the spectral overlap between a sideband of an X spin and the 1H–X dipolar pattern of 

another X spin. Spin-diffusion mediated by DARR is abolished at ultra-fast MAS. 

Indeed, in a study by Scholz and coworkers, it was found that irradiating at the n=1 or 

n=2 DARR condition could not induce C' to C transfer at 45 kHz MAS34. Instead, 

proton irradiation at the mixed rotational and rotary resonance (MIRROR) condition 

was found to mediate spin-diffusion (Fig. 5d). The strongest transfer occurs when the 

applied field on 1H matches the 13C chemical shift difference (Eq. 8, n=0). The recoupling 

can be carried using phase-alternated irradiation instead of cw, providing increased 

robustness against 
1 H

1  mismatch. Because of the dependence on 13C chemical shift, 

MIRROR is an intrinsically band-selective sequence. This building block is particular in 

that it has a dual function and can promote both 13C–13C recoupling (MIRROR-SD) and 

1H–13C transfer (MIRROR-CP)98. The PARIS scheme has also been proposed to promote 

13C–13C recoupling36 and it employs phase-alternated 1H pulses which have a duration 

of either 1
2

 or 2 times the rotor period (Fig. 5e). PARIS-xy, a variant of PARIS with the x,-

x,-y,y phase cycle37, was recently used in the 39–52 kHz MAS range to record 13C–13C 

correlations in selectively-labeled amyloid- peptides96. 
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[Eq. 7]  
1 H

1 rn , n 1,2     

[Eq. 8]  
1 13H C

1 r ison , n 0, 1, 2, 3, 4          

 

Second-order processes can also accomplish the initial cross-polarization from 1H 

to low- nuclei. Indeed, second-order cross-polarization (SOCP) was introduced in a 

study by Lange et al.97. An important observation is that decay during 1H spin-lock is 

highly dependent on the applied RF strength. Efficient spin-locking of 1H magnetization 

does not require strong RF fields, but can be accomplished with low-power irradiation, 

e.g. 9.4 kHz at 65 kHz MAS. The most efficient 1H RF frequencies only appear at certain 

ratios of the MAS frequency, usually with 
1H

1  equal to 0.15, 1.67, and 2.55 times 
r  

(Fig. 7c). Those ratios are identified by monitoring the signal intensity as a function of 

1H spin-lock field. SOCP is achieved with the n=0 Hartman-Hahn condition: 
1 H X

1 1    

(Fig. 6b). The predominant transfer mechanism is due to second-order cross-terms 

between homonuclear and heteronuclear dipolar couplings, although transfer can in 

principle also occur through J-couplings. Notable advantages of SOCP are the higher 

sensitivity compared to first-order high-power CP, as initial magnetization can originate 

from protons not directly coupled to the S spin, and the robustness against RF field 

inhomogeneities, due to matching at the n=0 condition. SOCP is employed in a band-

selective fashion in the construction of a complete set of experiments for protein 

assignment at ultra-fast MAS (Fig. 2). For the initial H–X transfer, band specificity is 

beneficial for N–C experiments; however, broadband excitation may be desired in the 

case of C–C spectra. The RF strength on both channels can then be slightly increased to 

19 kHz at 60 kHz MAS, therefore avoiding the higher order 1
1 r4
    and 1

1 r3
    

recoupling conditions. When two regions present a large chemical shift separation 

X

iso , for instance C' and C in proteins, the simultaneous excitation of both regions is 

achievable at low-power through the amplitude-modulated second-order cross-
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polarization scheme (MOD-CP)39. In the MOD-CP scheme, a cosine amplitude 

modulation with frequency X1
mod iso2

    is applied on the X channel (Fig. 6c). The 13C 

RF strength is doubled, 
1X H

1 12   , creating the two distinct excitation regions. The 

simultaneous excitation of C' and C, or C' and C regions is demonstrated in 

microcrystalline ubiquitin at 60 kHz. MOD-CP restores the high information content per 

spectrum as found in high-power broadband excitation, while limiting the RF 

expenditure of the pulse sequence. MOD-CP can potentially be exploited for the study 

of organic materials, since several other spin–1/2 nuclei such as 31P, 15N, 29Si, and 19F 

cover a large range of isotropic chemical shifts. 

 

2.8. Conclusions 

A new generation of fast spinning MAS probe-heads has opened ways to 

improved resolution and sensitivity of biological solid-state NMR. Additionally, 

fundamentally new applications such as the study of paramagnetic metalloproteins 

have become feasible in the ultra-fast spinning regime. In this chapter, we have 

discussed those recent developments: the study of paramagnetic metal binding centers, 

and new methods for resonance assignment and detection of long-range distance 

restraints. Additionally, the topics of proton NMR at fast MAS and the study of protein 

dynamics are presented in our Trends article101. We expect that ongoing research from 

an increasing number of laboratories in this still largely unexplored area of solid-state 

NMR will lead to even more powerful methods and exciting new applications. 
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3. Complete set of low-power experiments for protein 

assignments 

3.1. Summary 

In this study, we introduce a complete set of low-power solid-state NMR 

experiments sufficient for protein resonance assignment under fast MAS (> 60 kHz), 

including sequential 15N-13C correlation experiments. The low rf (radio frequency)-field 

requirements of our experiments prevent considerable heating of the sample, therefore 

avoiding protein degradation, making this approach well-suited for the investigation of 

temperature-sensitive biomolecules. 

 

As an application, NCA, N(CO)CA, and 13C-13C correlation spectra were 

recorded at 60 kHz MAS on less than 1 mg of [13C, 15N] isotope-labeled sample. We also 

demonstrate that our approach can be readily performed on protein samples in which 

the 1H T1 relaxation times are shortened by means of paramagnetic doping1,2. Here, the 

reduced recycle delay enhances sensitivity but requires the use of NMR sequences with 

low-power deposition, as described in this communication. 

 

Contribution statement 

The results of this chapter are presented in the following publication: 

"Low-Power Solid-State NMR Experiments for Resonance Assignment under Fast Magic-Angle 

Spinning", Vinesh Vijayan, Jean-Philippe Demers, Jacek Biernat, Eckhard Mandelkow, Stefan Becker, Adam 

Lange, Solid State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, vol. 40(3), pp. 101–13 (2011) 

The tau sample was prepared by J.B. and E.M. The ubiquitin sale was prepared by S.B 

and Karin Giller. Brigitta Angerstein helped with the Cu-EDTA doping and filling of tau 

sample. V.V. and J.P.D. performed the solid-state NMR experiments. 
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3.2. Introduction 

Solid-state NMR has evolved in the past decade into a powerful technique for the 

characterization of biomolecular structure and dynamics3. Micro-crystalline globular 

proteins4,5, amyloid fibrils6-9 and membrane proteins10,11 can now be routinely studied 

using solid-state NMR techniques. This was made possible in part due to the 

development of 2D and 3D homonuclear and  heteronuclear experiments that correlate 

13C and 15N spins for resonance assignment as well as for obtaining long-range distance 

restraints in structure elucidation12. 

 

Remarkable developments in magic angle spinning (MAS) probe technology also 

contributed to this success. Now, a new generation of commercially available 1.3 mm 

probes can reach above 60 kHz of MAS. This allows for more efficient averaging of 

strong dipolar couplings, hence providing better resolution in highly crowded protein 

spectra13,14. 

 

On the other hand, fast spinning reduces the effectiveness of many of the 

routinely used NMR experiments for obtaining resonance assignments. For example, at 

low MAS (~15 kHz), 13C-13C correlations are often measured by proton driven spin 

diffusion (PDSD) 15. Under very fast MAS, efficient averaging of dipolar couplings 

renders PDSD experiments ineffective. Instead, selective dipolar recoupling of spins 

becomes necessary to allow for efficient polarization transfer14,16-18. 
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3.3. Hypotheses and Method Summary 

Hypotheses: 

It is possible to record a complete set of low-power solid-state NMR experiments 

sufficient for protein resonance assignment under ultra-fast MAS, including sequential 
15N-13C correlation experiments. 

The set of low-power experiments is readily amenable for protein samples of very low 

quantity and for samples where the 1H T1 relaxation times are shortened by means of 

paramagnetic doping. 

Method summary: 

The N-CA, N-CO-CA and C-C solid-state NMR experiments were composed by 

selecting low-power elements for magnetization transfer and heteronuclear decoupling. 

The experiments were performed at 60 kHz MAS on mass-limited (ubiquitin) and 

Cu(II)-EDTA doped samples (tau-Paired Helical Filaments). 

 

3.4. Materials and Methods 

3.4.1. Sample preparation 

Uniformly [13C, 15N]-labeled ubiquitin was recombinantly expressed in E. coli and 

purified as previously described19,20. Micro-crystals were obtained by precipitating the 

sample with polyethylene glycol21. Approximately 1 mg of micro-crystalline protein was 

filled into a rotor of o.d. 1.3 mm. 

 

Tau–PHFs from the construct K19 were obtained using previously published 

procedures22.  For paramagnetic doping, about 1 mg of PHFs were incubated in 150 mM 

Cu-EDTA solution for 2 days. After centrifugation, the pellet was subsequently 

transferred into a 1.3 mm rotor. 
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3.4.2. Solid-state NMR experiments 

All spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance III 800 MHz standard-bore 

spectrometer equipped with a 1.3 mm triple-resonance probe.  MAS frequencies of 60 

kHz were used in all experiments. The probe temperature was set to -30° C 

corresponding to a sample temperature of ~+30° C. 

 

Initial polarization transfer to 15N/13C was achieved using SOCP with rf-field 

amplitudes of ~9 kHz on both channels (contact time = 4 ms for 1H-15N and 2.5 ms for 

1H-13C, respectively). 15N to 13C transfers (mixing time = 5 ms) used a tangential 

amplitude sweep from ~23 to ~27 kHz on carbons (rf = 2 kHz) and an rf field 

amplitude of ~35 kHz  applied on 15N. Double-quantum 13C-13C mixing was 

accomplished by a linear amplitude ramp around ~30 kHz for the N(CO)CA (mixing 

time = 4.5 ms) and by a tangential amplitude sweep from ~25 to ~35 kHz (mixing time = 

4 ms, rf = 5 kHz) for the DREAM 13C-13C experiment. 

 

3.5. Results and Discussion 

Figure 1 presents the different pulse schemes that were used to obtain 15N-13C 

and 13C-13C correlations. At low MAS, the initial cross-polarization (CP) transfer from 

protons to low- nuclei generally requires high power irradiation on both channels. In 

contrast, under fast MAS, efficient CP transfer is also possible at low rf-fields23,24. 
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Figure 1: Pulse schemes for measuring 15N-13C and 13C-13C correlation spectra at high 
spinning speed. SOCP is used for the initial polarization transfer from 1H to 13C/15N.  
(a,b) Double-quantum 15N-13C transfer makes use of a tangential amplitude sweep on 
the carbons. (b) An amplitude ramp around the HORROR condition is used for the CO-

C transfer in the N(CO)CA experiment. (c) A DREAM mixing sequence was used to 
record the 13C-13C correlation spectrum. 
 

Our pulse schemes use second order cross-polarization (SOCP)24 for the initial 

magnetization transfer. SOCP at the n = 0 Hartman-Hahn condition relies on second-

order cross-terms between homonuclear and heteronuclear couplings.  SOCP works 

efficiently at low rf-fields if sufficient care is taken to avoid detrimental dipolar and/or 

CSA recoupling conditions at the used rf-field amplitudes. We employed rf-fields of 9 

kHz, well below all resonance conditions. SOCP is intrinsically band selective as only 

weak rf-fields are applied. The rf-fields employed here are sufficient to excite all 15N 

protein backbone resonances in 15N-13C correlation experiments but give rise to a band-

selective transfer to Cor CO in 13C-13C correlation experiments. 
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For the 15N-13C transfer, we make use of a SPECIFIC-CP25 step. SPECIFIC zero 

quantum (ZQ) or double quantum (DQ) transfer is possible whenever one of the 

following conditions is fulfilled (Eq. 1), where + and – on the left hand side of the 

equation apply to DQ and ZQ transfer, respectively; I and S are chemical shift offsets, 

1I and 1S are rf-field amplitudes for I and S spins, respectively, and r is the spinning 

frequency. 

2 2 2 2

I 1I S 1S r  ; 1, 2n n                                   (1) 

In the absence of chemical shift offsets, the above equation is the familiar 

selection rule for DQ and ZQ transfer in normal CP experiments. At high MAS, DQ CP 

can be easily matched with low rf-fields. The DQ CP condition was first investigated by 

Meier26 and more recently exploited by Emsley and co-workers27 in the context of band-

selective 1H-13C polarization transfer in the high MAS regime. We used the low rf-field 

capabilities of DQ CP for 15N-13C heteronuclear magnetization transfer similar to recent 

work by Ishii and coworkers1. 

 

For homonuclear polarization transfer from CO to C in the N(CO)CA 

experiment (see Figure 1b), a ramped pulse (100 to 80%) around the HORROR28 dipolar 

recoupling condition – corresponding to 30 kHz rf-field at 60 kHz MAS - is utilized. On 

a 800 MHz spectrometer, the rf-field amplitude employed here is sufficient to cover both 

C and CO resonances and compensates for chemical shift offsets. In the DREAM16 13C-

13C correlation experiment (see Figure 1c), a tangential amplitude sweep on 13C is 

applied. 

 

The experiments described here use low rf-fields for all the magnetization 

transfer periods. Accordingly, only low power proton XiX29 (12 kHz) decoupling was 

used during the t1 and t2 periods. Note that no proton decoupling had to be employed 
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during DQ SPECIFIC-CP, ramped 13C-13C mixing, and DREAM dipolar recoupling 

periods. 

 

3.5.1. Application to mass-limited protein samples 

As a first application of our fast MAS approach to resonance assignment, NCA, 

N(CO)CA and 13C-13C correlation spectra of PEG-precipitated uniformly [13C,15N] 

labeled ubiquitin were recorded at 60 kHz MAS. The sample contained less than 1 mg of 

isotope-labeled protein packed in a 1.3 mm rotor. The resulting spectra are shown in 

Figure 2 and exhibit excellent S/N (signal to noise) and resolution. Sequential 

correlations can be easily obtained from a combination of all three spectra as 

exemplified for residues V26-K27 and I30-Q31 in sequential walks (indicated in Figure 2 

with green lines). 

 

The total experimental times for N(CO)CA and NCA spectra were 128 and 61 hours, 

respectively. The DREAM 13C-13C spectrum was recorded in 14 hours 
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Figure 2: 15N-13C  and 13C-13C  correlation spectra of ubiquitin at 60 KHz MAS. (a) NCA 

spectrum. (b) C and CO regions of N(CO)CA spectrum.  (c) C-C and C-CO regions 
of 13C-13C  DREAM spectrum. Carrier frequencies were 4.1 ppm on 1H, 119 ppm on 15N, 
56 ppm on 13C for NCA and 13C-13C, and 100 ppm on 13C for N(CO)CA except for the 
tangential sweep where the carrier was set to 175 ppm. Negative contours are shown in 
red and positive contours in blue. Sequential correlations (indicated with green lines) 
can be easily obtained from these spectra as exemplified for residues V26-K27 and I30-
Q31. 
 

3.5.2. Application to paramagnetic protein samples 

Our low-power approach for resonance assignment under fast MAS is ideally 

combined with paramagnetic optimized relaxation times for sensitivity enhancement. 

As an example we present data that was recorded on approximately 1 mg of Cu(II)-

EDTA (Cu-EDTA) doped uniformly [13C, 15N] labeled paired helical filaments (PHFs) 

formed from the tau construct K19. The presence of tau aggregates in neurons is a 

pathological hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease22,30. 
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The reduced 1H T1 relaxation time in the Cu-EDTA doped sample enabled us to 

shorten the inter-scan delay in our experiments to 400 ms. The NCO spectrum of K19 

PHFs is shown in Figure 3. This spectrum was recorded in 19 hours and compares 

favorably to results obtained at lower speed both in terms of S/N and resolution22. 

 

 
Figure 3. NCO spectrum of uniformly [13C, 15N] isotope-labeled paired helical filaments 
formed from the tau construct K19 doped with 150 mM Cu-EDTA. The spectrum was 
recorded at 60 kHz MAS on a standard-bore 800 MHz spectrometer. 
 

3.6. Conclusion 

We have shown that all experiments needed for sequential resonance assignment 

including 15N-13C correlation experiments can be measured at very high spinning speed 

and with low rf power deposition. With the full set of correlation experiments available, 

solid state NMR assignment of proteins is now possible at high spinning speeds. By 

exploiting the better resolution at higher spinning speed, the low power approach to 

resonance assignment under fast MAS as described here – possibly in combination with 

paramagnetic optimized relaxation times – promises to be of general use for the 

characterisation of protein structure and dynamics. 
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4. Tailored low-power cross-polarization under ultra-fast MAS 

4.1. Summary 

High static magnetic fields and very fast magic-angle spinning (MAS) promise to 

improve resolution and sensitivity of solid-state NMR experiments. The fast MAS 

regime has permitted the development of low-power cross-polarization schemes, such 

as second-order cross-polarization (SOCP), which prevent heat deposition in the sample. 

Those schemes are however limited in bandwidth, as weak radio-frequency (RF) fields 

only cover a small chemical shift range for rare nuclei (e.g. 13C). Another consideration is 

that the efficiency of cross-polarization is very sensitive to magnetization decay that 

occurs during the spin-lock pulse on the abundant nuclei (e.g. 1H). Having characterized 

this decay in glutamine at 60 kHz MAS, we propose two complementary strategies to 

tailor cross-polarization to desired spectral regions at low RF power. In the case of 

multiple sites with small chemical shift dispersion, a larger bandwidth for SOCP is 

obtained by slightly increasing the RF power while avoiding recoupling conditions that 

lead to fast spin-lock decay. In the case of two spectral regions with large chemical shift 

offset, an extension of the existing low-power schemes, called MOD-CP, is introduced. It 

consists of a spin-lock on 1H and an amplitude modulated spin-lock on the rare nucleus. 

The range of excited chemical shifts is assessed by experimental excitation profiles and 

numerical simulation of an I2S spin system. All SOCP-based schemes exhibit higher 

sensitivity than high-power CP schemes, as demonstrated on solid (glutamine) and 

semi-solid (hydrated, micro-crystalline ubiquitin) samples. 
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4.2. Background and Motivation 

The past decade has seen a tremendous development in the field of solid-state 

NMR1,2. Part of this development can be attributed to the widespread adoption of high 

static magnetic fields. High fields provide better sensitivity, since the improvement in 

signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) is roughly proportional to 3/2

0B . Furthermore, chemical shift 

dispersion directly scales with the field strength, which is beneficial for the resolution of 

crowded spectra. Similar to the progress provided by high B0 fields, a recent wave of 

improvement in resolution and sensitivity has been brought about by the development 

of very fast MAS probe heads and pulse techniques. MAS frequencies of up to 67 kHz 

are now reached by rotors with an o.d. of 1.3 mm. As a consequence of the very fast 

rotation, chemical shift anisotropies are efficiently averaged and dipolar couplings are 

greatly reduced3, resulting in narrow line-widths. The large decrease in sample volume 

reduces the sensitivity; this effect is partially compensated since the S/N per unit 

volume follows the inverse of the RF coil diameter4,5. Therefore, at equal MAS speed, the 

absolute S/N is roughly proportional to the rotor diameter. 

 

At high static field, large chemical shift dispersions entail the generation of larger 

applied B1 fields in order to excite the full spectral width of nuclei such as 13C and 15N. 

Strong radio frequency (RF) irradiation can deposit a high amount of energy in the 
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sample. The heat contributed can lead to irremediable alteration of the sample. This 

situation is particularly critical for the study of biological samples, which are fragile and 

often preserved in ionic buffers6. In fast MAS experiments, additional heating is caused 

by the friction of the MAS rotor with the surrounding gas, which can increase the 

temperature by about 60 K at 60 kHz MAS. To overcome the heating problem, one 

strategy is to reduce electric fields through modifications of the RF coil design7-13. A 

concurrent and complementary strategy is the development of pulse sequences 

requiring minimal amounts of irradiation power. This additionally mitigates the strain 

that strong RF generation imposes on the instrumentation. Substantial gains in 

sensitivity can further be obtained by combining low-power pulse sequences and fast 

MAS with shortening of the recycling delay. For instance, in the presence of 

paramagnetic nuclei, the 1H longitudinal relaxation times are reduced, thus allowing 

fast acquisition14-18. 

 

Low-power alternatives compatible with very fast magic-angle spinning of the 

rotor have been recently introduced for many of the fundamental building blocks of 

solid-state NMR pulse sequences. This comprises proton heteronuclear decoupling (e.g. 

XiX19-21, TPPM22-24, PISSARRO25), mixing schemes (e.g. HORROR26, ocHORROR27, 

DREAM21,28,29, RFDR30-32, MIRROR33, PARIS34, PAR35,36), and cross-polarization37,38. Low-

power cross-polarization schemes, such as band-selective 1H-13C cross-polarization37, 

and second-order cross-polarization (SOCP)38, are easily incorporated into 

multidimensional experiments. The band-selective 1H-13C CP was included in the low-

power pulse sequence for CC-RFDR17. We have recently presented a set of low-power 

solid-state NMR experiments assembled based on SOCP, NCA, N(CO)CX and CC, that 

are sufficient for protein resonance assignment under fast MAS, and which include 

sequential 15N-13C correlation18. SOCP is a second order recoupling experiment, part of 

the growing family that presently consists of PAIN-CP39, PAR35,36,40, MIRROR33, 

RESORT41 and SOCP. 
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4.2.1. Previous low-power cross-polarization schemes 

An intrinsic limitation of the low-power CP schemes is their band-selective 

aspect, since a low-power irradiation cannot efficiently spin-lock the full range of 

chemical shifts for rare nuclei. 

 

Thus far, two cross-polarization schemes at low RF power and high MAS have 

been proposed. Under magic-angle spinning, cross-polarization is obtained when the 

effective nutation frequencies of the rare and abundant spins match the Hartmann-Hahn 

condition (Eq. 1), see ref. 42-45. The addition (+) and difference (–) conditions correspond 

to double-quantum (DQ) and zero-quantum (ZQ) transfer, respectively. 

 

(Eq. 1)  S I

1 1 MASn , n 0,1,2      

 

The band-selective 1H-13C CP scheme17,37 employs the n = 1 DQ condition. The 

proton spin-lock frequency is set between the 1
2

   and 1   ratio, at H C

1 MAS 1    , 

such that a low-power pulse can be used to spin-lock rare nuclei. In second-order cross-

polarization (SOCP)38, the I and S spin-lock frequencies are matched at the n = 0 

Hartmann-Hahn condition, I S

1 1   . Magnetization transfer occurs predominantly 

through second-order cross-terms between homonuclear I-I and heteronuclear I-S 

dipolar couplings. SOCP allows the use of low-power RF for both nuclei, such that the 

proton spin-lock frequency is set below the 1
4

   condition. 

 

In the current study, we present two strategies to alleviate this limitation. In case 

of multiple sites with small chemical shift dispersion, we employ SOCP with increased 

RF frequency. In case of regions with large chemical shift dispersion, low-power CP is 

employed with an amplitude modulation on the rare nucleus spin-lock pulse (the "S" 
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spin, e.g. 13C or 15N). This constitutes an extension of the present schemes which restores 

the high information content per spectrum that is found in broadband excitation while 

conserving the benefits of low-power solid-state NMR pulse sequences. 

 

In order to select optimal conditions, we first characterized the decay of 1H spin-

locked magnetization as a function of RF-field strength and MAS frequency. 

 

4.3. Hypotheses and Method Summary 

Hypotheses: 

It is possible to excite multiple bandwidths during 1H-13C cross-polarization using an 

amplitude modulation on the 13C channel. 

Any arbitrary offset between the two bandwidths can be generated, making the 

amplitude-modulated cross-polarization a general tool for tailored magnetization 

transfer at ultra-fast MAS. 

The cross-polarization schemes which avoid rapid 1H magnetization decay during spin-

lock have higher transfer efficiency. 

Method summary: 

The effect of amplitude modulation on cross-polarization was analyzed through 

experimental and simulated excitation profiles. 

The decay of 1H spin-locked magnetization was characterized as a function of RF-field 

strength and MAS frequency. 

The efficiency of the cross-polarization schemes is demonstrated on solid (glutamine as 

a dry powder) and semi-solid (hydrated, micro-crystalline ubiquitin) samples. 
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4.4. Materials and Methods 

4.4.1. Sample preparation 

Uniformly [13C, 15N]-labeled ubiquitin was prepared as described in Section 3.4.1. 

Uniformly [13C, 15N]-labeled L-glutamine was purchased from Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories (Cambridge, MA). A 1.3-mm rotor was packed with 2.91 mg of L-

glutamine. 

 

4.4.2. Solid-state NMR spectroscopy 

Spectra were recorded at 18.8 T (800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency) on a Bruker 

Avance III standard-bore spectrometer equipped with a 1.3-mm triple-resonance probe 

head (Bruker). Three MAS frequencies were used for the spin-lock experiments: 40.2, 

49.9, and 60.0 kHz. All other experiments were performed at 60.0 kHz. The temperature 

of the ubiquitin sample was estimated to be +6.7 °C at a MAS frequency of 40 kHz, 

+17.0 °C at 50 kHz and +31.0 °C at 60 kHz. This estimate was obtained by comparison of 

the isotropic 1H chemical shift of water at high-speed MAS to published chemical 

shifts46. For all experiments, the 1H-13C and 1H-15N dipolar couplings were decoupled 

during acquisition using 12 kHz of XiX decoupling on 1H (ref. 19,20). A recycling delay of 

2 seconds was employed. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm from DSS, calibrated 

using adamantane as external reference47. CP-MAS spectra were acquired with 

128 scans for ubiquitin (Figure 4 a,b,d) and 32 scans for glutamine (Figure 4 and 6). The 

2D 13C-13C DREAM spectrum was recorded with 250 t1 points and 288 scans, for a total 

experimental time of 40 hours. The maximum acquisition time was 6.2 ms in the t1 and 

14.4 ms in the t2 dimension. Double-quantum 13C-13C mixing was accomplished by a 

tangential amplitude sweep28,29 from ~25 to ~35 kHz during 5 ms. 
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4.4.3. Measurement of excitation profiles 

Signal intensity was detected after a cross-polarization of 5 ms through a series of 

1H-15N CP-MAS spectra in glutamine (Figure 2). To record a complete profile, the 15N 

carrier was swept from 102 kHz upfield to 102 kHz downfield of the resonances in steps 

of 750 Hz. The glutamine 15N spectrum has two resonances corresponding to the side-

chain amide and to the backbone amine at 111.1 ppm and 38.16 ppm, respectively. The 

homonuclear dipolar couplings between 15N are considered to be insignificant, based on 

the large distance separation between two nitrogen atoms in the crystal structure (ref. 

48,49). Hence, signals from both side-chain and backbone were combined in the analysis 

to increase S/N. 

 

4.4.4. Quantum mechanical simulations 

The simulated excitation profiles of 1H-15N CP in glutamine were obtained from a 

step-wise integration procedure of the Liouville-von Neumann equation within the 

numerical simulation routine GAMMA50, see Appendix. Neglecting scalar through-

bond couplings, the relevant internal system Hamiltonian in the Zeeman interaction 

frame contains 15N isotropic chemical shift, dipolar couplings (1H-1H and 1H-15N) and 

RF irradiation on 1H and 15N (time-dependent in case of MOD-CP). Mimicking the 

situation in an NH2 group, a proton-proton distance of 1.74 Å (corresponding dipolar 

coupling: 23.2 kHz) and proton-nitrogen distances of 1.05 Å (dipolar coupling: 10.5 kHz) 

were used. To obtain a complete excitation profile, simulations were carried out in steps 

of 375 Hz such that the 15N isotropic chemical shift covered a range from –102 kHz to 

+102 kHz. The expectation value of spin-locked 15N magnetization was averaged for all 

time points between 6 ms and 8 ms. Powder averaging involved 120 orientations. All 

simulated profiles were adjusted with a single, global scaling factor in order to be 

compared with experimental profiles. This global scaling factor was found by least-

squares fitting of simulated to observed signal intensities. 
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4.5. Results 

4.5.1. Characteristics of spin-locked magnetization 

We studied the dependence of recoupling conditions on MAS frequency, 

performing the spin-lock experiments at three different MAS frequencies: 40 kHz, 

50 kHz, and 60 kHz (Figure 1). The decay of 1H (the "I" spin) magnetization was 

monitored by applying a spin-lock for 2.5 ms in glutamine, with nutation frequencies 

H

1  ranging from 0 to 
MAS3 . The remaining magnetization was transferred for 

detection to the nearest 13C nucleus through a high-power ZQ CP. The signal presented 

in Figure 1 represents the addition of intensities from all five 13C resonances of 

glutamine. The three intensity curves at different MAS were individually normalized 

against a control experiment in which the 1H spin-lock period was omitted (i.e. a normal 

ZQ CP experiment without a spin-lock between 1H 90° pulse and CP). 
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Figure 1:  Proton spin-lock efficiency. The 1H spin-lock efficiency was monitored as a 

function of RF-field strength H

1  and MAS frequency 
MAS . Signal intensity is detected 

indirectly on 13C after 2.5 ms of 1H spin-lock. Spin-lock efficiency is measured at three 
different MAS frequencies: 40 kHz (green squares), 50 kHz (blue triangles), and 60 kHz 
(red circles). Asterisks indicate recoupling conditions that lead to rapid magnetization 

decay, near the ratios  31 1 1
4 3 2 2
, , ,1, , 2  . 

 

As previously described38, spin-locked proton magnetization decays rapidly 

when the ratio of nutation frequency to MAS frequency, H

1 MAS/    , is around 1
4

  , 

1
3

, 1
2

, 1, 3
2

, or 2. Those conditions are indicated in Figure 1 by asterisks. At 1
2

  , the 

HORROR condition26, homonuclear dipolar couplings are recoupled; at the 1   rotary 

resonance condition, chemical shift anisotropies as well as homonuclear and 

heteronuclear dipolar couplings are recoupled; while the 2   rotary resonance 

condition recouples chemical shift anisotropies and heteronuclear dipolar couplings. 

The 1
4

  , 1
3

, and 3
2

 conditions can be understood in terms of higher-order perturbation 

theory38,51. 
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Two inferences can be made as the MAS frequency increases. First, the overall 

magnetization decay is slower at high MAS, for all nutation frequencies with ratio 2  . 

Second, the range of RF-field frequencies (in Hz) affected around the 1
2

   and 1   

conditions becomes considerably narrower at high MAS. The narrowing of the 1
2

   

and 1   conditions is consistent with the interpretation that, while CSA and 

heteronuclear couplings are efficiently averaged out at 40 kHz of MAS, the averaging of 

proton homonuclear couplings benefits from further increase in the MAS frequency. 

Nicely, at 60 kHz MAS, we can find a band of frequencies below the 1
4

   ratio which 

very effectively conserves the initial magnetization. After 2.5 ms of spin-lock, more than 

95% of the magnetization is preserved for nutation frequencies between 7 kHz and 

14 kHz. Other regions of low decay can be found in the following intervals: 1 1
4 3
   , 

1
2

1   , 3
2

1   , 3
2

2   , 2  . At low MAS, however, only frequencies above the 

2   condition efficiently prevent rapid magnetization decay. 

 

4.5.2. Second-order cross-polarization with increased bandwidth 

Extending the bandwidth of SOCP is easily achieved by increasing the RF-field 

strength for both I and S nuclei while preserving n = 0 Hartmann-Hahn matching. The 

efficiency of the SOCP transfer deteriorates when H

1  approaches the 1
4

   recoupling 

condition. However, the fast decay of spin-locked 1H magnetization is avoided when the 

nutation frequency is carefully selected between the 1
4

   and 1
3

   ratios. Past the 

1
3

   ratio however, this approach is not advisable since recoupling conditions are 

encountered and power deposition in the sample increases with the square of the 

applied frequency. Increasing the bandwidth of SOCP is best suited when the chemical 

shift dispersion is small in comparison to the MAS frequency, which is most likely the 

case for moderate static fields and fast MAS, e.g. 
0B 14.1T  (600 MHz 1H Larmor 

frequency) and 60 kHz MAS. 
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4.5.3. Amplitude-modulated second-order cross-polarization 

For higher static fields and very large chemical shift offsets, the SOCP with 

increased bandwidth approach is not appropriate and an alternative has to be sought. 

Pulses with a cyclical amplitude modulation are commonly employed for the selective 

excitation of two resonances52-54. A cross-polarization scheme with cosine or sine 

amplitude modulation has already been presented in solution-state NMR55. We thus 

considered the use of cosine amplitude modulation in combination with low-power CP 

in order to transfer polarization to multiple regions separated by a large chemical shift 

offset. 

 

An applied RF pulse is described by a field strength B1 (T) and a reference 

transmitter frequency ref (Hz). By multiplying this general pulse with a cosine 

modulation of frequency mod (Hz), we obtain (Eq. 2): 

 

(Eq. 2) 
   

       

1 ref

mod

1 modB ;

1 ref mod x ref mod y

B B cos 2 t

B cos 2 t cos 2 t e sin 2 t cos 2 t e


  

            

 

 

The effect of the modulation results from the product-to-sum trigonometric 

identity. It can be seen that this is equivalent to irradiation with two fields of half the 

strength (Eq. 3). Therefore, in order to preserve the properties of the original pulse but 

transmit it simultaneously at two different offsets, the field strength has to be doubled. 

 

(Eq. 3) 

   

   

1 1
1 ref mod 1 ref mod2 2

1
ref mod ref mod x2mod

1 1
1

ref mod ref mod y2

B ; B ;

cos 2 t cos 2 t e
B B

sin 2 t sin 2 t e

B B
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MOD-CP is achieved by application of a spin-lock pulse on 1H and an amplitude-

modulated spin-lock pulse on the S spin (Figure 4c). For two sites of interest, with 

isotropic chemical shifts A and B (ppm), the frequency of the amplitude modulation (in 

Hz) is 1
mod A B Larmor2
      . The reference transmitter position for the S spin (in ppm) 

is set to the middle frequency between the two sites: 1
ref A B2

     . Compared to the 

regular SOCP, the applied field strength (B1) for the rare spin is doubled. The original 

field strength applied on 1H and carrier position are preserved. Following from (Eq. 3), 

n = 0 Hartmann-Hahn matching is established at resonance frequencies 
ref mod   and 

ref mod  . Additionally, the final phase for each excitation band can be controlled 

independently53,56. 
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Figure 2: Excitation profiles as a function of the carrier offset. For the experimental 
profiles (red), the signal intensity is measured on the 15N resonances of glutamine after 
5 ms of cross-polarization. Numerical simulations of the excitation profiles are shown in 

black. a) SOCP, with H N

1 1 10 kHz    . b) MOD-CP, with H

1 10 kHz  , N

1 20 kHz  , 

and modulation frequencies ranging from 3 kHz to 36 kHz. Above 9 kHz of modulation 
frequency, two bands of intense positive transfer are observed at offsets of 

mod  and 

mod . 

 

Excitation profiles (Figure 2) confirm that the bandwidth and intensity of transfer 

remain constant for large modulation frequencies, S1
mod 12

   . From the experimental 

profiles, one can conclude that MOD-CP is a suitable method for the excitation of 

regions with large chemical shift separation. All features of the experimental profiles 

could be well reproduced by profiles simulated numerically within the GAMMA spin-

simulation environment50. We considered an I2S spin system as in an NH2 group with 

two 1H-15N dipolar couplings and one 1H-1H dipolar coupling, as explained in more 

detail in the experimental section. Two bands of intense positive transfer are found at 

offsets of 
mod  and 

mod  relative to the carrier frequency, corresponding to on-

resonance n = 0 Hartmann-Hahn matching (Figure 3). Other transfer conditions, with 

n 0 , are also matched off-resonance; this is seen in the excitation profile as positive 

(ZQ) or negative (DQ) transfer bands far away from the carrier position. The signal 

intensity for those bands is however reduced since the axis of the effective RF field is 

tilted away from the transverse plane. 

 

Simulation and experiments demonstrate the consistent performance of MOD-CP 

over a wide range of modulation frequencies. A notable limitation is that the 

modulation frequency must be sufficiently large, 
S1

mod 12
    (see Figure 3). Below this 

threshold, the two excitation bands come close together such that the rare nuclei 

experience two B1 fields. The two effective fields have a slightly different axis of 
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nutation, resulting in dephasing of magnetization rather than spin-lock. In this case, 

SOCP with increased bandwidth can be employed to complement MOD-CP. 

 

 
Figure 3: Simulation of magnetization transfer. The intensity of magnetization transfer 
was simulated for a series of carrier offset and MOD-CP modulation frequency. Positive 
transfer is indicated in red and negative transfer in blue. The dominant transfer at 
offsets of 

mod  and 
mod  corresponds to an on-resonance n = 0 Hartmann-Hahn 

condition. Magnetization transfer occurs as well off-resonance at sideband Hartmann-
Hahn conditions (n = 1, n = 2), albeit with lesser intensity. Numerical simulations were 
carried out within the GAMMA spin-simulation environment considering an NH2 spin 
system. 

 

4.5.4. Selection of optimal cross-polarization conditions 

The efficiency of three cross-polarization schemes was assessed: i) high-power 

CP, ii) SOCP, and iii) MOD-CP. We acquired 13C CP-MAS spectra in order to compare 

the three schemes in terms of bandwidth and sensitivity (Figure 4). The optimized 

experimental parameters for cross-polarization are summarized in Table 1. 
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The conditions for broadband transfer at high power were optimized for 

maximal overall signal intensity. A linear amplitude sweep is used on the 1H spin-lock 

pulse to ensure that the transfer is resilient to Hartmann-Hahn mismatch57. In ubiquitin, 

the best cross-polarization was obtained at the DQ n = 2 condition, with H

1 85 kHz   

(mean frequency), C

1 35 kHz   during 1.3 ms. In glutamine, best transfer was achieved 

at the ZQ n = 1 condition, with nutation frequencies of H

1 100 kHz  , C

1 40 kHz  , and 

a contact time of 0.8 ms. 
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Figure 4:  Comparison of cross-polarization efficiencies . a) 13C CP-MAS spectra of 
micro-crystalline ubiquitin utilizing high-power DQ CP (black), or regular SOCP, 

H C

1 1 9 kHz    , on the C' (green), C (red), or C region (blue). The 13C carrier positions 

are indicated by arrows. b) SOCP on the aliphatic region with H C

1 1 19 kHz     (pink) is 

compared to high-power CP (black, as in a). c) Pulse schemes for SOCP (top) and MOD-
CP (bottom). In MOD-CP, a cosine amplitude modulation is applied to the 13C spin-lock 

pulse, and the frequency C

1  is doubled to excite both 13C regions. d) MOD-CP can excite 

both the C' and C regions (red), or both the C' and C regions (blue). e) 13C CP-MAS 
spectra of glutamine using high-power ZQ CP (black), MOD-CP (blue), and SOCP on 

the C' (green) or C (red) regions. Spectra are shifted from the high-power ZQ CP for 
better visibility. 
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Table 1: Experimental parameters for cross-polarization at ultra-fast MAS. Parameters 
are specified for a 60 kHz MAS frequency and a 800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency. 


1 :  Mean frequency of the RF-field. 
CP :  Contact time. 

ref: Transmitter frequency. 
 

 

Sample 


1

 

(kHz) 
cp 

(ms) 
Region 
excited 

13Cref 
(ppm) Notes 

 

Double-quantum (n=2) CP 

Ubiquitin  1H 85 
 13C 35 

1.3 Broadband 100 100-80% ramp on 1H pulse 

 

Zero-quantum (n=1) CP 

Glutamine  1H 100 
 13C 40 

0.8 Broadband 100 100-80% ramp on 1H pulse 

 

Second-order (n=0) CP 

Ubiquitin  1H 9 
 13C 9 
 

2.5 
 

C' 
C

C 

175 
56 
28 

 

Glutamine  1H 10 
 13C 10 

5.0 
C' 
C/C 

177.5 
42.5 

 

 

SOCP with increased bandwidth 

Ubiquitin  1H 19 
 13C 19 

1.4 C+C 40  

 

Amplitude-modulated SOCP (MOD-CP) 

Ubiquitin 
 1H 9 
 13C 18 

2.5 
C'+C

C'+C 
115.5 
101.5 

11.9 kHz modulation on 13C pulse 
14.7 kHz modulation on 13C pulse 

Glutamine 
 1H 10 
 13C 20 

5.0 C'+C/C 110 13.5 kHz modulation on 13C pulse 

 

Amplitude-modulated band-selective CP 

Glutamine 
 1H 50 
 13C 20 

3.0 C'+C/C 110 13.5 kHz modulation on 13C pulse 
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Figure 5: 13C-13C DREAM correlation spectrum of micro-crystalline ubiquitin. a) SOCP is 
used for the initial polarization transfer from 1H to 13C. In one case, a regular SOCP is 

used with the 13C carrier at 56 ppm to first excite the C region. In the other case, SOCP 
with increased bandwidth is employed with the 13C carrier at 40 ppm to excite the full 
aliphatic region. A tangential amplitude sweep applied on 13C allows dipolar recoupling 
of adjacent carbons. b) The 2D spectra resulting from those two SOCP conditions are 
overlayed. Positive and negative peaks are indicated in dark and light blue, 
respectively, for the regular SOCP (spectrum reproduced from Vijayan et al., 
ChemPhysChem, 2009); and in dark and light red for SOCP with increased bandwidth. 
For illustrative purposes, cross-peaks enabling the assignment of the Ile23 spin-system 
are indicated. 
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Much lower nutation frequencies are employed for SOCP: 2.5 ms of spin-lock at 

9 kHz for ubiquitin, and 5 ms at 10 kHz for glutamine. The higher sensitivity of regular 

SOCP compared to high-power CP is readily apparent (Figure 4a), and is explained by 

various reasons. An intrinsic feature of SOCP is that the initial magnetization can 

originate from protons not directly coupled to the S spin. In the thermodynamic limit, a 

narrow 13C bandwidth also contributes to enhanced signal, since magnetization is 

shared among a lesser number of carbons. Matching at the n = 0 condition makes the 

SOCP scheme less sensitive to RF field inhomogeneities and thermal drift of the 

amplifiers38. Finally, the 1H spin-lock is most efficient at low RF power, as previously 

discussed. 

 

4.5.5. Application to protein samples 

The excitation of the full 13C aliphatic region at 60 kHz MAS, from about 5 to 

75 ppm, is illustrated for uniformly labeled ubiquitin by the spectrum of SOCP with 

increased bandwidth (Figure 4b). Nutation frequencies of 19 kHz are used during 1.4 ms. 

 

We acquired a 2D 13C-13C DREAM spectrum (Figure 5) employing a SOCP with 

H C

1 1 19 kHz     as the initial cross-polarization step and compared it to a similar 

spectrum employing a SOCP with H C

1 1 9 kHz    18. All cross-peaks from the regular 

SOCP spectrum appear at the same position in the increased-bandwidth SOCP 

spectrum. In addition, the latter spectrum contains many cross-peaks which are absent 

in the regular SOCP spectrum. This offers the possibility of identifying all 13C-13C 

correlations within the spin system of an amino acid. The assignment of 13C resonances 

from an isoleucine residue (Ile23), from the carbonyl to the methyl carbons, is 

highlighted in Figure 5.  
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MOD-CP is demonstrated on ubiquitin (Figure 4d) and glutamine (Figure 4e). In 

ubiquitin, magnetization is transferred simultaneously to the C' and C regions by 

applying the 13C pulse at 115.5 ppm with a modulation of 11.9 kHz. Alternatively, the C' 

and C regions are excited with the 13C spin-lock pulse at 101.5 ppm and an amplitude 

modulation of 14.7 kHz. In both cases, RF-field frequencies are H

1 9 kHz   and 

C

1 18 kHz  , with a contact time of 2.5 ms. In glutamine, MOD-CP excites all five 13C 

resonances when the 13C spin-lock pulse is applied at 110 ppm with a modulation 

of 13.5 kHz. RF-field frequencies are H

1 10 kHz   and C

1 20 kHz  , with a contact time 

of 5 ms. With the exception of C', which is slightly reduced, all 13C resonances exhibit 

greater transfer intensity with MOD-CP and increased-bandwidth SOCP than with the 

high-power CP schemes. 

 

4.5.6. Amplitude modulation in combination with other CP schemes 

Under particular circumstances, a given cross-polarization scheme might be 

advantageous compared to another one. Thus, it was verified that the amplitude 

modulation approach can be used in combination with various CP schemes. We used 

band-selective 1H-13C CP (ref. 37) in combination with a modulated 13C pulse to 

simultaneously excite C' and C/C(Figure 6). The band-selective 1H-13C CP could 

likely be preferred in cases where the site of interest is scarcely protonated, since SOCP 

requires at least two protons coupled to each other with at least one of them coupled to 

the S spin. Indeed, band-selective 1H-13C CP works very well for transfer to carbonyls. In 

this study, SOCP was preferred because it is currently the CP scheme with the lowest 

power requirement. 
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Figure 6: Amplitude modulation in combination with various CP schemes. In this case, 
CP-MAS spectra were acquired in glutamine using either an amplitude-modulated 

band-selective 1H-13C CP (red, H

1 50 kHz  , C

1 20 kHz  , 3 ms), or an amplitude-

modulated SOCP (blue, H

1 10 kHz  , C

1 20 kHz  , 5 ms). The spectra are compared to a 

high-power ZQ CP (black, H

1 100 kHz  , C

1 40 kHz  , 0.8 ms) and were shifted for 

better visibility. 
 

4.6. Discussion 

The two proposed strategies to extend the 13C bandwidth are complementary and 

suited to different situations. The first strategy, consisting of SOCP transfer with 

increased RF power levels, is appropriate for small chemical shift dispersion. For 

instance, by selecting the 1H and 13C nutation frequency between the 1
4

   and 1
3

   

ratios, one can excite the full 13C aliphatic region in a spectrometer operating at 18.8 T 

(800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency). This would not be possible with MOD-CP; at 18.8 T, 

the C and C regions have a separation of 5.6 kHz, which is lower than the desired 

nutation frequency, C1
12

9 kHz  . The second strategy, MOD-CP, is best suited for two 

regions with a large chemical shift offset. 

 

Three variations of the SOCP scheme are now available for low-power pulse 

sequences at fast MAS: regular SOCP, SOCP with increased bandwidth, and MOD-CP. 
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Our results show that all SOCP-based schemes are more efficient than high-power CP 

for their respective bandwidth, while requiring less RF power. Regular SOCP still offers 

the highest sensitivity albeit at the cost of low bandwidth. MOD-CP and increased-

bandwidth SOCP allow the precise selection of chemical shifts for rare nuclei, extending 

the spectral editing capability of SOCP.  

 

In this study, we recorded a 2D 13C-13C correlation spectrum that contains 13C-13C 

correlations for complete amino acid spin systems, including carbonyl, aromatic and 

methyl carbons, as a demonstration of SOCP with increased bandwidth. MOD-CP 

supports a wide range of modulation frequencies (>36 kHz), which is advantageous for 

the study of biomolecules; e.g. in proteins, 13C nuclei have a large chemical shift 

dispersion of ca. 190 ppm. 

 

4.7. Conclusion 

The proposed schemes are able to tailor cross-polarization to desired spectral 

regions with high efficiency and low RF power. The low power requirements of these 

schemes prevent RF heating and alteration of the sample. The deleterious effects of 

heating on spectral quality as well as the strain on the instrument are consequently 

reduced. In addition, sensitivity enhancement by fast acquisition and decreased recycle 

time resulting from paramagnetic relaxation is only feasible if entirely low-power 

sequences are available. Those factors advocate for a general use of SOCP-based 

schemes as an alternative to high-power CP. We therefore expect that their use will be 

beneficial for the investigation of biomolecular solids at high resolution and sensitivity. 

 

4.8. Future prospects 

The spectral editing capability now available can particularly benefit experiments 

containing multiple 1H CP steps, for instance ChhC and NhhC experiments58,59. 
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As proton homonuclear decoupling techniques improve60-64, MOD-CP could 

become useful for low-power hetero-nuclear correlation (HETCOR) experiments. 

 

Many other nuclei, such as 31P, 15N, 29Si, and 19F, cover a large range of isotropic 

chemical shifts65. Along with developments in probe head technology, the study of 

materials containing those nuclei can also benefit from fast MAS and SOCP-based 

transfer schemes. 
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4.10. Appendix 

Source file for GAMMA simulation of HHN spin-system (File HHN_cos_3.cc) 

#include "gamma.h" 

using namespace std; 

 

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

 spin_system ABC (3);          //set up a 3-spin system 

    //spin 0:  H0 

    //spin 1:  H1 

    //spin 2:  C2 

 int p=1;             

  

 double p_dur;                          //acquisition duration 

 int p_ori;                             //Number of orientation steps in powder loop 

 int p_NCP;                             //Number of steps during 1 rotor period 

  

 //spatial tensors in PAS 

 space_T dip01_pas,dip02_pas,dip12_pas; 

 space_T cs0_pas,cs1_pas,cs2_pas;       

 

 double omegaR;                         //MAS frequency 

 double omegaW;                         //RF (w1 13C) modulation frequency 

 double omegaH,omegaC;                  //irradiated frequencies in Hertz 

 double dip01,dip02,dip12;              //dipolar couplings 

 double r01,r02,r12;                                

 double delsig=0.;                      //CS anisotropy 

 double eta=0.;                         //asymmetry 

 double delnu0,delnu1,delnu2;           //isotropic averages 

 

 coord B(0,0,1);  

 spin_T TTS0=T_CS2(ABC,0,B);            //spin tensors 

 spin_T TTS1=T_CS2(ABC,1,B); 

 spin_T TTS2=T_CS2(ABC,2,B); 

 spin_T TTD01=T_D(ABC,0,1); 

 spin_T TTD02=T_D(ABC,0,2); 

 spin_T TTD12=T_D(ABC,1,2); 

 

 string outFileName0;                   //output file names 

 string outFileName1; 

 string outFileName2; 

 string outFileName; 

  

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"output filename    = ", outFileName); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"Powder orientations= ", p_ori); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"MAS orientations   = ", p_NCP); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"acquisition/ms     = ", p_dur); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"MAS frequency/Hz   = ", omegaR); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"Mod. frequency/Hz  = ", omegaW); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"RF-field(1H)/Hz    = ", omegaH); 
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 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"RF-field(13C)/Hz   = ", omegaC); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"Offset(C2)/Hz      = ", delnu2); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"r01/A              = ", r01); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"r02/A              = ", r02); 

 query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"r12/A              = ", r12); 

 

 int a = static_cast<int>(omegaR); 

 int b = static_cast<int>(omegaW); 

  

  int c = a % b; 

  while(c != 0) 

  { 

    a = b; 

    b = c; 

    c = a % b; 

  } 

     

    int N_rep = static_cast<int>(omegaR/b); 

 

 //spins are on-resonance 

 delnu0=0.; 

 delnu1=0.; 

 //delnu2=0.; // 13C carrier offset is defined by query parameter 

    

 //HC pairs 

 dip02=4*122e3/(sqrt(6.0)*10*1)/(r02*r02*r02); 

 dip12=4*122e3/(sqrt(6.0)*10*1)/(r12*r12*r12); 

  

 //HH pairs 

 dip01=2*122e3/(r01*r01*r01); 

  

 p_ori=abs(13848/p_ori); 

 

 outFileName0=outFileName+".H0.dat"; 

 outFileName1=outFileName+".H1.dat"; 

 outFileName2=outFileName+".C2.dat"; 

 

 double dwtime = 1./omegaR; 

  

 int NP = static_cast<int>(p_dur/dwtime/1000/N_rep);  //number of calculated points in FID 

 double ma = 54.73561;                                //magic angle 

  

 row_vector specsum0(NP);            //some arrays for powder loop 

 row_vector specsum1(NP); 

 row_vector specsum2(NP); 

  

 row_vector spect0(NP);            

 row_vector spect1(NP); 

 row_vector spect2(NP); 

  

 row_vector data0(NP);               

 row_vector data1(NP); 

 row_vector data2(NP); 

  

 dip01_pas=A2(0.,dip01,0.,0.,0.,0.); //set up PAS spatial tensors 

 dip02_pas=A2(0.,dip02,0.,0.,0.,0.); 

 dip12_pas=A2(0.,dip12,0.,0.,0.,0.); 

  

 dip01_pas=dip01_pas.rotate(0.,35.25,0.); 

 dip02_pas=dip02_pas.rotate(0.,70.5,0.); 

  

 cs0_pas=A2(delnu0,delsig,eta,0.,0.,0.); 

 cs1_pas=A2(delnu1,delsig,eta,0.,0.,0.); 

 cs2_pas=A2(delnu2,delsig,eta,0.,0.,0.); 

  

 gen_op H;                        //hamiltonian 

 double phi,theta,gamma;          //rotation angles of the powder loop  

 space_T CS0,CS1,CS2;             //spatial tensors in rotorsystem 

 space_T CS0R,CS1R,CS2R;          //                   laboratorysystem  

 space_T SD01,SD02,SD12; 

 space_T SDR01,SDR02,SDR12;   

 

 for (int c=1;c<13848;c=c+p_ori)  //powder loop 

 { 

  cout<<"orientations: "<<c*100/13848<<"%\r"<<flush;  

  theta=180./13848*c;                      //theta in [0,180] 

  phi=360./13848 * ((107*c)%13848);        //phi   in [0,360] 

  gamma=360./13848 * ((271*c)%13848);      //gamma in [0,360] 

 

  gen_op sigma=(Ix(ABC,0)+Ix(ABC,1));      //start with coherence on spin 0,1, 1H 

  gen_op detect0=Ix(ABC,0); 

  gen_op detect1=Ix(ABC,1); 

  gen_op detect2=Ix(ABC,2); 

   

  SD01 = dip01_pas.rotate(phi,theta,gamma);  //rotate spatial parts 

  SD02 = dip02_pas.rotate(phi,theta,gamma); 
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  SD12 = dip12_pas.rotate(phi,theta,gamma); 

  CS0  = cs0_pas.rotate(phi,theta,gamma); 

  CS1  = cs1_pas.rotate(phi,theta,gamma); 

  CS2  = cs2_pas.rotate(phi,theta,gamma); 

  

  gen_op S; 

  gen_op U=Ie(ABC,0);    

 

  for (double h=0;h<N_rep;h++) 

  { 

   for (double i=0;i<p_NCP;i++)                   //MAS loop 

   {  

    phi = 360. * (i+0.5)/p_NCP; 

    //rotate spatial part around magic angle 

    SDR01=SD01.rotate(phi,ma,0.0); 

    SDR02=SD02.rotate(phi,ma,0.0); 

    SDR12=SD12.rotate(phi,ma,0.0); 

   

    CS0R=CS0.rotate(phi,ma,0.0); 

    CS1R=CS1.rotate(phi,ma,0.0); 

    CS2R=CS2.rotate(phi,ma,0.0); 

    

    H =     CS0R.component(0,0)*TTS0.component(0,0); 

    H = H + CS1R.component(0,0)*TTS1.component(0,0); 

    H = H + CS2R.component(0,0)*TTS2.component(0,0); 

      

    H = H + CS0R.component(2,0)*TTS0.component(2,0); 

    H = H + CS1R.component(2,0)*TTS1.component(2,0); 

    H = H + CS2R.component(2,0)*TTS2.component(2,0); 

    

    H = H + SDR02.component(2,0)*Iz(ABC,0)*Iz(ABC,2); 

    H = H + SDR12.component(2,0)*Iz(ABC,1)*Iz(ABC,2); 

    

    H = H + SDR01.component(2,0)*TTD01.component(2,0); 

   

      H = H + omegaH * (Ix(ABC,0)+Ix(ABC,1));    

    H = H + omegaC * (Ix(ABC,2)) * cos( 2 * PI * omegaW * (h + i/p_NCP) * dwtime ); 

 

    S = prop (H,-dwtime/p_NCP); 

    U = S*U; 

   } //end i 

  } //end h 

 

  for (int m1=0;m1<NP;m1++) //calculate spectrum 

  { 

   //fill data block 

   spect0(m1)=sin(theta*PI/180)*trace (sigma,detect0); 

   spect1(m1)=sin(theta*PI/180)*trace (sigma,detect1); 

   spect2(m1)=sin(theta*PI/180)*trace (sigma,detect2); 

   evolve_ip(sigma,U); 

  } 

  

  specsum0+=spect0;         //sum up of each orientation 

  specsum1+=spect1; 

  specsum2+=spect2; 

 }//end of powder loop 

 

 for (int l = 0; l<NP;l++)  //only real part 

 {  

  data0(l)= Re(specsum0(l));  

  data1(l)= Re(specsum1(l)); 

  data2(l)= Re(specsum2(l)); 

 } 

 

 GP_1D(outFileName0,data0);  //save spectra 

 GP_1D(outFileName1,data1); 

 GP_1D(outFileName2,data2); 

 cout<<"\n"; 

 return 0; 

} 
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5. Sensitivity enhancement in ultra-fast MAS solid-state NMR by 

recovery of proton magnetization 

5.1. Introduction 

As presented in Chapters 2–4, ultra-fast MAS offers several attractive advantages 

over MAS experiments at slower spinning rates1-3. Such advantages include the use of 

low-power pulse elements, the reduction of RF heating, and efficient averaging of the 

anisotropic part of nuclear interactions such as chemical shift anisotropies, dipolar 

couplings and quadrupolar couplings. As a consequence, several new applications have 

been enabled by the use of ultra-fast spinning: study of quantity-limited samples, study 

of proteins containing paramagnetic centers4-7, measurement of dynamic processes8,9, 

measurement of X–H distances10, improved coherence lifetimes during through-bond 

correlations experiments11-13 and new symmetry-based recoupling sequences14-17. 

 

At fast MAS (20–40 KHZ) and ultra-fast MAS (>40 kHz) however, the signal-to-

noise ratio is compromised due to the reduction of the rotor dimensions and decrease of 

the NMR-active sample volume. Different strategies have been implemented in order to 

restore a high sensitivity at fast and ultra-fast MAS: paramagnetic doping aiming at 

acceleration longitudinal 1H relaxation combined with the use of short recycling delays 

18-21, proton-detected experiments on protonated materials 22-24 and partially deuterated 

samples7,25-28; on the other hand, ultra-fast MAS probe-heads integrated into a dynamic 

nuclear polarization (DNP)29,30 set-up are being actively developed. 

 

Another important concept employed to boost NMR sensitivity stems from the 

realization that a large portion of magnetization remains unused after an experiment, 

and gives rise to two different strategies for sensitivity enhancement. In the first strategy, 

the magnetization remaining on low-gamma nuclei (e.g. 13C) is utilized. One method for 

sensitivity enhancement of solid-state NMR called RELOAD-CP was proposed, where 
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the bulk 13C polarization is stored along the +z axis and used to accelerate the recovery 

of selectively-excitated 13C31. In another method, the "afterglow" signal remaining on 15N 

after a first band-selective double CP to C is transfer to the C' carbons for an immediate 

second detection32,33. Similarly, parallel acquisition set-ups have been developed34 as 

well as experiments with multiple acquisition periods – simultaneous cross-polarization 

to 15N and 13C in DUMAS35,36 and MEIOSIS37 – or time-shared acquisition with 

simultaneous acquisition of 15N-13C and 13C-13C correlations in TSTSAR38. 

 

In the second strategy, the magnetization remaining on protons is recovered and 

used to accelerate the apparent magnetization recovery rate after an experiment, 

allowing the shortening of the recycling delay. This strategy is exploited in solution-

state NMR39, for example in the LTROSY40, SOFAST41 and COST42 families of 

experiments. In 1978, Tegenfeldt and coworkers first proposed to employ this strategy 

in solid-state NMR for experiments directly detected on a low-gamma nucleus, by 

applying a flip-back pulse on the 1H channel after cross-polarization and decoupling43. 

A special case where this strategy is particularly efficient is when only few protons 

contribute to the polarization transfer, for instance when carbons are selectively 

excited44 or in the case of natural abundance 13C materials45. The flip-back pulse was also 

employed in recent applications to pharmaceuticals46 and deuterated proteins47. 

 

The magnetization recovery strategy suffers however from two limitations in the 

low MAS (<20 kHz) and fast MAS (20–40 kHz) regimes: i) the pulse sequence elements 

employed on the 1H channel need to preserve a sufficient amount of polarization, ii) 

these pulse elements must be compatible with efficient magnetization transfer and 

heteronuclear decoupling schemes. Following our previous studies on spin-locked 1H 

magnetization48,49, we demonstrate in the current study that favorable conditions are 

obtained at ultra-fast MAS. The conditions employed provide a general method for 
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sensitivity enhancement which can be combined with a large variety of CP schemes and 

which does not require selective carbon excitation, making the recovery enhancement 

strategy suitable for the recording of broad-band excitation spectra on uniformly-

labeled and natural abundance samples altogether. This method can be combined with 

the Second-Order Cross-Polarization (SOCP) scheme48 and its broadband variation, the 

amplitude-modulated SOCP scheme (MOD-CP)49. Those two schemes require a low RF 

power and were shown to offer a sizable enhancement (up to ~1.50) compared to hard-

power CP schemes. 

 

Contribution statement 

The present chapter forms a manuscript in preparation: "Sensitivity enhancement in 

ultra-fast MAS solid-state NMR by recovery of proton magnetization", Jean-Philippe 

Demers, Vinesh Vijayan, Adam Lange. J.P.D recorded ssNMR spectra and analyzed the 

data. 

 

5.2. Hypotheses and Method Summary 

Hypotheses: 

A) At ultra-fast MAS, we can simultaneously obtain slow 1H spin-lock decay and 

efficient 1H-13C decoupling. 

B) Since we can simultaneously obtain slow 1H spin-lock decay and efficient 1H-13C 

cross-polarization using SOCP-based schemes (see Chapter 4, section <4.5.4>), we can 

expect a significant amount of proton magnetization remaining after a CP-decoupling 

experiment at ultra-fast MAS. 

C) Using a flip-back pulse after a CP-decoupling experiment will allow a faster 

magnetization recovery and increased sensitivity. 

D) The primary mechanism of sensitivity enhancement is the recovery of bulk 

magnetization and not an increase in longitudinal proton relaxation rates. 

E) The recovery enhancement is compatible with a large variety of CP transfer schemes. 
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Method summary: 

Spin-lock curve and decoupling curves were recorded at 65 kHz. 

Remaining amounts of 1H magnetization were quantified after different steps of the CP-

decoupling experiment. 

The mechanism of sensitivity enhancement was characterized through recovery and 

sensitivity curves. 

The remaining 1H amounts and enhancement ratio were determined for seven common 

cross-polarization conditions. 

5.3. Materials and Methods 

5.3.1. Sample preparation and solid-state NMR spectroscopy 

A 1.3-mm rotor was packed with 2.91 mg of uniformly [13C, 15N]-labeled L-

glutamine (Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Cambridge, MA). All spectra were 

recorded on a standard-bore 18.8 T instrument (800 MHz 1H Larmor frequency) 

equipped with a 1.3-mm DVT triple-resonance probe head (Bruker BioSpin, 

Rheinstetten, Germany). A MAS rate of 65.0 kHz was employed. A sample temperature 

of 40 °C was obtained by regulating the temperature of the cooling nitrogen gas at -

25 °C with a gas flow in the range of 935 L/h to 1200 L/h using a BCU-X accessory. 

 

In order to calibrate the RF nutation frequencies (
1 H

1  for the proton channel, 
13 C

1  

for the carbon channel), we recorded nutation experiments at a series of amplifier 

attenuation values (dB). In the nutation curve, the average difference between two zero-

crossing points was used to determine the length of the 180° pulse at a particular 

attenuation value. The RF nutation frequencies produced by the amplifiers were linear 

over the full range of used attenuation values (R² = 0.999), and RF nutation frequencies 

were calculated by linear regression from the calibrated values. 
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5.3.2. Extraction of signal intensities 

A baseline correction is first applied on the individual frequency-domain spectra 

by fitting areas devoid of signal with a piecewise polynomial spline function50 (6 pieces, 

polynomial order 4). The spectral intensity as a function of frequency,  I


 (Eq. 1), results 

from the addition of the resonance spectra 
 
jI


 contributed from each individual nucleus. 

[Eq. 1] 
   

N
j
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We describe individual resonance spectra 
 
jI


 with a mixed Lorentzian/Gaussian 

function (Voigt profile), which is the convolution ( ) of a Lorentzian lineshape  L


 [Eq. 

2] with a Gaussian lineshape  G


 [Eq. 3]. The Lorentzian lineshape is associated with 

the apparent transverse dephasing rate of a resonance peak while the Gaussian 

lineshape is associated with the heterogeneous broadening of a resonance peak due to 

inhomogeneity of the sample and static field. Parameters for those functions are the 

isotropic chemical shift 0  (ppm), a Gaussian line-width parameter  , and a Lorentz 

line-width parameter  . 

[Eq. 2]  
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The Voigt profile [Eq. 4] has four parameters: 0 ,  ,  , and the peak volume 0a  

(a.u.). The mixed function was computed from the real part of the Faddeeva function 

[Eq. 5], where erfc is the complex complementary error function51. 

[Eq. 4] 
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The full width at half-height (FWHH) for the Lorentzian, Gaussian and Voigt 

functions are given by52 [Eq. 6]: 

[Eq. 6] 
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For a Free Induction Decay (FID) recorded in a given number of scans nscan, the 

total signal energy totS  is simply the sum of individual peak volumes 0a  as both  L


 

and  G


 have a constant unit volume [Eq. 7]. 

[Eq. 7] 
N

j

tot 0

j 1

S a


  

The peak volumes for the five 13C resonances of L-glutamine are obtained by 

least-square fitting of the spectrum with five individual mixed functions 
 
jI


. An initial 

parameter estimate is obtained from the piecewise fitting of spectral regions to a single 

mixed function; the final fitting optimizes all five mixed functions simultaneously. For 

Figures 1a, 3 and 4, the parameters 0 ,  , and   are optimized on a reference spectrum 

(sum of all spectra) and then kept fixed while the peak volumes 0a  are further optimized 

for each spectrum of a series. For Figure 1b, 0  is determined from the reference 

spectrum, values for   and 0a  are determined globally for all spectra and successively 

fixed, then values for   are optimized for each individual spectra. 
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5.3.3. Measurement of remaining 1H magnetization level and 1H 

magnetization recovery curves 

During an arbitrary pulse sequence, the initial 1H magnetization z

0M  reduces to a 

final level z

fM  [Eq. 8]. The fraction of preserved 1H magnetization f0 was determined for 

the following pulse elements: i) a 1H spinlock, ii) cross-polarization, iii) cross-

polarization followed by continuous-wave (cw) decoupling. After excitation by a 90° 

pulse on 1H, a 'mock' experiment was carried with the aforementioned pulse elements; 

the remaining 1H magnetization amount was then read through cross-polarization to 13C. 

The CP conditions were kept identical for the 'mock' and for the 'read' experiment, such 

that the reported levels originate solely from the pool of protons that contribute to cross-

polarization. Any 13C magnetization already present after the 'mock' experiment was 

filtered out by phase-cycling of the aforementioned pulse elements. To ensure equal 

amount of initial 1H magnetization, each repetition of the experiment was preceded by 

two 6-ms purge pulses at 
1 H

1  = 83 kHz with phase x,-x, followed by a recycling delay of 

10 s. For i) and ii), the 1H spin-lock pulse and cross-polarization 1H pulse have the same 

duration and power level, as listed in Table 1). For iii) the cw decoupling was applied for 

8 ms with a RF frequency 
1 H

1  = 13.4 kHz. The cross-polarization 1H pulse and the cw 

decoupling pulse are always applied along the same phase. 

[Eq. 8] z z

f 0 0M M f  

 

 

Magnetization recovery curves (Figure 4) were recorded in a similar fashion, 

with cross-polarization followed by cw decoupling in the 'mock' experiment, with the 

addition that a variable recovery delay  was inserted prior to the 'read' experiment. A 

recycling delay of 21.5 s was employed. Three series of experiments were recorded: i) no 

pulse is applied, leading to rapid decay of transverse 1H magnetization, ii) a 90° 1H 
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pulse is applied directly after the 'mock' experiment to return magnetization to zÎ  

(flip-back), or iii) a 90° 1H pulse placed the magnetization along the zÎ  axis (flip-down). 

Depending on the series of experiment, the following value for z

fM  is employed: i) 

z

fM 0 , ii) z z

f 0 0M M f , or iii) z z

f 0 0M M  f . 

 

Assuming a mono-exponential recovery behavior, the magnetization available 

for the 'read' experiment is described by Eq. 9. Alternatively, a more complex recovery 

behavior can be better described by a weighted sum of N exponentials, each exponential 

with individual population ip , apparent relaxation time 1,iT  and remaining fraction 0,if  

[Eq. 10]. 

[Eq. 9]      
1z z H

eq eq f 1,appM M M M exp T

      

[Eq. 10]      
N N

z z

eq i eq f ,i 1,i i

i 1 i 1

M M p M M exp T p


 

      
    

5.3.4. Measurement of sensitivity in the steady-state 

The sensitivity of a multi-scan experiment as a function of the inter-scan delay  

was measured through cross-polarization. Experiments were recorded in three different 

conditions: i) no pulse applied after decoupling, ii) with flip-back pulse, or iii) with flip-

down pulse. The sensitivity53 is described in the frequency domain by the signal-to-

noise ratio per unit square root time  
t

S N  [Eq. 11]. The signal amplitude extracted 

from experiment is taken as the total signal energy totS  as described in section 2.2.  

[Eq. 11]   tot

t

noise tot

S
S N

t
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The noise amplitude noise , as estimated from the mean standard deviation of 

independent regions of the baseline, was found to increase with the square root of nscan 

as in [Eq. 12], where noisek  is a proportionality constant. The number of scans was 

adjusted to obtain a total experimental time 
tott  of at least 200 s per replicate. A 

sufficient number of dummy scans were employed prior to the first recorded iteration, 

 dummy scann max 0.08 n , 2  , such that the measured magnetization did not deviate by 

more than 2 % from ideal steady-state. 

[Eq. 12] 
noise noise scank n    

 

The sensitivity can be modeled as a function of the inter-scan delay for the three 

series of experiments, since the amount of 13C magnetization detected through cross-

polarization is directly related to the amount of 1H magnetization at the beginning of the 

experiment z

0M ; the calculated signal energy calcS  being related to z

0M  by a 

proportionally constant [Eq. 13]. 

[Eq. 13] z

calc 0S M   

 

The amount z

0M  decreases with every scan in the initial regime, but approaches a 

steady-state value z

0,ssM  after a large number of scans. The value of z

0,ssM  for given 

values of 0f  and 
1 H

1,appT  can be found through a geometrical series39,54 assuming a mono-

exponential behavior for the recovery [Eq. 14] or for a multi-exponential exponential 

behavior [Eq. 15].  

[Eq. 14]  
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[Eq. 15] 
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5.3.5. Calculation of uncertainties, fitting and hypothesis testing 

For the magnetization recovery curves (Figure 4) and the sensitivity curves 

(Figure 5), experiments were recorded in replicates. Each series of experiments was 

recorded by interleaving short and long variable delays in order to make measurements 

robust against temporally-correlated systematic errors, for example due to steady-state 

effects, RF heating or drift in instrument conditions. 

 

The uncertainty on the signal intensity was estimated individually for each delay 

value using the pooled standard deviation55. For a number of replicates jn  ( jn 3  for 

most data points) and a standard deviation js  among those replicates, the pooled 

standard deviation p  is calculated according to Eq. 16 where the index j corresponds to 

each of the three experimental curves (j=1: no flip-back, j=2: with flip-back, and j=3: with 

flip-down). This uncertainty estimate is used in statistical significance tests and to depict 

error bars in Figures 4 and 5. 

[Eq. 16]    
3 3

2

p j j j

j 1 j 1

n 1 s n 1
 

   
      

   
   

 

The individual curves i, ii and iii (recovery curve, Figure 4; or sensitivity curve, 

Figure 5) are fitted as a group with either of two models: A) recovery following a mono-

exponential behavior [Eq. 9 and 14], B) recovery modeled as the sum of two exponential 

components [Eq. 10 and 15]. The following parameters are extracted for each of the 

exponential components: the fraction this component relative to the total proton pool 
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i ip p , the longitudinal 1H relaxation time 1,iT  and the amount of remaining 1H 

magnetization which is recovered by the flip-back pulse 0,if . Values for eqM , ip , 1,iT  

and 0,if  are obtained by minimization of the residual sum of squares between calculated 

and experimental values (
Lack of fitSS ). 

 

The validity of the fit was assessed by computing the F score, which compares 

Lack of fitSS  to the sum of squares due to pure experimental error ( Pure errorSS ) estimated 

from the deviation of replicate measurements. An F score larger than the critical F value 

indicates that the lack of fit is unlikely to be due to chance alone. Furthermore, since the 

mono-exponential model is nested within the multi-exponential exponential model, we 

use the F-test to determine whether model B explains the experimental significantly 

better than model A or whether the reduction in Lack of fitSS  merely results from the 

increase in number of parameters. 

 

The uncertainty of the fitted parameters (Table 2) was estimated with a Monte 

Carlo procedure. The Monte Carlo data point MC

ky  is generated from the experimental 

data point exp

ky  using [Eq. 10] where k  is the uncertainty of this data point as described 

above and  is drawn randomly from a normal distribution of mean zero and standard 

deviation of one. The fitting procedure was repeated for >20,000 iterations and the 

uncertainty of a parameter is taken as the standard deviation of this parameter in the 

Monte Carlo fitting results. 

[Eq. 17] 
MC exp

k k ky y    
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5.4. Results 

5.4.1. Efficient 1H spin-locking and 1H-13C decoupling is obtained at ultra-

fast MAS using low-power RF 

In order to obtain a maximal amount of 1H magnetization after a proton-

decoupled CP experiment, dephasing has to be avoided during cross-polarization and 

heteronuclear decoupling. 

 

It has been previously demonstrated that spin-locked 1H magnetization is 

preserved for longer times at ultra-fast MAS under specific ranges of RF nutation 

frequencies 
1 H

1  48,49. Here, we measured the decay of spin-lock 1H magnetization in 

uniformly [13C,15N]-labeled glutamine at 65 kHz MAS (Figure 1a and 2a). As ultra-fast 

MAS strongly reduces homonuclear 1H dipolar couplings, the resonance conditions 

around 
1 H 1
1 r2
    (HORROR56) and 

1 H

1 r    (rotary  resonance57,58) are narrowed 

considerably. However, higher order recoupling conditions48 occur at 
1 H 1
1 r4
  

, 
1

r3


 

and 
3

r2


. Efficient spin-lock is obtained at low power when the RF nutation frequency 

1 H

1  is in the range of 0.07 to 0.21 times the MAS frequency r .  
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Figure. 1. Low-power cw irradiation allows efficient 1H spin-lock and 1H-13C decoupling 

at 65 kHz MAS in the range of RF frequency from 
1 H

1 r0.14    to r0.21  , is 

highlighted by yellow rectangles. The average signal intensities or dephasing times are 
represented as thick lines. (a)  1H Spin-lock efficiency. The total signal intensity was 
detected on 13C resonances after 2.5 ms of 1H spin-lock in glutamine as a function of the 

spin-lock frequency 
1 H

1 SL
 (pulse scheme Figure 2a). Intensities were normalized against 

a reference experiment with the spinlock block omitted. (b)  Decoupling efficiency. The 
Lorentzian broadening of the glutamine 13C resonance line-shapes is expressed as a 

transverse dephasing time T2’ (ms) for a series of decoupling RF frequency 
1 H

1 dec
 (pulse 

scheme Figure 2b). 
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At high power, efficient spin-lock is obtained with 
1 H

1 r1.3    and with the 

1 H

1 r   ratio in the range 1.6–1.8 and 2.3–2.65. Very few differences in decay behavior 

are observed between different 13C sites. We measured a rotating-frame longitudinal 

relaxation time 1H 1T   = 13.9 ± 0.4 ms from a spin-lock decay curve recorded at a 

nutation frequency of 13.4 kHz (
1 H

1 r0.21   ). 

 

It has also been demonstrated previously that continuous low-power irradiation 

produces efficient heteronuclear decoupling at ultra-fast MAS4,59. We acquired the CP 

spectrum of glutamine at 65 kHz varying the RF frequency 
1H

1  during cw decoupling. 

In addition to the intrinsic relaxation time T2 of transverse 13C coherences, residual 

terms of the heteronuclear dipolar coupling due to imperfect decoupling contribute to 

the total homogeneous line-width ’. This line-width is usually measured in the context 

of a spin-echo60, with an associated transverse dephasing time  
1

2T ' '


  . We 

quantified the decoupling efficiency (Figure 1b) by determining the Lorentzian 

broadening of the carbon line-shapes fL and estimating an associated transverse 

dephasing time  
1

2 LT '


  f . In this case, 13C line-shapes exhibit different behaviors 

depending on their number of attached protons. For carbonyls 13C (C’ and C), efficient 

decoupling is obtained for 
1 H

1 r   ratios in the range of 0.06 to 0.50. A strong recoupling 

condition occurs at 
1 H 1
1 r3
    for methylene carbons (C and C), requiring at least 

three dipolar-coupled protons61, which is almost undetected in non-protonated carbons 

and attenuated for C.  
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Figure 2. Solid-state NMR pulse schemes for measurement of (a) 1H spin-lock efficiency 
(Figure 1a) (b) 1H-13C decoupling efficiency (Figure 1b) (c) sensitivity curve (Figure 5) 
and signal enhancement (Figure 6) (d) 1H remaining magnetization (Figure 3) and 
recovery curve (Figure 4). (c) The signal intensity is measured on 13C after a SOCP 

experiment to aliphatic carbons (C/C/C) as a function of the recycling delay. A high 
number of dummy scans were applied prior to recording to ensure measurement in the 
steady-state regime. (d) To ensure a constant initial amount of magnetization, protons 
are pre-saturated followed by a recycling delay. To know the recovery behavior after a 
CP-decoupling experiment (Figure 4), a ‘mock’ SOCP experiment is executed, 
containing either the flip-back pulse, the flip-down pulse or no pulse. The amount of 
magnetization regained after a given recovery delay (trec) is then measured by the ‘read’ 
experiment, a SOCP to aliphatic carbons. To know the remaining 1H magnetization after 
a CP-decoupling experiment (Figure 3), a ‘mock’ experiment is carried and the 
remaining 1H magnetization is measured immediately by a second identical ‘read’ 
experiment. Magnetization transferred to 13C by the ‘mock’ experiment is filtered out by 
phase cycling. 
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For protonated carbons, the best decoupling condition occurs around 

1 H

1 r0.46   ; however, nearly as efficient decoupling can be obtained in the low-power 

regime with 
1 H

1  ranging from 0.14 to 0.3 r . Both regions of efficient 1H-13C decoupling 

correspond to purely homonuclear 1H-1H recoupling conditions, the HORROR 

condition56 at 
1 H 1
1 r2
    and a four-spin condition48 at 

1 H 1
1 r4
   , suggesting that the 

decoupling performance is strongly enhanced by self-decoupling62,63, where fast 

exchange of magnetization between I spins reduces I-S dipolar couplings64. 

 

It is thus possible to find a range of 1H RF frequencies which fulfills both 

requirements of efficient decoupling and magnetization preservation. This range is 

situated at 
1 H

1 r0.14    to r0.21   (Figure 1). We thus selected a proton irradiation 

frequency of 13.4 kHz (
1 H

1 r0.21   ) to be used in low-power CP schemes. 

 

5.4.2. 1H magnetization is well preserved after cross-polarization and 

decoupling 

A series of low-power and high-power CP schemes were tested in order to obtain 

1H–13C transfer: band-selective DQ-CP65, second-order cross-polarization (SOCP)48, 

amplitude-modulated second-order cross-polarization (MOD-CP)49 and high power 

Hartmann-Hahn CP66,67. The very efficient 1H spin-lock conditions previously 

mentioned (
1 H

1 r0.21   ) was employed for SOCP and MOD-CP. The contact time, RF 

field strengths and carrier offsets were optimized for each CP scheme and are listed in 

Table 1. Schemes based on the second-order cross-polarization mechanism provide the 

highest amount of signal (Figure 3). In the case of broad-band schemes, a compromise 

was chosen to avoid disparate intensities for nuclei that have distinct transfer or 
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relaxation properties. Such kind of compromise is generally pursued in the case where 

all types of functional groups must be characterized with equal importance. 

 

We then estimated the amount of remaining 1H magnetization after one of the 

following pulse elements (Figure 3): i) a 1H spinlock, ii) cross-polarization, iii) cross-

polarization followed by cw decoupling. For all tested CP schemes, we find that a 

significant amount of the initial polarization, from 42 % to 24 %, remains available on 

protons after cross-polarization and cw decoupling, (Figure 3, red spectra). The amount 

of polarization remaining after each step can be easily predicted from spin-lock decay 

and transfer to carbon as discussed in section 4.1. These results indicate that proton-

decoupled CP experiments at very fast MAS are suitable candidates for sensitivity 

enhancement by 1H magnetization recovery.  

 
Figure. 3. Significant amounts of 1H magnetization remain after different steps of the 
CP-decoupling experiment. The remaining levels of 1H magnetization were recorded as 
described in Figure 2d with a decoupling time of 8 ms. The RF field frequencies and 
contact times for each CP scheme are detailed in Table 1. 
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We then focus subsequent investigations on the SOCP to aliphatic 13C transfer 

scheme, as it offers the largest percentage of remaining magnetization and highest 

transfer efficiency. 

 

Cross-polarization condition 
1 H

1
  

13 C

1
  Contact time 

Residual 
1H 

 kHz kHz ms % 

Band-selective conditions     

 SOCP to aliphatic 

(C,C,C) 13.4 13.1 1.5 

41.9 

 SOCP to carbonyl (C,C’) 13.4 13.2 6.0 37.3 

 DQ CP (n=1) to aliphatic 52.5 11.2 a 1.4 28.6 

 DQ CP (n=1) to carbonyl 52.5 11.6 a 1.0 28.4 

Broadband conditions     

 MOD-CP 13.4 28.0 b 4.5 28.6 

 DQ CP (n=2) 87.5 35.1 a 1.3 36.3 

 ZQ CP (n=1) 116.1 48.4 a 2.8 23.4 

Table 1: Conditions for cross-polarization at 65 kHz MAS and remaining 1H 
magnetization. a A 100 % to 80 % ramp of the carbon RF amplitude68 was applied for 
non-SOCP based schemes. The average (90 %) 13C RF frequency is reported. b For MOD-
CP, a cosine modulation of frequency 13.5 kHz was applied to the carbon RF amplitude. 
To preserve the n=0 matching condition for both excitation bands, the 13C RF frequency 
must be doubled49. 
 

5.4.3. Enhanced magnetization recovery leads to higher achievable 

sensitivity and shorter optimal recycling time 

We monitored the recovery of magnetization following a proton-decoupled 

SOCP to aliphatic 13C experiment (Figure 4). Three sets of experiments were recorded: i) 

reference experiments, where no pulse were applied following decoupling, ii) flip-back 

experiments, with a 90° pulse placing 1H magnetization back to zÎ , or iii) flip-down 

experiments, with a 90° pulse placing 1H down along zÎ . A significantly larger amount 
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of magnetization was recovered in the presence of the flip-back pulse compared to the 

reference, for all delays up to 58 s (Student's t-test, 95 % confidence level). 

 

 
Figure 4. Recovery curve and sensitivity curve in glutamine at 65 kHz MAS following a 
SOCP to aliphatic carbons with low-power cw decoupling. (a) Time course of 1H 
magnetization recovery recorded with the pulse scheme in Figure 2d. The amount of 
recovered 1H magnetization is larger if the experiment finishes with a flip-back pulse 
(blue), compared to no final pulse (magenta), or a flip-down pulse (red). Magnetization 
amounts are normalized to the total equilibrium magnetization as extracted from the fit. 
(b) The sensitivity (signal-to-noise per unit square root time) was measured using the 
pulse scheme in Figure 2c. The sensitivity is normalized to the maximal experimental 
sensitivity in the absence of flip-back pulse. Maximal sensitivity is obtained by using the 
flip-back pulse (blue, 115.3±0.8 %, 24.5 s recycling delay), compared to no recovery of 1H 
magnetization (magenta, 100.0±0.5 %, 36.0 s recycling delay) or flip-down (red). For (a) 
and (b), solid lines correspond to the solution of the least-square fit when all 
experimental data are fitted together with the recovery modeled as the sum of two 
exponential components, model B (Eq. 10 and 15). 
 

In order to assess the sensitivity gains provided by the flip-back pulse, the signal-

to-noise ratio per unit square root time  
t

S N  was measured as a function of the inter-
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scan delay for the three sets of experiments (Figure 5). The measurement is performed in 

the steady-state so as to be independent of the number of scans already performed. 

 

Compared to the reference experiments, flip-back experiments yield a higher 

 
t

S N  for all measured inter-scan delays up to 120 s; however, when the remaining 1H 

magnetization is placed along zÎ  in the flip-down experiments, the sensitivity is 

reduced for all inter-scans delays up to 91 s (Student's t-test, 95 % confidence level). 

Accordingly, the highest obtainable  
t

S N  was found to be improved from 100.0 ± 0.5 % 

in the reference experiment to 115.3 ± 0.8 % with the flip-back pulse. 

 

Another advantage provided by the fastened recovery is the reduction of the 

recycling delay. If sensitivity is not a limiting factor, a  
t

S N  of 100 % can be reached in 

only 8.1 s using the flip-back pulse, compared to 36.0 s in the reference experiment. 

More than four times as many transients are recorded in the same amount of time, 

which is beneficial for experiments with extended phase-cycling. The shorter duration 

can also allow smaller increments in the indirect dimension of multi-dimensional 

experiments. The inter-scan duration is also shortened in the case of sensitivity-limited 

experiments: the inter-scan duration yielding the highest sensitivity is 36.0 s for the 

reference experiment compared to 24.5 s when the flip-back pulse is applied, 

representing a reduction of more than 30 % in inter-scan delay. 

 

5.5. Discussion 

5.5.1. Magnetization recovery is a general method for sensitivity 

enhancement compatible with several cross-polarization schemes 

From the results presented in Figure 3, it can be seen that all tested CP schemes 

are able to preserve significant amounts of 1H magnetization. This is attributed in part to 
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the selection of efficient 1H spin-lock conditions, either at low-power (
1 H

1 r0.21   ) for 

SOCP-based schemes or at high-power for other schemes (
1 H

1 r0.81    for DQ-CP n=1, 

1 H

1 r1.35    for DQ-CP n=2, 
1 H

1 r1.79    for ZQ-CP n=1). The bulk 1H magnetization 

remaining after 1H spin-lock pulse (blue spectra in Figure 3) follows Eq. 18 where tSL is 

the spin-lock duration and T1 is the 1H longitudinal relaxation time in the rotating 

frame. 

[Eq. 18]    
SL

0 SL 1t
M M exp t T     

 

Using the experimentally determined value of 1T 13.9 ms   (
1 H

1 r0.21   ) and 

a spin-lock duration of tSL = 1.5 ms, we calculate a remaining amount of 90 % in 

agreement with the experimental measure of 87 %. The values of 1H T1 for other 1H 

spin-lock frequencies can be estimated from the spin-lock efficiency curve (Figure 1a). 

The calculated amounts after spin-lock have a deviation of less than 5% compared to the 

measured values (Figure 3, blue spectra) except for ZQ-CP which has approximately 20 % 

less magnetization than calculated.  

 

In addition to spin-lock decay, the 1H magnetization is reduced during CP due to 

transfer of polarization from 1H to 13C, which is illustrated by the difference between 1H 

spin-lock (Figure 3, blue spectra) and CP experiments (Figure 3, green spectra). We 

observe that, for the different CP schemes, the proportion of 1H magnetization 

contributing to the transfer is roughly proportional to the number of carbons excited by 

the CP scheme, this proportion increasing by 7 ± 2 % for each additional carbon. 

 

Based on based on the characteristics of the spin-lock, 1T 13.9 ms   during 8 ms, 

we calculate that 56 % of the magnetization will be preserved through the final cw 

decoupling. Indeed, considering all seven CP schemes, we measured that the intensities 
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after CP+decoupling (Figure 3, red spectra) have a ratio of 57 ± 7 % compared to CP 

alone (Figure 3, green spectra). 

 

As initial polarization is preserved for all CP schemes, with amounts ranging 

from 42 % to 24 % after CP+decoupling experiments, the effect of the flip-back pulse 

was assessed for three recycling delays : 0.5 s, 2.0 s and 20 s (Figure 6). The signal 

enhancement ranged from 24 % to 50 % with a 0.5 s recycling delay, 24 % to 48 % with a 

2.0 s recycling delay and 14 % to 21 % for a 20.0 s recycling delay. 

The intensities of individual peaks are conserved between the reference and the flip-

back experiment and do not vary significantly when changing the recycling delay. The 

recovery enhancement method is thus potentially applicable for quantitative 

experiments and multi-dimensional experiments. A high correlation is also observed 

between the enhancement factor (Figure 6) and the amount of remaining 1H 

magnetization as determined in Figure 3. 
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Figure 6. Enhancement in the fast pulsing limit. The total signal intensities are compared 
to a reference spectrum recorded without flip-back pulse. 

 

 

5.6. The principal contribution to sensitivity enhancement is the preservation 

of large magnetization amounts, but magnetization sharing also 

contributes at fast repetition rates 

Several mechanisms can be proposed to explain the increased sensitivity. The 

simplest mechanism is that using the flip-back pulse brings the system closer to its 

thermal equilibrium state, without any change in 1H T1 relaxation rates. An alternative 
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hypothesis states that the flip-back pulse accelerates the apparent longitudinal 

relaxation rate of protons directly contributing to heteronuclear transfer44. 

 

In this second mechanism, contributing and non-contributing protons act as 

separate magnetization pools, each with their respective population size, longitudinal 

relaxation time T1 and residual polarization level prior to recovery. According to the 

concept of spin temperature69, non-contributing protons have a higher population of  

spins in the low-energy state after cw decoupling and are thus “colder”, while 

contributing protons are close to saturation, thus “warmer”, and have nearly a positive 

infinite temperature. A heat flow is established between the different protons pools 

when a perturbation can mediate an exchange of spin order between the magnetization 

pools. In the case considered, proton-proton dipolar couplings between the two 

reservoirs mediate this exchange, leading to the establishment of a quasi-equilibrium 

steady-state after a certain time period70. 

 

We investigated the presence and the extent of this magnetization sharing 

mechanism in our system using two diagnostics: the detection of multi-exponential 

recovery behavior, and the comparison of extracted recovery rates to the bulk 

longitudinal relaxation rate measured by inversion-recovery. The multi-exponential 

behavior of the recovery and sensitivity curves arises as contributing protons benefit 

from both magnetization sharing and longitudinal relaxation at short recovery delays 

but only benefit from longitudinal relaxation of both pools in the limit of very long 

recovery delay once as a steady-state has been established71. 

 

The experimental data were fitted considering two models of magnetization 

recovery: in model A, a mono-exponential recovery behavior was assumed; in model B, 

the recovery followed a sum of two exponentials. In addition to recording the sensitivity 

and recovery curves with no pulse or a flip-back following cw decoupling, we also 
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recorded a series of experiments were the remaining magnetization is flipped ‘down’ 

along the zÎ  axis. By forcing a higher population of spins to occupy the high-energy 

(unfavorable) state, both proton pools acquire a negative spin temperature. The non-

contributing protons have a larger population difference and are considered “warmer” 

than the contributing protons which are close to saturation. The inclusion of the flip-

down series makes it easier to detect a multi-exponential behavior of the magnetization 

recovery, since the flow of heat is inverted relative to the flip-back series of experiment 

and magnetization sharing between proton pools slows down the recovery of 

contributing protons at short recycling delays instead of fastening it. 

 

For the recovery curves (Figure 4), both model A (mono-exponential recovery) 

and model B (sum of two exponentials) are compatible with the data (Fscore < Fcritiral, 99 % 

confidence level); however, the fit is significantly better with model B (F-test, 99 % 

confidence level). For the sensitivity curves (Figure 5), the experimental data is only 

compatible when the recovery is modeled as the sum of two exponential components 

(model B) but is incompatible with a mono-exponential recovery behavior (model A). 

 

We carried a Monte Carlo procedure to estimate the uncertainty of extracted 

parameters. This procedure reveals that the fitting of recovery data alone is insufficient 

to allow the precise determination of parameters. The fitting of data to a sum of 

exponentials is indeed a well-known badly conditioned problem, such that small 

variations in the data can result in large variations of the extracted parameters72,73. On 

the contrary, the fitting of the sensitivity data alone was sufficient to extract well-

defined parameters with low standard deviation obtained in the Monte Carlo routine. 

 

In order to obtain a global model of the data, we carry a simultaneous fit of 

recovery and sensitivity data using the two-exponential components (model B). The 
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resulting fit is compatible with both sets of data and yields well-defined parameters 

(Table 2, Simultaneous fit). A simultaneous fit of recovery and sensitivity data with 

three exponential components could provide an improved agreement with the data; 

however, the two main exponential components present the same features as found in 

model B and the extracted parameters are not well-defined. 

 

The fit with model B reveals the presence of a major (98.7 ± 0.13 %) and a minor 

(1.3 ± 0.13 %) population components. While the minor component follows a quick 

apparent relaxation (T1 = 1.4 ± 0.16 s), the major component relaxes at a slower rate 

(T1 = 31.3 ± 0.21 s). This relaxation time is statistically compatible with the longitudinal 

relaxation time of bulk protons (T1 = 32 ± 2.2 s) as measured by a standard inversion-

recovery experiment. The amount of preserved proton magnetization for the major 

component is quite large (34.1 ± 0.16 %) and is sufficient alone to explain the sensitivity 

enhancement and shortening of the optimal recycling time compared to the reference 

experiment. Indeed, neglecting the minor component only marginally affects the 

maximal obtainable sensitivity with flip-back, which decreases to 114.3 % from 115.4 %, 

or the expected optimal recycling time, which increases from 24.8 s to 25.9 s. However, 

the sensitivity obtained at very short recycling delays is more severely affected, with a 

reduction of over 14 % for recycling delay of 1.0 s and below. 
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Model 
Component 
population 

Relaxation time, 
1H T1 

Residual 1H 
magnetization 

Fscore Fcritical
 a 

 % s %   

Fit of recovery curve (Figure 4)     
 1 exponential component  (100)  30.9± 00.26  34.0±  0.25 0.64 1.50 
 2 exponential 
components 

 81 ± 28 
 19 ± 28 

 37 ± 27 
 16 ±  8.7 

 24 ± 13 
 11 ± 13 

0.32 1.51 

Fit of sensitivity curve (Figure 5)     
 1 exponential component  (100)  28.4±  0.10  34.1±  0.16 10.33 1.48 
 2 exponential 
components 

 98.8±  0.15 
 1.2±  0.15 

 30.9±  0.24 
 1.3±  0.19 

 33.9±  0.19 
 25 ±  4.2 

0.87 1.49 

Simultaneous fit (Figure 4 and 5)     
 1 exponential component  (100)  29.06±  0.093  34.4±  0.14 2.41 1.33 
 2 exponential 
components 

 98.7±  0.13 
 1.3±  0.13 

 31.3±  0.21 
 1.4±  0.16 

 34.1±  0.16 
 0.9±  0.52 

0.58 1.33 

Fit of inversion recovery (Figure S1)     
 1 exponential component   32 ±  2.2    

Table 2: Extraction of relaxation parameters from recovery and sensitivity curves. 
aCritical F values were computed at the 99 % confidence level. 
 

5.6.1. Recommended settings and implementation strategy for unlabeled 

compounds 

Sufficiently long acquisition times must be employed to avoid truncation of the 

signal of the FID, which would lead to broadening of the NMR resonances. This 

reduction in the spectral resolution is reflected at short acquisition times by a decrease 

of the 13C peak heights in the reference experiment (Figure 7, red curve). On the other 

hand, it can be observed that the use of the flip-back pulse provides an improvement in 

sensitivity for all studied decoupling times up to 30 ms of decoupling (Figure 7, blue 

curve). However, the magnitude of the enhancement diminishes at longer decoupling 

times as the amount of preserved 1H magnetization is reduced. In this study, we 

selected a decoupling time of 8 ms (highlighted with an arrow in Figure 7) as it provides 

a high enhancement and does not lead to any significant peak broadening of the 

reference spectrum. Further gains in sensitivity can be obtained at shorter decoupling 

times in the special case where resolution can be compromised, for example in the 
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indirect dimensions of multi-dimensional experiments or if peak positions are known 

and well separated. 

 

 
Figure 7. Sensitivity gains and resolution as a function of decoupling time. A series of 
SOCP to aliphatic carbons CP+decoupling experiments were recorded with flip-back 
(blue curve) and with no pulse applied after decoupling (red curve), with a 2 s recycle 
delay. The signal intensities at the central peak frequency were summed for the three 
aliphatic carbon peaks. At short decoupling times, an incomplete FID is acquired, 
causing broadening of the Fourier-transformed peaks and reduction in peak height of 
the reference spectrum (without flip-back, red curve). 
 

For the optimization of parameters for the measurement of natural abundance 

spectra, we recommend the following procedure: 

1) Prior to the experiment, calibrate the X channel power level on a uniformly-

labeled sample with similar physical characteristics to the sample of interest. 

Estimate the required acquisition time and optimize the cross-polarization 

conditions. For example, adjust the attenuation level (dB) to have a RF 

strength of 
13C

1 r0.20    for SOCP. 
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2) Using the natural abundance sample, determine the bulk 1H T1 relaxation rate. 

The 1H T1 can be determined using proton-detected inversion-recovery (180° 

–  – 90°) or saturation-recovery experiment (saturation –  – 90°)74. To ensure 

a constant initial magnetization, a recycling delay of 
1 H

1,app5 T   must be 

employed or a pre-saturation element must be applied prior to recycling. 

3) Calibrate the 1H channel power level and adjust the attenuation level (dB) to 

have a 1H RF strength of 
1 H

1 r0.20    (e.g. 13 kHz RF at 65 kHz MAS). 

4) Determine the 1H spin-lock decay 1T   at that power level and determine the 

remaining amount of 1H magnetization 0f . While the optimal recycling delay 

without flip-back is 
1no H

opt 1,app1.25 T   , the optimal recycling delay with flip-

back pulse is given by  
1FB H

opt 0 1,app1 1.25 T    f  using the experimental values 

of 
1 H

1,appT  and remaining amount 0f . 

 

5.7. Conclusions 

The present study demonstrates that the preservation of 1H magnetization 

during all employed pulse elements leads to significant sensitivity gains and shortening 

of the recycling delay. The sensitivity gains do not rely on selective excitation and 

magnetization sharing, rather on careful conservation of 1H magnetization, preserving 

more than 55 % of the initial polarization amount after 8 ms of decoupling. This makes 

our method additionally compatible with broadband experiments and uniformly-
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labeled materials, in contrast to application conducted at low MAS (<20 kHz) and fast 

MAS (20–40 kHz). 

 

Sensitivity enhancement could be obtained with a large variety of CP schemes. 

The intensity of individual peaks was retained in the enhanced spectra, enabling the use 

of our method to be employed for quantitative applications. Remaining amounts for 

each CP scheme could be predicted on the basis of the selected spin-lock conditions and 

number of excited carbons. The enhancement ratio provided by the flip-back is highly 

related to the amount of remaining 1H magnetization. With the SOCP to aliphatic CP 

scheme, the optimal sensitivity was increased to 115.3 % of the initial value and the 

optimal recycling delay was shortened to 68 % of its original duration. The sensitivity 

enhancement is combined with the gains already provided by the SOCP scheme, which 

increases the signal to 150 % compared to high-power CP schemes48. Broadband 13C 

excitation can be realized by the MOD-CP scheme which also provide a higher signal 

compared to high-power CP schemes49. Using these two combinations, completely low-

RF power sensitivity-enhanced experiments can be realized. 

 

In contrast to the fast MAS regime (20–40 kHz) where high-power decoupling is 

required, low-power cw irradiation can provide efficient heteronuclear decoupling at 

ultra-fast MAS due to the reversal of the averaging process59 and has been used for the 

recording of the resolved spectrum of uniformly-labeled human superoxide dismutase4. 

The performance of low-power heteronuclear decoupling has been enhanced by rapid 

phase modulation of the irradiation, for instance with the decoupling sequences low-

power XiX75, low-power TPPM76, swept low-power TPPM8, low-amplitude PISSARO77 

and amplitude-modulated low-power XiX78. Although these sequences offer longer 13C 

coherence lifetimes approaching the high-RF power extreme limit reached with micro-

coils79, the timescale of their phase modulation and pulse lengths is on the same order as 

the rotor period. The rapid pulse phase transitions lead to decoherence of the 1H 
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magnetization, making these decoupling sequences incompatible with magnetization 

recovery sensitivity enhancement. It can be envisioned however that ultra-fast MAS 

decoupling schemes which can afford somewhat longer pulse durations, such as the 

phase-alternated XiX scheme75, can be adapted in order to preserve high amounts of 1H 

magnetization after decoupling. 

 

The sensitivity enhancement strategy can readily be extended to more 

sophisticated pulse schemes and multi-dimensional experiments. Indeed, many pulse 

elements employed at ultra-fast MAS3 comprise a block of cw irradiation on 1H, for 

example PAR80, PAIN81, and MIRROR82,83, which can simultaneously serve as a low-

power 1H spin-lock. In this case, the conditions of low decay previously described can 

be employed. On the other hand, several recoupling elements such as DREAM84, 

RFDR85, and 13C–15N CP19,20 do not require 1H irradiation at ultra-fast MAS and 1H 

magnetization can thus be stored along zÎ  during those periods. As an example, the 

RELOAD-CP experiment31 could be easily modified to benefit from the two sensitivity 

enhancement strategies, 1H recovery and 13C magnetization sharing. Similarly, the 

complete set of low-power experiments for protein assignment20 and the pulse 

sequences used for the PACC approach19 can be adapted for 1H magnetization recovery. 

 

Although a multi-exponential behavior is clearly detected from the fitting of 

recovery and sensitivity data, 1H magnetization sharing does not play a large role in 

sensitivity enhancement. As the proton spin-lock condition employed for SOCP-based 

experiments is close to a purely homonuclear recoupling condition involving four 

coupled 1H spins48, it is likely that rapid proton-proton mixing already occurs in the 

rotating frame during cross-polarization and decoupling. The magnetization transferred 

to carbon in SOCP-based experiments is thus already enhanced by the contribution of 

remote protons. 
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The processes of longitudinal proton relaxation and proton spin diffusion are 

severely truncated at ultra-fast spinning and under high external magnetic fields. The 

fast proton-proton mixing occurring during decoupling explains why the magnetization 

sharing mechanism does not contribute to recovery enhancement except at very short 

recycling delays, since a quasi-equilibrium state is already established during the course 

of decoupling. This observation is supported by the highly similar recovery behaviors 

observed for different CP schemes. This knowledge could be of high importance in the 

following years. As even faster-spinning MAS probe-heads are being developed, and as 

magnet systems with higher external magnetic fields are being manufactured, it is 

plausible that low-power irradiation is used to accelerate recycling rates through proton 

mixing in the rotating-frame in order to break further 1H T1 boundaries. 
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Part III: Slow to ultra-fast MAS spinning regimes to study 

inorganic compounds 

6. Study of inorganic compounds at slow MAS: 29Si, 31P and 119Sn 

6.1. Summary 

Low-valent compounds of group 14 elements (6C, 14Si, 32Ge, 50Sn, 82Pb) are of 

special interest for inorganic chemistry studies1,2: they can potentially mimic transition 

metals and act as activators for small molecules. Compared to carbon-based carbenes, 

heavier analogues of carbenes (R2C:) present distinct electronic properties3 and have not 

been extensively studied. As well, new ligands have been developed which allow for the 

stabilization of various low-valent species. In this chapter, the analysis of three types of 

systems will be presented: N-heterocyclic carbene complexes of silicon (Section 6.2), 

phosphorus-containing bis-silylenes (Section 6.3) and pincer based ligands-stabilized 

complexes of tin (Section 6.4). Solid-state NMR (ssNMR) was employed in combination 

with other physical chemistry techniques to characterize the structure and properties of 

those novel compounds. The experiments were carried out in the slow (5–20 kHz MAS) 

and very slow (<5 kHz MAS) Magic-Angle Spinning regimes and in static conditions. 

 

Contribution statement 

Some of the results contained in Section 6.2 can be found in the following publication: 

"Lewis Base Mediated Dismutation of Trichlorosilane", Amit Pratap Singh, Rajendra S. Ghadwal, Herbert 

W. Roesky, Julian J. Holstein, Birger Dittrich, Jean-Philippe Demers, Veniamin Chevelkov, Adam Lange, 

Chemical Communications, vol. 48(61), pp. 7574–6 (2012) 

The compounds were synthesized by Rajendra S. Ghadwal and Amit Pratap Singh. The 

DFT calculations were carried out by Julian J. Holstein. The ssNMR spectra of 

compound C were recorded by Veniamin Chevelkov. 

Section 6.3 is based on the following publication: 
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"Zwitterionic Si-C-Si-P and Si-P-Si-P Four-Membered Rings with Two-Coordinate Phosphorus 

Atoms", Sakya S. Sen, Shabana Khan, Herbert W. Roesky, Daniel Kratzert, Kathrin Meindl, Julian Henn, 

Dietmar Stalke, Jean-Philippe Demers, Adam Lange, Angewandte Chemie-International Edition, 

vol. 50(10), pp. 2322–5 (2011) 

The compounds were synthesized by Sakya S. Sen and Shabana Khan. The DFT 

calculations were done in the group of Dietmar Stalke. 

The results in Section 6.4 are presented in the following publications: 

"Preparation of RSn(I)-Sn(I)R with Two Unsymmetrically Coordinate Sn(I) Atoms and Subsequent 

Opening of the P4 Tetrahedron", Shabana Khan, Reent Michel, Johannes M. Dieterich, Ricardo A. Mata, 

Herbert W. Roesky, Jean-Philippe Demers, Adam Lange, Dietmar Stalke, Journal of the American 

Chemical Society, vol. 133(44), pp. 17889–94 (2011) 

"Lewis Base Mediated Autoionization of GeCl2 and SnCl2", Amit Pratap Singh, Herbert W. Roesky, Elena 

Carl, Dietmar Stalke, Jean-Philippe Demers, Adam Lange, Journal of the American Chemical Society, vol. 

134(10), pp. 4998–5003 (2012) 

"Monomeric Sn(II) and Ge(II) Hydrides Supported by Tridentate Pincer-based Ligand", Shabana Khan, 

Prinson P. Samuel, Reent Michel, Johannes M. Dieterich, Ricardo A. Mata, Jean-Philippe Demers, Adam 

Lange, Herbert W. Roesky, Dietmar Stalke, Chemical Communications, vol. 48, pp. 4890–2 (2012) 

The compounds were synthesized by Shabana Khan, Amit Pratap Singh and Prinson P. 

Samuel. The DFT calculations were carried out in the group of Ricardo A. Mata. 

Except when specified, J.P.D. recorded the solid-state NMR spectra and carried out the 

quantum mechanical simulations and fitting of ssNMR spectra. 

 

6.2.  Silicon-29-containing N-heterocyclic carbene complexes 

Silicon is, after oxygen, the second most abundant element in the Earth’s crust. It 

mainly naturally occurs in the oxidation form IV. Very few silicon(II) compounds are 

stable at room temperature1. Some compounds have been synthesized, including SiH, 

SiC, SiO, SiS, SiNC, SiCN, SiC2 and SiO2, but their preparation requires high 

temperatures and strong vacuum, and they either readily condense or disproportionate2. 

Another approach leading to low-valent silicon molecules involves the stabilization of 
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the silicon atom by coordination with a favorable ligand. A class of such ligand is the N-

heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand family. The NHC ligands behave similarly to tertiary 

phosphine but have several with additional favourable properties: tighter binding, 

higher thermal stability, increased basicity and high yields when produced in situ4. 

 

The NHC ligand family is sub-divided into normal, abnormal and remote 

categories5. In contrast to the normal and abnormal categories, in remote NHC 

complexes, the bound atom is coordinated by an atom non-adjacent to any heteroatom. 

In contrast to the normal NHC (nNHC), the abnormal NHC ligands (aNHC) have a 

mesoionic structure in their free form, i.e. no completely neutral resonance structure can 

be written and formal charges have to be introduced. While nNHCs are already strong 

electron donors, aNHCs have been identified as among the strongest carbene donors 

from DFT calculations6. 

 

The strategy of using NHC ligands opens the prospect to stabilize highly 

interesting silicon(II)-containing molecules, including naked Si(II) (i.e. a naked silicon(II) 

atom would have no covalently-bound atom but would be coordinated by NHCs), 

dichlorosilane H2SiCl2 and chlorosilicon(II) hydride HSiCl. One of the first such 

application employed an N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) ligand to stabilize 

dichlorosilylene SiCl2 7. This complex, here referred to as compound “A”, could be 

preserved for long periods at room temperature when protected from moisture and 

oxygen and was structurally well characterized owing to the formation of high-quality 

crystals. 
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Our collaborators of the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry at the Georg-August-

Universität Göttingen synthesized a series of NHC complexes of high interest, 

compounds “A” to “F”, illustrated on the previous page and described in Ref. 7 and 8, 

which were analyzed using solid-state NMR. The investigation addressed the two main 

questions: Are there protons attached to the low-valent silicon? What is the geometry at 

the silicon sites? 

 

X-ray crystal structures could be obtained for complexes “A”, “C” and “E” and 

were used as a reference for the analysis of molecular geometry. For instance, 

compound “A” has no proton directly bonded to silicon. The minimal Si-H distance as 

determined from the X-ray structure is 3.05Ǻ. In addition to various stabilized 

molecules, the complexes also differ with respect to the stabilizing ligand, for example 

regular NHC versus an abnormal NHC, and single NHC coordination versus two 

coordinating NHCs. 

 

Hypotheses: 

The silicon atoms in compounds “A” (dichlorosilylene) and “B” (naked silicon) are not 

protonated. The silicon atom in complexes “C”, “D”, “E”, and “F” is protonated. 

Silicon atoms doubly-coordinated by similar ligands “B” and “E” have a more 

symmetric chemical environment. Silicon atoms coordinated by regular NHC ligands 

have a more symmetric environment relative to those coordinated by abnormal NHC 

ligands (i.e. "C"). 

Isotropic chemical shifts follow a trend where attached protons increase shielding and 

attached chlorines decrease shielding. 
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Method summary: 

We measured 1H-29Si cross-polarization build-ups and compared the initial slope and 

contact time with maximal intensity to known protonated and non-protonated 

references. 

We extracted the 29Si spinning sideband intensities and obtained the principal 

components of the 29Si Chemical Shift Anisotropy (CSA) tensors by fitting to simulated 

sideband patterns. When possible, the values were compared to CSA tensor values 

calculated by density functional theory (DFT) from the crystal strucuture. 

 

6.2.1. Materials and Methods 

6.2.1.1. Solid-state NMR 

Solid-state NMR spectra were recorded at temperatures of 5–10 °C on a 9.4 T (400 

MHz 1H Larmor frequency) wide-bore instrument. Micro-crystals were packed under 

inert atmosphere into 4.0-mm magic-angle spinning (MAS) rotors. 1H–29Si cross-

polarization (CP) spectra were recorded at MAS frequencies of 1250 Hz and 7000 Hz. 

Proton decoupling was applied during acquisition using the SPINAL-64 sequence9 with 

RF field amplitudes in the range of 62.5-83.3 kHz. Chemical shifts were calibrated using 

external 3-(trimethylsilyl) propanoic acid, sodium salt (TMSP) as a reference for 29Si. 

 

6.2.1.2. Quantum mechanical simulations and DFT calculation 

The chemical shift anisotropies of 29Si were extracted by comparison of spinning 

sideband intensities with the sideband pattern of simulated spectra (Figure 1, Figure 2, 

Figure 4). Simulated spectra were generated within the numerical simulation routine 

GAMMA10 over a large range of possible anisotropy and asymmetry values. The 29Si 

anisotropic chemical shift was considered as the relevant internal system Hamiltonian, 

and powder averaging involved 1154 crystallite orientations. Values for the principal 

components of the CSA tensor which minimize the peak intensity residual sum of 
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squares were selected in a joint fit of all MAS frequency spectra and were used to 

produce the back-calculated spectra (red spectra in Fig. 2,3,5). Those values are 

presented in Table 1 in the result section. The presence of directly bonded protons was 

assessed by recording 1H–29Si cross-polarization build-up curves (Fig. 6,7) where contact 

times for CP were increased in the range 0–4 ms. 

 

The following convention is employed for values presented in Table 1, 2 and 3: 

the principal components of the CSA tensor are xx,yy andzz, with 
zz iso     

xx iso     yy iso  ; the isotropic chemical shift is  1
iso xx yy zz3
     , the 

anisotropy is 
aniso zz iso    , and the asymmetry is 

yy xx

asym

aniso

 
 


, where 

asym 0   is 

axially symmetric. The CP contact time yielding maximum intensity is denoted CP.  

 

NMR chemical shielding tensors were predicted from theoretical geometry 

optimizations on each whole molecule for “C” and “E” using the density functional 

theory (DFT) functional B3LYP and 6-31 g* as the basis set. The whole-molecule 

approach was developed and successfully applied for silylene complexes before11. The 

29Si chemical shift of 3-(trimethylsilyl)-propanoic acid (TMSP), calculated by DFT using 

the same procedure and basis set as for compounds “C” and “E”, was used as a 

reference. 
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Figure 1: 29Si solid-state NMR cross-polarization spectra of “E” (top) and “C” (bottom) recorded at 
1250 Hz MAS. Isotropic peaks are indicated by green arrows and back-calculated spectra are 
displayed in red. The high number of spinning sidebands for “C” illustrates the large anisotropy of 
the electronic environment at the silicon nucleus. 

 

6.2.2. Results 

To investigate the electronic environment around the silicon center of the various 

complexes, solid-state 29Si NMR spectra were recorded at multiple MAS rates (850 Hz, 

1650 Hz and 7000 Hz). The solution-state 29Si NMR spectra show resonances at –118.2 

and –225.2 ppm for “C” and “E”, respectively, in agreement with ssNMR measurements. 

Indeed, in solid-state NMR, the isotropic peaks are easily identified as the dominant 

peaks at 7 kHz MAS (Fig. 3). 

 
Interestingly, two 29Si resonances are found for “C”, at –118.0 ppm and –

120.4 ppm, which could be due to the presence of two non-equivalent molecules in the 

crystallographic unit or polymorphism in the sample. The cause of doubling could not 

be directly resolved by analysis of the X-ray diffraction pattern. Furthermore, the Si–H 

bond lengths identified by crystallography for this compound differ from the 

theoretically predicted value8 which could reflect disorder or large amplitude vibrations. 

The chemical shift anisotropy (CSA), determined from the intensity of the MAS 

spinning sideband pattern is +112 ppm for “C” and +24 ppm for “E”. 

“E” 

“C” 
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Figure 2: 29Si Cross-polarization spectra of (a) the 2:1 adduct (NHC)2·SiCl2H2 compound “E” and (b) 
the abnormal 1:1 adduct aNHC·SiCl2H2 compound “C”. Experimental spectra are presented in black 
and back-calculated spectra in red. The spectra were recorded at MAS frequencies of 7000 Hz (top 
panels) and 1250 Hz (bottom panels). Isotropic peaks are indicated by green arrows, at -225.2 ppm for 
“E” and at -118.0 ppm (site A) and -120.4 (site B) for “C”. The two sites have a frequency separation of 
190 Hz. The high number of spinning sidebands and large breadth of the spectrum for the five 
coordinate adduct “C” is especially apparent at 1250 Hz MAS, reflecting the large anisotropy of the 
electronic environment at the Si nucleus. In contrast, spectra of the six-coordinated 2:1 adduct “E” 
present fewer sidebands, as the inherent symmetry of the molecule results in a more isotropic 
electronic environment at the Si nucleus. 

 

 

“E” “C” 
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The general trend in 29Si isotropic chemical shifts roughly follows the 

electronegativity of the attached substituents (Fig. 4). In complex “A”, the two chlorine 

atoms attached to Si deplete the electron density and cause a large shift to a positive 

ppm value (19.8 ppm). In compound “F”, one of the chlorine atom is replaced by a 

proton. Accordingly, the electronic environment around Si is less depleted and the 

isotropic peaks moves to the negative direction (-86.2 ppm). However, the trend can also 

be understood slightly differently: indeed, for “D” the 29Si chemical shift is even more 

negative with two Cl and two H atoms. As H and Si have quite similar electronegativity 

but Cl is dissimilar (Si: 1.90, H: 2.20, Cl 3.16 on the Pauling scale), the chlorine atoms 

have a tendency to pull electron density from both Si and H, which results in a 

delocalization of the 1H electron cloud towards the position of the 29Si nucleus. This 

suggestion is supported by the comparison of “B” and “E”: the very negative chemical 

shift of “E” arises as chlorine attracts electron density from the two protons but the 

electronic environment around Si is not depleted, resulting in an upfield position for 

“E”. The presence of two electron-donating NHC ligands also has a significant influence 

upon the upfield shift (-100 ppm) for “E” compared to “D” which is singly-coordinated. 
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Figure 3: Cross-polarization spectra recorded at 7 kHz MAS for compounds “A”, “D”, “B” and “E”. 
Isotropic chemical shifts are noted in green. 

 

In order to formally assess the trend in isotropic 29Si chemical shift with relation 

to electronic environment, the chemical shielding tensors were predicted by DFT 

calculation using the crystal structures of “C” and “E”. The calculated trend is in 

agreement with the experimental values, not only for the isotropic shift but as well for 

the anisotropy and asymmetry parameters. 

 

In addition to isotropic 29Si chemical shifts, the anisotropy and asymmetry of the 

29Si CSA tensors were extracted by fitting experimental spinning sideband patterns to 

simulated spectra. The best fit corresponds to the least residual sum of squares, 

indicated in dark red in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 4: (Top) 29Si CP spectra of compounds “A” and “D” at 1.25 kHz MAS, with the experimental 
spectrum in blue and the simulated spectrum in red. (Middle) Extraction of CSA parameters for “A” 
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and “D” . The region producing the fit with the lowest residual sum of squares (RSS) is darker. 
(bottom) Extraction of CSA parameters for “C”, and 29Si CP spectrum at 7 kHz MAS. The CSA 
parameters extracted for the two 29Si sites are highly similar. 

 

Concerning the anisotropy of the electronic environment, single ligands (“A”, 

“C”, “D” and “F”) generate significantly larger chemical shift anisotropy values (See 

table 1). However, no significant difference could be observed between regular and 

abnormal NHC ligands, e.g. “C” and “D” have an anisotropy value of 112 and 108 ppm, 

respectively. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Build-up curves of 29Si signal intensity during 29Si cross-polarization for compound “E” 
(blue) and compound “C”. (red, site A; dark red, site B). 
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Figure 6: Build-up curves of 29Si signal intensity during 29Si cross-polarization for compound “A”, 
“D”, “B” and “E”. 

 
Cross-polarization build-up curves for “B” to “F” reach their maximal intensity 

within 200 μs, confirming the presence of directly bonded protons on Si atoms (Fig. 6,7). 

The first maxima in signal intensity are obtained at short CP contact times: this fast 

transfer brought about by strong dipolar couplings can only arise for short 1H–29Si inter-

nuclear distances and constitutes a direct confirmation of the presence of protons 

directly bonded to silicon. In contrast, the magnetization transfer maximum is obtained 

at 2400 μs for “A” and TMSP in the same conditions (not shown), where no proton is 

directly bonded to the silicon atom. 
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A summary of all extracted and calculated parameters is presented in the 

following table: 

Table 1: Chemical shift tensor parameters and optimum cross-polarization contact times 

Compound 
CP 
(μs) 

iso 
(ppm) 

aniso 
(ppm) 

asym 
xx 

(ppm) 
yy 

(ppm) 
zz 

(ppm) 

TMSP 2400 0.0 — — — — — 

“A” 2500 19.8 -112 0.48 102.7 48.9 -92.2 

“B” 200 -68.8 -16 0.9 -53.6 -68.0 -84.8 

“C” site A 190 -118.0 +112 0.29 -190.2 -157.7 -5.9 

“C” site B 190 -120.4 +112 0.31 -193.7 -159.0 -8.3 

“C” (theo.) — -84.4 +105 0.35 -155.4 -118.3 20.4 

“D” 200 -125.7 +108 0.15 -17.7 -171.6 -187.8 

“E” 200 -225.2 +24 0.49 -243.1 -231.3 -201.2 

“E” (theo.) — -185.4 -26 0.88 -161.4 -183.9 -210.9 

“F” 200 -86.2 — — — — — 

 

6.3. Phosphorus-31-containing bis-silylenes 

Benzene is the prototype of aromatic compounds, while cyclobutadiene (CBD) 

(4π electron system) is the template of strained anti-aromatic compounds. 

CBSi(cyclosilabutadiene) has been postulated as reactive intermediate12-14 although a 

stable CBSi is still elusive: in the literature, there are no stable examples known of a 

four-membered system with four-π electrons involving silicon and phosphorus. 

 

In the current study15, our collaborators at the Institute of Inorganic Chemistry of 

the Georg-August-Universität Göttingen have designed and synthesized a four-

membered ring with four-π electrons containing Si and P as heteroatoms: 1,3-

disilacarbaphosphide “G”, an analogue of a stable cyclobutadiene containing three 

heteroatoms (Fig. 8). The constitution of compound “G” was characterized by single 

crystal X-ray diffraction. The predominant structural feature of “G” is the substituent 

free (“naked”) phosphorus atom, which connects the two silicon atoms. The two silicon 

atoms are four-coordinate each and display a distorted tetrahedral geometry by 
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coordination with two nitrogen atoms from the amidinato ligand. The remaining two 

sites of the tetrahedron are occupied by the carbon and phosphorus atom each. Our 

collaborators also demonstrated a synthesis route to a second CBD analogue: the Si2P2 

unit stabilized by the amidinato ligand (L2Si2P2; L= PhC(NtBu)2), compound “H” (Fig. 8), 

which they could isolated as air- and moisture-sensitive yellow crystals in 60% yield. 

 

Figure 7 

 

Using solid-state NMR, we confirmed the absence of attached protons on the 

“naked” Si and P atoms and we characterized the chemical environment of the two 

compounds for 29Si and 31P nuclei. 
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Hypotheses: 

The silicon atoms in compounds “G” and “H” are not protonated. 

The “naked” phosphorus atoms in compounds “G” and “H” are not protonated. 

The phosphorus atoms in compound “G” and “H” are traversed by a C2 symmetry axis. 

Their chemical environment is expected to be highly symmetric. 

Method summary: 

We recorded 1H-29Si and 1H-31P CP build-up curves. 

We extracted CSA tensors principal values from spinning sideband patterns and 

compared them to DFT calculations carried out on the crystal structures. 

 

6.3.1. Materials and Methods 

6.3.1.1. Solid-state NMR 

All reactions and handling of reagents were performed under an atmosphere of 

dry nitrogen or argon using standard Schlenk techniques or a glove box where the O2 

and H2O levels were usually kept below 1 ppm. 

 

Solid-state NMR spectra were recorded at temperatures of 5–10 °C on a 9.4 T 

(400 MHz 1H Larmor frequency) wide-bore instrument. Compounds “G” and “H” were 

prepared in micro-crystalline form and packed under inert atmosphere into 2.5-mm and 

4.0-mm MAS rotors. The ssNMR probehead was flushed with dry N2 gas during 

measurement to mitigate the risk of accidental exposure to moisture. 1H–29Si and 1H–13C 

cross-polarization (CP) spectra were recorded on 4.0-mm rotors, with MAS frequencies 

of 1675 Hz, 2860 Hz and 7000 Hz for 29Si, and 11000 Hz for 13C. 1H–31P CP spectra were 

recorded on 2.5-mm rotors at MAS frequencies of 5700 Hz, 7000 Hz and 20000 Hz. For 

“H”, the 7 kHz 1H–31P spectra were recorded on a 4.0-mm rotor. 
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The swept-frequency TPPM sequence was used for proton decoupling during 

acquisition, with an RF field amplitude of 83.3 kHz, sweep window of 0.32 and phase 

angle of 12.5°16,17. Chemical shifts were calibrated using external references: TMS for 29Si, 

1M H3PO4 for 31P, adamantane for 13C (corresponding to DSS at 0 ppm). 

 

6.3.1.2. Quantum mechanical simulations and DFT calculation 

The experimental values of the 29Si and 31P chemical shielding tensors were 

determined as previously described in Section 6.2.1.2. To elucidate the nature of the 

chemical bonding, our collaborators performed DFT gas phase optimizations and 

frequency calculations at the B3LYP/6-311G* level of theory.  

 

6.3.2. Results 

In the 31P solid-state NMR spectra of “G” the most intense resonance appears at 

an isotropic chemical shift of -326.1 ppm (Fig. 9a,c). The 29Si NMR resonance with the 

highest intensity appears at -8.4 ppm. The cross-polarization build-up curves (Fig. 10a,c) 

show that both Si and P are non-protonated, since maximal intensity is reached after a 

long contact time of 5.6 ms (31P) or 5.1 ms (29Si). 

 

A similar trend is observed in the 29Si NMR spectrum of “H” (δ 25.6 ppm), which 

is shifted about 30 ppm to the lower field when compared with that of “G”, although 

the magnitude of the coupling constant (1JSi-P = 109.02 Hz) remains comparable. Solid-

state NMR spectra of “H” show a sharp 31P resonance with isotropic chemical shift 

of -166.4 ppm (Fig. 9b). In the 29Si spectrum, a triplet is observed at 24.0 ppm with a 

coupling constant of 1JSi-P = 97.7 Hz (Fig. 9d). The CP build-up curves reach maximal 

intensity after 11.6 ms (31P) or 7.8 ms (29Si) confirming that Si and P atoms in “H” are 

also non-protonated (Fig. 10b,d). 
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Isotropic and anisotropic 31P chemical shieldings as determined by theory are in 

agreement with values extracted from the spinning sideband pattern of solid-state NMR 

spectra (see Table 2 and Figure 9) 

 

 

Figure 8: Experimental (black) and simulated (red) spinning sideband patterns for compounds “G” 
(a,c) and “H” (b,d). Cross-polarization spectra were recorded on 31P (a,b) and 29Si (c,d) at multiple 
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magic-angle spinning frequencies (MAS). The isotropic peaks are indicated by arrows. The excerpt in 
(d) presents the multiplet structure of the 29Si resonance of 4 due to silicon-phosphorus J coupling. 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Cross-polarization profiles. The build-up of magnetization for compounds “G” (a,c) and “H” 
(b,d) was monitored by incrementing the contact time between 1H and 31P (a,b; 20 kHz MAS), or 1H 
and 29Si (c,d; 7 kHz MAS). Arrows indicate the point of maximal intensity. 
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Table 2: Chemical shift tensor parameters and optimum CP contact times 

Compound 
Nucleu

s 

CP 

(ms) 

iso 

(ppm) 

xx 

(ppm) 

yy 

(ppm) 

zz 

(ppm) 
asym 

aniso 

(ppm) 

“G” (exp.) 
31

P 5.6 -326.1 -367.7 -367.7 -242.9 0 83.2 

“G” (theo.) 
31

P
 

 -341.1 -405.6 -389.9 -227.9 0.139 113.2 

“H” (exp.) 
31

P 11.6 -166.4 -49.6 -63.4 -386.2 0.063 -219.8 

“H” (theo.) 
31

P
 

 -132.0 39.7 -43.0 -392.8 0.317 -260.8 

“G” 
29

Si 5.1 -8.4 43.8 3.4 -72.4 0.631 -64.0 

“H” 
29

Si 7.8 24.0 -46.2 -21.8 140.0 0.210 116.0 

 

In conclusion, we could confirm the preparation of two inorganic CBD analogues 

consisting of a Si2CP and a Si2P2 ring, respectively, stabilized by bulky benz-amidinato 

ligand with tBu substituents on the nitrogen atoms. X-ray structural data, theoretical 

calculation and solid-state NMR proved concordantly that the phosphorus and silicon 

atoms in these two rings are "naked", i.e. doubly-coordinated but not covalently 

bounded to other atoms. 

 

6.1. Pincer based ligands-stabilized complexes of Tin-119 

Our collaborators have synthesized tin-containing complexes of three different 

families: 1) a new type of bis-stannylene “I”, 2) a tin hydride “J” and 3) a cationic and 

anionic complex “K” (Fig. 12). The bis-stannylene is highly interesting as it is the first 

example of a compound where two tin atoms in the +1 oxidation state are 

unsymmetrically coordinated and bound together. On the other hand, main group metal 

hydrides are extremely important in chemical synthesis. They are notably used as 

precursors for the preparation of other metal hydrides, as reducing agents for a big 

variety of inorganic and organic substrates and function as potential feedstocks for 

hydrogen storage18-22. Hydrides are considered as promising candidates for the 

synthesis of new clusters and nanoparticles by controlled thermolysis23,24. Finally, 

another class of interesting complexes contain cationic and anionic heavier group 14 
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elements, since the heavier atoms have drastically different geometry depending on 

their ionic state. 

 

In order to confirm the presence of two chemically different environments for 2,6-bis[N-

(2’,6’-diisopropylphenyl)ketimino] phenyl moiety and methyl group attached to the 

imino group in “I”, our collaborators acquired the 1H and 13C solution-state NMR 

spectra. However, despite their numerous attempts, a 119Sn NMR resonance could not be 

detected in solution. We thus recorded solid-state NMR spectra to verify the presence of 

two unequivalent Tin resonances. For compound “J”, we were interested in confirming 

the presence of a proton covalently bound to tin, as no tin hydride had been reported 

where the Sn-H moiety has no intermolecular stabilization. 

 

Additionally, the studied compound “K”, [(LB)SnCl]+/[SnCl3]– (see Fig. 12), 

contains two tin centers in close proximity which could be observed by 119Sn solution-

state NMR. Both tin atoms are in the low-valent form: Sn(II). The first tin center (A) is 

covalently bound to one chlorine and has three coordination bonds from the nitrogen 

atoms of the pincer ligand, here designated Lewis Base (LB). This complex has one 

formal positive charge. The second Tin center (B) is found in the counter ion [SnCl3]–. To 

investigate the electronic environment around the tin centers in compound “K”, the 

solution-state 119Sn NMR spectra were recorded at variable temperatures (Figure 11). 
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Figure 10: Comparative solution-state 119Sn NMR study of compound “K” recorded in THF-d8 at 
different temperature25 

 

The room temperature solution-state 119Sn NMR spectrum consists of two 

singlets at -60.2 ppm and -435.0 ppm (Figure 11). These two singlets correspond to two 

differently coordinated tin(II) atoms present in compound “K”. The available literature 

data26 suggest that the broad signal at -60.2 ppm corresponds to the SnCl3
− anion, while 

the remaining singlet at -435.0 ppm could be assigned to the [(LB)SnCl]+ cation. 

 

The 119Sn NMR spectrum of compound “K” at low temperature varying in a 

range of 298−173 K indicates that the tin center in the [(LB)SnCl]+ cation stays intact. 

However, a slight broadening observed at 173 K was attributed to the inherent freezing 

properties of the THF-d8 solvent, which was used for the experiment. 
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On the other hand, the downfield resonance at -60.2 ppm for the SnCl3
− anion 

showed a non-regular change in the position at low temperature. This irregular change 

could be due to coordination of THF-d8 solvent molecules to the SnCl3
− anion leading to 

different geometrical species. To test this hypothesis, a series of solid-state 119Sn NMR 

spectra were recorded at variable temperature for compound “K”. In order to further 

characterize the electronic environment around the tin centers, the CSA parameters 

were extracted from the spinning sideband intensities at multiple MAS rates. 

 

Hypotheses: 

The two tin atoms in bis-stannylene “I” are not chemically equivalent, since the two are 

unsymmetrically coordinated. The two Sn sites of “K” are not chemically equivalent 

Both Sn sites of “I” and the Tin atom of “K” are non-protonated; the Tin atom of “J” is 

protonated. 

Since a temperature dependence is observed for the chemical shift of “K” in solution-

state NMR, we hypothesize that the molecular geometry for the SnCl3
– site of “K” 

undergoes a temperature-dependent rearrangement. 

Method summary: 

We determined the isotropic chemical shift and the principal value of CSA tensors from 

spectra recorded at multiple spinning speeds. 

We determined the protonation state from 1H-119Sn CP build-up curves. 

We recorded the spectra of “K” at 3 different temperatures and compared isotropic 

chemical shifts and CSA values. 
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Figure 11: (left) Chemical structure of tin complexes. (right) Crystal structure. Anisotropic 
displacement parameters are depicted at the 50% probability level. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for 
clarity. 

 

6.1.1. Materials and Methods 

6.1.1.1. Solid-state NMR 

All compounds were packed under inert atmosphere into a 4.0 mm MAS rotor. 

The compound “K” forms bright orange crystals in a saturated toluene solution. After 

evaporation of excess solvent overnight, micro-crystals are packed under inert 

atmosphere into a 4.0-mm MAS rotor. The inert atmosphere was conserved by 

employing only dry nitrogen gas for the operation of the MAS, for sample cooling and 

for de-icing of the cooling junction. 

 

All spectra were recorded on a WB-400 MHz 1H Larmor frequency (9.4  T) 

instrument using a 4.0-mm HXY probe-head in double-channel mode, with the X 

channel in the high-frequency tuning range (/2) for 119Sn measurements. Experiments 

were carried out at magic-angle spinning rates of 11000 Hz or 11800 Hz. The magic 

angle was adjusted using the K79Br signal. 

 

The CPMAS spectrum of tetracyclohexyltin was used for calibration of 119Sn 

chemical shifts, using the sharp peak at -97.4 ppm as an external reference, and for 

optimization of the cross-polarization condition. The CP contact time was 3.5 ms, and rf 

fields were 55 kHz for 119Sn and 57 kHz for 1H (using a tangential ramp). 13C and 1H 

chemical shifts were calibrated externally with adamantane, setting the downfield CH2 

resonance to 38.47 ppm. 

 

The longitudinal relaxation rate for bulk 1H was estimated to be 0.21 s as 

measured by inversion-recovery with pre-saturation, suggesting an optimal recycling 
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delay of 0.26 s. However, as an acquisition time of 14 ms and 70 kHz of heteronuclear 

proton decoupling were employed, the recycling delay was set to 1 s. 

 

The full sideband pattern was acquired by recording 9 sub-spectra spanning each 

a 75200 Hz spectral window, each time moving the 119Sn RF carrier frequency by 

37600 Hz. Each sub-spectrum was acquired with the number of scans indicated in 

Figure 18, and the measurement time for the full spectrum is indicated as well. This 

technique of variable offset cumulative spectrum (VOCS) was presented by Massiot et 

al27. However, the suggested spin-echo was not employed due to a reduction in 

sensitivity compared to the CPMAS experiment. 

 

The temperature of the cooling nitrogen gas was controlled and monitored with a 

BCU-5 module. The sample temperature was then calibrated externally using the central 

peak chemical shift of the nickelocene 1H spectrum 28 with the following calibration:  

(0.1)  
79477

T K
(ppm) 12.89

 
 

  

 

6.1.1.2. Data processing and data fitting 

The 119Sn resonances are quite broad (approx. 8 ppm of full-width at half-height, 

or 1300 Hz), such that only the first 4 ms of the FID were used. An exponential window 

function with a line-broadening of 120 Hz is applied. For the spectra used for extraction 

of CSA parameters (Figure 17), the baseline was corrected independently for each sub-

spectrum using a piecewise polynomial spline function. The sideband intensities were 

then extracted by integration of a small region with a width of 2 ppm. Experimental 

intensities are compared with sideband intensities simulated within the GAMMA spin-

simulation environment (Fig. 17). For the two MAS rates, a grid is generated with an 

anisotropy step size of 2.5 ppm and an asymmetry step size of 0.015 (Fig. 16). The CSA 
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parameters are selected which minimize the sum of RMSD for both MAS rates (11kHz 

and 11.8kHz). 

 

6.1.2. Results 

 

The structure of “I” was strongly supported by 119Sn CP-MAS NMR 

investigations. Two highly anisotropic resonances were detected in the 119Sn solid-state 

NMR spectrum (Figure 13a). CP-MAS experiments carried out at two MAS frequencies 

identified the isotropic chemical shifts at 133.9 ppm and 114.8 ppm (referenced to 

Me4Sn). The cross-polarization build-up curves confirm that both tin sites are non-

protonated. Maximal intensity is reached after more than 5 ms, indicating a large 

distance separation between tin and the nearest proton. The structure of “I” is further 

supported by the detection of one-bond carbon-tin J couplings on the two most 

downfield 13C resonances, which correspond to the carbons covalently bound to tin 

(Figure 14a). The magnitude of the J couplings (433 Hz and 323 Hz) is in agreement with 

values in the literature for one-bond carbon-tin couplings29-31. 

 

In the solid-state NMR spectrum of “J”, a single 119Sn resonance is detected 

at -119.4 ppm (Figure 13b), whereas the solution state 119Sn NMR spectrum shows a 

singlet at δ -114.3 ppm. The sideband pattern also indicates a large anisotropic 

environment. The lower 119Sn chemical shift of “J” compared to “I” is consistent with 

shielding due to the covalently bound proton. The proposed constitution of “J” was 

further confirmed by single crystal X-ray diffraction studies (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12: 119Sn solid-state NMR cross-polarization spectra of a) bis(stannylene) “I” and b) Sn(II) 
hydride “J”. The spectra were recorded at 8.2 kHz and 11 kHz MAS on a 9.4 T spectrometer. Isotropic 
chemical shift are indicated by arrows. 

 

 

Figure 13: 13C solid-state cross-polarization NMR spectrum of a) bis(stannylene) “I” and b) Sn(II) 
hydride “J”.  The excerpt highlights the one-bond carbon-tin J couplings. The integrals of the satellite 
peaks (18.9% and 15.9% of total volume) correspond to the combined natural abundance of 117Sn 
(7.61%) and 119Sn (8.58%). The spectra were recorded at 8.2 KHz MAS on a 9.4 T spectrometer. 
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The obtained solid-state NMR data confirms the successful synthesis of a new 

class of pincer based bis(stannylene) with two unsymmetrically coordinated Sn(I) atoms 

and a monomeric Sn(II) hydride by using the same system with two different reducing 

agents. The Sn(II) hydride is the first example having no Sn-H intermolecular 

interactions. 

 

For compound “K”, in contrast to what has been observed in solution-state NMR, 

not two but three Tin sites can be detected in solid-state NMR, highlighted in red, blue 

and green in Fig. 15. The combination of two MAS rates enables us to identify the 

isotropic chemical shifts as -77.4 ppm, -415.4 ppm and -431.5 ppm. By similarity to the 

solution-state 119Sn isotropic chemical shift, site A is assigned to Sn2 in the SnCl3‾ anion. 

The two latter sites (B and B') exhibit a similar isotropic chemical shift and sideband 

pattern and can be both assigned to the pincer ligand-coordinated Tin [(LB)SnCl]+. This 

occurrence of two 119Sn resonances for Sn1 could arise because of polymorphism in the 

sample with site B' being a minor component. Indeed, the ratio of summed sideband 

intensities, A:B:B', is 4:3:1, suggesting a stoichiometry of 1:1 between Sn2:Sn1 sites which 

is in agreement with the crystal structure of “K”. 
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Figure 14: 119Sn cross-polarization spectrum of [(LB)SnCl]+/[SnCl3]– displayed without baseline 
correction 

 

The sideband pattern intensities could be fitted to the simulated intensities (Fig. 17c and 

d) enabling to identify unambiguously the anisotropy and asymmetry parameter for the 

three tin resonances. Fig. 16 shows the RMSD as a function of those two parameters. It 

can be seen that only a single minimum is present. In addition, the position of the 

minimum is relatively unchanged if only a single MAS rate is fitted. In the current case, 

a single low-MAS recording was thus sufficient to define the CSA tensor parameters, 

but employing multiple spinning rates increases the accuracy of the measurement 

(values listed in Table 2). 
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Table 3: Chemical Shift Anisotropy tensor parameters of compound “K” 

 iso (ppm) aniso (ppm) asym xx (ppm) yy (ppm) zz (ppm) 

Site A –77.4 –617.5 0.03 240.7 222.0 –694.9 

Site B –415.4 –750.0 0.00 –40.4 -40.4 –1165.4 

Site B' -431.5 –744.7 0.03 –48.4 –69.9 –1176.2 

 

The chemical shift anisotropy aniso is quite large for all three sites (Table 3). The 

observed large anisotropies are a distinctive feature of low-valent Sn(II) species32. The 

individual sideband patterns span up to 1200 ppm. The range covered by all three sites 

is 1400 ppm, which corresponds to 209 kHz at 9.4 T or to 313 kHz at 14.1 T. The 

asymmetry of the chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) tensor asym is close to 0 for all sites. 

Values of the asymmetry such as 0.03 for sites A, B’ and 0.0 for site B indicate an axially 

symmetric CSA tensor. 

 

 

Figure 15: Solid-state 119Sn NMR cross-polarization spectra of compound “K” at 11.0 kHz (a and c) 
and 11.8 kHz (b and d). Experimental (a and b) and simulated (c and d) spectra, as obtained from the 
fitting of spinning sideband intensities. 
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Figure 16: Temperature dependence of 119Sn spectra 

 

The experiments were then repeated at three temperatures in the range of 282 K 

to 305 K. The spectra obtained were virtually unchanged at all three temperatures. The 

possibility that a rearrangement of the geometry around the tin centers occurs at lower 

temperature in the absence of solvent is thus invalidated; the shifts observed in solution-

state NMR are rather related to a solvent effect. 
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Figure 17: 13C cross-polarization spectrum of [(LB)SnCl]+/[SnCl3]– 

 

Interestingly, the broad nature of the tin peaks is not directly reflected in the 13C 

solid-state NMR spectrum (Fig. 19) where full-widths of 40–60 Hz are observed. 
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6.3. Appendix 

Source file for GAMMA simulation of spinning sideband pattern (File ssb_cl1.cc) 

#include "gamma.h" 

using namespace std; 

 

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

  spin_system  A(1);                 //set up a 1-spin system 

  coord        B(0,0,1);             //magnetic field along z 

  spin_T       TTS = T_CS2(A,0,B);   //CSA spin tensor 

  

  double       sixx,siyy,sizz;       //sixx<siyy<sizz CSA PAS values 

  double       omegar,ppm;           //MAS frequency and 1ppm in Hz 

  double       lb;                   //Line broadening 

  double       sw;                   //spectral window   

  int          steps = 12;           //steps in powder loop    

  double       thetaPR; 

  double       phiPR,phiRL;   

  double       gammaPR; 

  double       ma = 54.73561;        //magic angle 

  int          NR = 128;             //number of rotor periods 

  int          ND = 128;                                           

  int          NC = 1024;            //NC>ND 

  int          p = 1; 

  string       outFileName;      

  int          z = 0; 

 

    int arg_min = 8; 

    if (argc == 1) 

    { 

        query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"output filename        = ", outFileName); 

        query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"MAS frequency   [Hz]   = ", omegar); 

        query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"1 ppm           [Hz]   = ", ppm);    

        query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"sigmaxx         [ppm]  = ", sixx);  

        query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"sigmayy         [ppm]  = ", siyy); 

        query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"sigmazz         [ppm]  = ", sizz); 

    query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"Line broadening [ppm]  = ", lb); 

    query_parameter (argc,argv,p++,"Powder steps           = ", steps); 

    } else { 

        if (argc < arg_min) 

        { 

            cout<<argv[0]<<": Usage: The following "<<arg_min<<" command-line arguments must be provided:\n\n"<<flush; 

            cout<<"1>   output filename\n2>   MAS frequency\n3>   1 ppm\n4>   sigmaxx\n5>   sigmayy\n6>   sigmazz\n7>   

lb\n8>   steps\n\n"<<flush; 

            return 1; 

        } 

        outFileName = argv[1]; 

        omegar = atof(argv[2]); 

        ppm = atof(argv[3]); 

        sixx = atof(argv[4]); 

        siyy = atof(argv[5]); 

        sizz = atof(argv[6]);        

    lb = atof(argv[7]);      

    steps = atoi(argv[8]); 

    } 

     

  outFileName = outFileName; 

   

  //sixx<siyy<sizz 

  sixx = sixx*ppm; 

  siyy = siyy*ppm; 

  sizz = sizz*ppm; 

 

  int         NP = int(NR*ND); 

  row_vector  spect(NP),specsum(NP),data(NP),dataI(NP); 

 

  space_T     CS_pas; //CSA space tensor in PAS, rotor-fixed, laboratory frame 

  space_T     CS_R,CS_L; 

       

  matrix s1(3,3); 

         s1.put_h(sixx, 0, 0);  s1.put_h(0.,   0, 1);  s1.put_h( 0.,  0, 2); 

                                s1.put_h(siyy, 1, 1);  s1.put_h( 0.,  1, 2);  
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                                                       s1.put_h(sizz, 2, 2); 

  CS_pas = A2(s1); 

   

  double   dwtime        = 1./omegar; 

  int      intervall = int (NC/ND); 

  gen_op   detect = Im(A,0);      

  gen_op   sigma; 

  gen_op   H,P,S; 

  gen_op   U[ND]; //propagators for one rotor period 

  

 

  for (int b=1;b<13848;b+=steps) //powder loop 

  { 

    cout << "orientations: " << 100*b/13848 << "%\r" << flush;           

 

    thetaPR = double(180.*b/13848.);                  //theta in [0,180] 

    phiPR   = double(360./13848. * ((107*b)%13848));  //phi   in [0,360] 

    gammaPR = double(360./13848. * ((271*b)%13848));  //gamma in [0,360] 

                

    CS_R = CS_pas.rotate(phiPR,thetaPR,gammaPR);                

            

    for (int m=0;m<ND;m++) //MAS loop 

    {        

      int  beg = int (m*NC/ND); 

      S   = Ie(A,0); 

      for (int i=beg;i<beg+intervall;i++)    

      {     

        phiRL = omegar/norm(omegar)*double(360.) * i/NC; 

        CS_L  = CS_R.rotate(phiRL,ma,0.0);               

 

        H = CS_L.component(2,0)*TTS.component(2,0);   

        H = H + CS_L.component(0,0)*TTS.component(0,0); 

                  

        P = prop (H,-dwtime/NC);  

        S = P*S; 

      } 

      U[m] = S;                          

    } //MAS loop  

   

    sigma = Ix(A,0); 

 

    for (int n=0; n<NR*ND; n++) 

    {              

      spect(n) = trace(sigma,detect);            

      int i = int(n/ND); 

      int m = n - ND*i; //m runs only from 0 to ND-1 while n runs from 0 to NR*ND-1    

      evolve_ip(sigma,U[m]);   

    } 

   

    spect = sin(thetaPR*PI/180.)* spect; 

    specsum += spect; //sum up each orientation  

    z++; 

  } //powder loop   

 

   

  row_vector gauss_window(NP);  

  gauss_window=Gaussian(NP,0,NP*0.0465/lb); 

  //specsum=specsum*gauss_window; 

   

  //exponential_multiply (specsum,-lb); //line broadening 

 

  for (int l = 0; l<NP;l++)  //only real part 

  {  

    specsum(l)=specsum(l)*gauss_window(l); 

  } 

   

  specsum = FFT (specsum); 

   

  sw = ND*omegar; 

  cout << "\n" << "powder orientations = "<< z << "\n"; 

   

  //arrange chemical shift axis in ppm 

  for (int i=0; i<NP; i++) 

  { 

    data(i) = complex((int(sw*(1.*i/NP - 0.5)))/ppm, Re(specsum(i))); 

    dataI(i) = complex((int(sw*(1.*i/NP - 0.5)))/ppm, Im(specsum(i))); 

  } 

 

  GP_xy(outFileName + ".dat",data); 

  GP_xy(outFileName + ".datI",dataI); 

  return 0; 

} //main 
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7. Easy characterization of compounds with extremely large CSA 

using ultra-fast MAS 

7.1. Summary 

The chemical shift is a highly sensitive probe of the local electronic environment 

surrounding the nucleus and can provide critical insights on the structure and dynamics 

of chemical compounds. For heavy spin-1/2 nuclei, the anisotropy of the electronic 

distribution in the vicinity of the nucleus can be quite large, resulting in chemical shift 

anisotropy (CSA) tensors having a breadth exceeding 1000 ppm in some cases. The 

absorption frequency is broadened in solid-state NMR, which reduces the sensitivity 

and requires a high-amplitude RF field for excitation. To alleviate these difficulties, we 

propose an easy approach employing ultra-fast magic angle spinning (MAS), facilitating 

the acquisition of ultra-wideline spectra for compounds containing multiple non-

equivalent heavy spin-1/2 sites. Due to the small rotor diameters employed, a large RF 

field can be generated and only minute sample amounts are required. The approach is 

demonstrated by the recording of spectra for tin(II) oxide (SnO) and for the 

[(LB)SnIICl]+/[SnIICl3]‾ complex at 75 kHz MAS. 

 

Contribution statement 

The present chapter forms a manuscript in preparation: "Easy characterization of 

compounds with extremely large CSA using ultra-fast MAS", Jean-Philippe Demers, 

Ann-Christin Poeppler, Michal Malon, Amit Pratap Singh, Herbert W. Roesky, Yusuke 

Nishiyama, Adam Lange. A.P.S. synthesized the [(LB)SnIICl]+/[SnIICl3]‾ complex. The 

ultra-fast MAS solid-state NMR spectra measurements were carried out by M.M. and 

Y.N. at JEOL RESONANCE Inc. in Japan. J.P.D. prepared the quantum mechanical 

simulations. 
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7.2. Introduction 

One of the difficulties encountered at low MAS for the measurement of 

[(LB)SnIICl]+/[SnIICl3]‾ is the constraint of recording with small spectral window and 

poor excitation. As seen in section 6.4, the use of small spectra windows and low RF 

fields introduces a phase difference between the different tin sites, which is difficult to 

remove by zero- and first-order phase correction. A long pre-scan delay also causes a 

distortion in the baseline of each individual sub-spectrum which needs to be further 

removed by processing. In total, the time of the recording session as described in section 

6.4.1 lasted for over a month due to the low sensitivity since the energy of the 119Sn 

spectrum is spread over multiple sidebands. 

 

Although the CSA parameters seem to be extracted correctly, there is a 

discrepancy for some of the spinning sideband intensities. This could be due to the 

difficulty in producing a uniform excitation of the full sideband pattern. It could be also 

due to a broad distribution of the anisotropy and asymmetry parameters across the 

sample. In light of those disadvantages for measurements at low-MAS, we decided to 

try the recording of 119Sn spectra with extremely large CSA at ultra-fast MAS. 

 

7.3. Hypotheses and Method Summary 

Hypotheses: 

We wish to demonstrate the following advantages for ultra-fast MAS of heavy spin-1/2 

nuclei: 

High RF can be generated without significant heating, 
Low-power decoupling can be employed, 
The absorption intensity is concentrated in few sidebands, 
Spectra are simplified. 
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Method summary: 

The chemical shift calibrations were conducted on tetracyclohexyltin. 

Sideband patterns were recorded at multiple MAS frequencies for SnO and 

[(LB)SnIICl]+/[SnIICl3]‾. 

 

7.4. Materials and Methods 

All the NMR spectra were recorded on an ECA600 spectrometer (JEOL 

RESONANCE Inc.) equipped with a 1.0 mm HXMAS probe at 14.1 T with a sample 

volume of 0.8 µL. No temperature control was applied. Magic angle was adjusted by 

monitoring the 1H NMR spectra of glycine at 70 kHz MAS. The 1H and 119Sn RF field 

strength were calibrated using nutation frequency on a sample of tetracyclohexyltin. 

The sharp resonance of tetracyclohexyltin at -97.4 ppm was used as chemical shift 

reference 119Sn1,2. 

 

For the preparation of the tin complex sample, the [(LB)SnCl]+/[SnCl3]– 

compound was separated into several vials under an inert atmosphere (evaporated N2 

gas) prior being packed into the rotor at ambient atmosphere directly before the 

measurements. We carefully inspected the color and appearance of the sample before 

and after measurements in order to confirm that the sample did not degrade during the 

NMR measurements. 

 

The simulated spectra where calculated using the numerical simulation routine 

GAMMA3 considering the chemical shift anisotropy of the tin nucleus as the relevant 

internal system Hamiltonian. 
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7.5. Results and discussion 

7.5.1. Tetracyclohexyltin 

In order to identify optimal experiment conditions, we employed 

tetracyclohexyltin as a reference compound. A large amount of active tin nuclei can be 

packed in the small MAS rotor due to the small molecular weight of this compound. The 

chemical environment around the tin nucleus is highly isotropic, making the isotropic 

peak highly intense. The Hartmann-Hahn matching conditions for cross-polarization 

were optimized at 43 kHz, 55 kHz and 70 kHz MAS. A linear amplitude ramp was 

applied on the 1H channel during cross polarization. 

 

The signal intensities obtained at 70 kHz MAS as a function of 1H RF field 

strength and 119Sn RF field strength were mapped into a 2D spectrum (Figure 1). The 

optimization range covered zero-quantum (ZQ), double-quantum (DQ), and second-

order cross-polarization (SOCP)4 conditions. The 2D map shows that the ZQ conditions 

at very strong RF field give the strongest signal intensity. The DQ conditions give 

slightly weaker signal than the ZQ condition. This might be due to partial cancellation 

of signal intensity by contamination of signal coming from ZQ CP transfer. Since there 

are ZQ conditions close to DQ conditions which give rise to negative signal intensity, 

ramping of the 1H irradiation during CP may induce overlap of these two conditions 

and lead to reduced signal intensity. No significant SOCP effect was observed contrary 

to our expectation based on the present of an abundant 1H-1H network. 
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Figure 1: Optimization of Hartmann-Hahn matching conditions at 70 kHz. The 
horizontal axis shows the 1H RF field strength during Hartmann-Hahn contact and the 
vertical 119Sn RF field strength. 
 

CW decoupling was employed for heteronuclear decoupling using either high-

RF power 1H decoupling or RF irradiation in the low power regime (Table 1). In that 

case, the 1H RF field strength was adjusted to HORROR condition (ν1 = νr/2) and with 

no further optimization was applied. 

 

Spinning 
frequency 

(kHz) 

Decoupling 
field strength 

(kHz) 

119Sn 
chemical 

shift 
(ppm) 

Calculated 
Bloch-Siegert 
shift (ppm) 

Relative shift 
at the same 
temperature 

(ppm) 

Relative shift 
at the similar 

RF field (ppm) 

70 280.4 -97.586 -0.035 -0.040 -0.265 

70 35.2 -97.546 0.000 0.000 -0.266 

55 280.4 -97.437 -0.035 -0.055 -0.116 

55 27.3 -97.382 0.000 0.000 -0.102 

43 400.6 -97.362 -0.072 -0.082 0.000 

43 280.4 -97.321 0.035 0.041 0.000 

43 21.3 -97.280 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Table 1: Dependence of 119Sn chemical shift on spinning frequency (in kHz) and 1H 
decoupling field strength (in kHz) 
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No significant differences in linewidth were observed between the low power 

and high power 1H decoupling at different MAS rates. The experimental results show 

that the peak positions depend on both spinning frequency and 1H decoupling RF field 

strength. The former effect is caused by the increase in temperature due to friction loss 

during sample spinning. The latter is ascribed to the heteronuclear Bloch-Siegert shift 

(Table 1). The relative shifts at the same MAS rate were compared, corresponding to the 

effect of RF-field strength. The experiment values agree with the calculated Bloch-

Siegert shift. The relative shifts at similar RF strength are also shown in Table 1, showing 

that a raise in temperature induces a small resonance frequency shift. 

 

 

7.5.2. SnO 

The 119Sn NMR spectra of SnO were observed by single pulse excitation at 43 kHz, 

55 kHz and 75 kHz MAS (Fig. 2). No baseline correction was applied in the  processing. 

The signal intensities for each sideband correspond well with the intensities predicted 

from simulated spectra (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 2: 119Sn spectrum of tin(II) oxide observed at a) 43 kHz (40960 scans, total time: 11 
hr 37 min) , b) 55 kHz (16384 scans, total time: 4 hr 39 min), c) 75 kHz (40960 scans, total 
time: 11 hr 37 min). No baseline correction was applied, however backward linear 
correction was used (order: 16, sample: 64, reconstruct: 4). LB factor was 200 Hz, offset: -
304.1 ppm, sweep: 400 kHz, frequency (119Sn): 223.81 MHz, points: 8192, acquisition 
time: 20.48 ms, resolution: 48.83 Hz, relaxation delay: 1 s. 
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Figure 3: Simulation of the SnO spinning sideband pattern as a function of the MAS 

rate. The parameters were: 
119 Sn

0 / 2 223.792 Hz   
11 22 33117 ppm, 858 ppm       

 

7.5.3. The [(LB)SnCl]+/[SnCl3]– tin complex 

The ZQ CP conditions and low power CW 1H decoupling were used to record all 

spectra.  The 1H T1 relaxation times of the sample were determined at 43 kHz, 55 kHz, 
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and 70 kHz. The T1 relaxation time increases at fast MAS as shown in Table 2. This could 

be due to slowdown of 1H-1H spin diffusion at very fast MAS. 

 

δ (in ppm) T1 (s), 43 kHz MAS T1 (s), 55 kHz MAS T1 (s), 70 kHz MAS 

-0.82 1.35 1.45 1.79 

0.16 1.41 1.54 1.68 

0.73 1.41 1.54 1.70 

1.91 1.37 1.55 1.79 

4.59 1.34 1.48 1.62 

5.90 1.51 1.70 1.91 

6.71 1.54 1.79 2.08 

8.33 1.48 1.79 2.23 
Table 2: Longitudinal 1H T1 relaxation values observed by the saturation recovery at 43, 
55 and 70 kHz MAS, respectively. 
 

Two center-bands and no B’ resonance were observed (Fig. 4) in contrast to the 

spectra recorded at low temperature and slow MAS (section 6.2.2). A shift of peak 

positions compared to that observed at 9.4T and moderate MAS rate was also observed. 

This might be due to B0 field dependent shifts or temperature dependent shifts. Due to 

the extremely large anisotropy of the resonance, very fast transverse dephasing of the 

wideline signals occurs already a few miliseconds after excitation. The dead-time, or 

delay between excitation and start of digital acquisition thus requires the use of very 

large values for p1, the first-order phase correction of the spectrum, in order to obtain all 

resonances as in-phase peak; otherwise, peaks of the A-site and B-site have different 

phases or different signs. A slight baseline distortion is introduced by the large p1 values 

employed for phasing but this can be corrected by standard baseline correction 

procedures. 
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Figure 4: 119Sn spectra of the tin complex observed at a) 43 kHz (56320 scans, 1 day 13 hr 
56 min), b) 55 kHz (25600 scans, 17 hr 57 min), c) 70 kHz (8192, 6 hr 12 min). No baseline 
correction was applied. LB factor was 200 Hz and backward linear prediction was used 
(16-64-4). Offset: -100.0 ppm, sweep: 400 kHz, frequency (119Sn): 223.81 MHz, points: 
8192, acquisition time: 20.48 ms, resolution: 48.83 Hz, contact time: 3.5 ms, relaxation 
delay: 2.4–2.7 s, low power decoupling (21.3 kHz). 
 
 

The sample was visually checked before and after measurements: no significant 

change in color or appearance was observed. The stability of the complex is also 

supported by 1H MAS spectra recorded at 70 kHz before and after the 119Sn CPMAS 

experiments (Fig. 5). 
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Figure 5: 1H MAS spectra of the tin complex at 70 kHz before (green) and after 
experiments (brown), respectively. 
 

7.6. Conclusion 

Using ultra-fast MAS, it was possible to record simplified spectra of tin-containing 

compounds where the 119Sn resonances have extremely large chemical shift anisotropies. 

At MAS frequency of 70 kHz, only few sidebands are present, simplifying the 

interpretation of spectra. The spectra can be acquired in lower-RF power conditions. 

When using high-RF power, no major change was observed in the spectra, indicating 

the small contribution of irradiation heating, consistent with high quality factor of the 

RF coil due to the small diameter of the coil. This new method could have several 

advantages for the study of complex mixtures containing heavy spin-½  nuclei. 
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Part IV: Structural determination of 

Type-Three Secretion System needles 

8. Introduction to bacterial Type-Three Secretion 

In this Chapter, the main bacterial protein secretion systems are briefly presented, 

as well as general characteristics of bacterial invasion and the steps of invasion in 

Shigella bacterial species. The structure and components of the Type-Three Secretion 

System (T3SS) are subsequently introduced. 

 

8.1. Protein Secretion Systems in Gram-negative bacteria 

Secretion of protein to the cell surface and out of the cell is essential to the 

proliferation of bacteria1. The proteins secreted can form surface organelles related to 

important cellular functions such as flagella (cell mobility), pili or fimbriae (cell 

adhesion), conjugation pili (transmission of genetic material), or be translocated directly 

to a target cell (bacterial invasion). 

 

Six major protein secretion systems have been found in gram-negative bacteria2,3: 

Name Components Secreted proteins 
T1SS - HlyB: is an ATP binding cassette 

transporter (ABC transporter) or a 
proton antiporter; 
- HlyD: Adaptor protein bridging the 
inner membrane and outer membrane; 
- TolC: Outer membrane pore 
component. 

- Cytotoxins in the RTX (repeats-in-
toxin) family; 
- Proteases, lipases, microcins, adhesins 
and colicins. 

T2SS -Approximately 16 proteins are 
required for full export; 
-The first translocation through the 
inner membrane takes place using the 
Sec translocon or the Tat pathway 
within the periplasm; 
-The effector protein is then pushed by 

- Effector protein such as lipase, 
elastase, cellulase, alkaline 
phosphatase, and exotoxin (e.g. cholera 
toxin). 
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a pseudopilus through the outer 
membrane using the secretin complex 
by the effect of the GspE ATPase. 

T3SS - Composed of more than 20 different 
proteins; 
- Large supra-molecular structure 
crossing the bacterial cell envelope; 
- Translocation energy furnished by 
the Spa47 cytoplasmic ATPase. 

- Virulence factors that are exported 
directly into eukaryotic host cells; 
- Proteins of the flagellar apparatus. 

T4SS - 12 required proteins (VirB1–VirB11, 
VirD4); 
- Translocation pores are present at the 
inner and outer membrane; 
- Two ATPases, VirB11 and VirB4, 
energize the transport; 
- Substrates are transported along a 
pilus formed of the VirB2 pilin. 

- Transport of virulent proteins and 
DNA plasmids into eukaryotic cells; 
- Transport of DNA plasmids from one 
bacterium to another during 
conjugation. 

T5SS - Substrates are translocated to the 
periplasmic space through the Sec 
pathway; 

- For auto-transporter, a C-terminal -
barrel domain favors the export of the 
passenger domain; 
- In the two-partner system, the TspB 
protein forms an outer membrane 
channel and the TspA protein is 
secreted; 
- The energy could be provided by 
extra-cellular folding or the BAM 
complex could be involved. 

- Substrates include auto-transporter 
proteins which act as toxins, proteases 
or other enzymes; 
- Other substrates are large virulence 
proteins which are transported through 
the two-partner system. 

T6SS -The recently discovered apparatus 
comprises ~12–20 gene products 
forming two complexes: 
- VipA/B form a dynamic 
bacteriophage T4 tube-like structure; 
- Hcp forms a smaller tubular structure 
which is membrane-associated and 
spans the periplasm and cell envelope; 
- The ClpV ATPase has been identified 
as a potential source of energy for 
transport. 

- VgrG-like proteins, including RTX 
toxins; 
- Other effectors have been identified 
but not studied in detail. 
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The translocation is carried out in one step for T1SS, T3SS, T4SS and T6SS but an 

intermediate periplasmic transport step occurs for T2SS and T5SS. In T3SS, T4SS and 

T6SS, the substrates can be directly injected into the target cells in a contact-dependent 

manner2. 

 

 
Figure 1: Major bacterial secretion systems. Adapted from Dalbey et al2. 
 

8.2. Bacterial invasion 

8.2.1. Bacteria possessing the T3SS and associated diseases 

T3SS are found in animal and plant pathogens 4. Human pathologies involving 

type-three secretion include bacillary dysentery (Shigella), intestinal inflammations and 
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diarrhea (Salmonella, Escherichia, Aeromonas), melioidosis (Burkholderia), the plague 

(Yersinia), cholera (Vibrio) and pneumonia (Pseudomonas) 5. Shigellosis, the pathology 

associated with Shigella infections, is responsible for 165 million infections and 1.5 

million deaths annually 6-8. 

 

Figure 2. Some bacteria possessing T3SS needles. All bacteria possessing T3SS needles 
are all part of the Proteobacteria phylum. An abridged taxonomic tree is shown in red, 
with representative bacteria species presented in scanning electron micrographs. Most 
common human diseases are indicated in blue. 
 

8.2.2. Progression of bacterial infection in Shigella spp. 

The Type Three Secretion System (T3SS) is a secretion machinery used by Gram-

negative bacteria to deliver virulence factors into eukaryotic host cells 9,10. Upon contact, 

translocator proteins form a pore through which effector proteins enter and 

subsequently alter host cell processes during infection 8,11. 
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Figure 3. Time-course of Shigella bacterial invasion, adapted from Parsot et al.12 
 

8.3. Structure and components of the Type Three Secretion System 

8.3.1. Definition of Type Three Secretion Systems (T3SSs) 

The appellation Type Three Secretion System was introduced13 following the 

discovery of a new secretory pathway in the animal pathogen Yersinia enterocolitica14 and 

in the plant pathogen Pseudomonas solanacearum15. 

 

The Type Three Secretion System, abbreviated T3SS16, has been defined as a 

protein supra-molecular assembly found in Gram-negative bacteria which spans the 

inner membrane, periplasmic space and outer membrane forming a continuous 

protected channel serving to export proteins out of the cell, with an hollow filamentous 
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appendage extending from the outer membrane. A defining feature of T3SSs is that they 

secrete independently of the Sec machinery but require a conserved ATPase protein for 

secretion. T3SSs are divided into two sub-classes: i) flagellar apparatus and ii) 

translocation-associated T3SS, also called injectisome (or secreton in older literature). 

Among the proteins forming the T3SS, eight are part of highly-conserved families with 

homologs in both the flagellar apparatus and  injectisome17. Additionally, the 

translocation-associated T3SSs contain a protein part of the highly-conserved secretin 

family, also present in T2SSs13. 

 

The Gram-positive flagellar export apparatus show sequence conservation to the 

flagellar apparatus found in Gram-negative bacteria16 but is not considered a T3SS. 

 

The molecular components of the T3SS assemble to form two main structures: i) 

the basal body, anchored in both the inner and outer membrane and spanning the 

periplasmic space of the bacterium, and ii) a hollow extracellular organelle: either the 

flagellum or the needle filament. Translocation-associated T3SSs also have a tip complex 

at the end of the needle filament and assemble a translocon pore upon contact with a 

target eukaryotic cell. Multiple proteins are present at the entry of the secretion channel 

in the bacterial cytoplasm, notably proteins forming a sorting platform for T3S 

substrates and an ATPase providing the energy necessary for secretion.  

 

When considering the full assembly including accessory proteins, the T3SS 

contains 20-25 different proteins18 with most proteins present in multiple copies (Table 

1). Approximately 15 of those proteins have a structural role while the others are 

regulatory and can be present at various locations during the various stages of bacterial 

invasion. 
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Loc. Function 
Amino 
acids 

Shigella Salmonella Escherichia Yersinia Flagellum 

H
M

 Translocon 580 IpaB SipB EspD YopB - 

Translocon 363 IpaC SipC EspB YopD - 

E
C

 Needle tip 332 IpaD SipD (EspA) LcrV - 

Needle filament 83 MxiH PrgI EscF YscF (FliC) 

O
M

/
p

er
i

. 

Secretin; OM ring 566 MxiD InvG EscC YscC - 

Pilotin; secretin insertion  142 MxiM InvH - YscW - 

Inner rod protein 97 MxiI PrgJ EscI YscI - 

IM
 

Smaller IM protein 241 MxiJ PrgK EscJ YscJ FliF 

Larger IM protein 371 MxiG PrgH EscD YscD FliG 

Export apparatus 216 Spa24 SpaP EscR YscR FliP 

Export apparatus 256 Spa29 SpaR EscT YscT FliR 

Export apparatus; 
substrate switching 

342 Spa40 SpaS EscU YscU FlhB 

Export apparatus 686 MxiA InvA EscV YscV FlhA 

Export apparatus 86 Spa9 SpaQ EscS YscS FliQ 

cy
to

. 

ATPase 430 Spa47 InvC EscN YscN FliI 

Sorting platform 293 Spa33 SpaO EscQ YscQ FliMN 

Sorting platform 172 MxiK OrgA Orf4 YscK - 

Sorting platform 226 MxiN OrgB EscL YscL FliH 

V
ar

io
u

s 

Chaperone 112 Spa13 InvI - YscO FliJ 

Gatekeeper 355 MxiC InvE SepL YopN - 

Ruler protein 292 Spa32 InvJ Orf16 YscP (FliK) 

? 135 MxiL OrgC - - - 

Chaperone 580 IpgC SicA - - CesD 
Table 1: Protein naming convention in common bacterial pathogens. 
Highly conserved protein families are highlighted in yellow9. Proteins with no sequence 
homology but similar biological function are noted in parenthesis. 
The number of amino acids is indicated for Shigella flexneri serotype X18. 
Location (Loc.): HM, Host cell Membrane; EC, Extracellular; OM/peri., Outer bacterial 
Membrane/periplasm; IM, Inner bacterial Membrane; cyto., cytoplasm 
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Figure 4. Structural components of the T3SS, from Strynadka et al19. 
 

8.3.2. Basal structure 

The basal structure, sometimes called needle complex (NC) for injectisomes or 

basal body for the flagellar apparatus, is the main cellular structure of the T3SS with its 

components forming a channel through the inner bacterial membrane, perisplasmic 

space and outer membrane. The basal structure was first visualized in electron 

microscopy images of Salmonella typhimurium 20 and its major protein components were 

identified as the invG (mxiD), prgH (mxiG) and prgK (mxiJ) gene products. The basal 

structure of  Shigella flexneri21 and Enteropathogenic Escherichia coli22 spp. were analyzed, 
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confirming that the homologous proteins MxiD/EscC, MxiG/EscD and MxiJ/EscJ form 

the basal structure. 

 

 
Figure 5: Basal structure of the injectisome, from Marlovits et al18. 
 

The supramolecular structure of NCs was studied on three different types of 

samples: i) isolated NCs extracted from bacteria21,23-25, ii) recombinant proteins 

reconstituted into stable rings of the NC26, iii) NCs visualized in situ in whole bacteria27. 

 

Electron density maps for isolated NCs were obtained first at low resolution for 

Salmonella (EMD-1100, 17 Å)24 and Shigella (EMD-1617, 17 Å)21, (21–25 Å)25, then at high 

resolution for Salmonella(4.7–11.7 Å)26. 

 

More recently, an electron density map of the NC was obtained in situ in Yersinia 

enterocolitica at 40-Å resolution by cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET)27. 

 

Outer membrane ring and periplasmic proteins 

The outer membrane ring is formed by the MxiD protein; the OM ring is sub-

divided into OM1, OM2, OM3. This protein also forms a ring in the periplasmic space, 
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the “neck” ring. This family of proteins, called secretins, aids in the structural assembly 

of the invasion complex 28. Secretins are also present in T2SS. 

 

The inner rod is formed by the MxiI protein which possesses some homology 

with the needle protein. On the basis of multiple sequence alignment, it was proposed 

that the MxiH protein is conserved in a wider variety of species, whereas the MxiI 

protein is less conserved21. However, the C-terminal domain is moderately conserved. 

 

MxiM, a Shigella pilot protein also called “pilotin”, is essential for the assembly 

and membrane association of the Shigella secretin MxiD. MxiM contains an orthologous 

secretin component and has a specific binding domain for the acyl chains of bacterial 

lipids. The C-terminal domain of MxiD hinders lipid binding to MxiM29. 

 

Inner membrane MS-ring 

MxiJ forms the smaller inner membrane ring. MxiJ is also described as a 

lipoprotein. The flagellar M-ring protein FliF also shares a low level of similarity with 

the MxiJ family30. 

 

MxiG forms the outermost part of the inner membrane ring. Its Salmonella analog, 

PrgH, was localized to the base of isolated needles by immuno-electron microscopy20. 

PrgH was shown to be required for secretion31. It is also a structural component of the 

needle complex 24,32. 

 

Inner membrane C-ring 

The C ring is constituted of the proteins Spa24, Spa29, Spa40, MxiA, and Spa9. 

 

Spa24 is an homolog of the flagellar FliP protein which is a 30-kDa protein 

containing three or four transmembrane regions; Spa29 is a membrane-associated 
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protein which  shares homology with the flagellar protein FliR. Spa40 is membrane-

associated and involved in the substrate specificity switching of the T3SS. MxiA is 

integral to membrane and related to the flagellar protein FlhA. Spa9 is a surface antigen-

presentation protein; by homology with the fliQ gene product, it is hypothesized to be a 

small integral membrane protein containing two transmembrane regions33. 

 

8.3.3. Needle filament 

Needle proteins such as MxiH, YscF, EscF, PscF, EprI form the needle of the 

injectisome and a required for translocation of toxic effector proteins into eukaryotic 

host cells34. The typical needle lengths vary: in Shigella, MxiH polymerizes to form up to 

50-nm needle35; Salmonella needles are 80-nm long and 13-nm wide20; for EPEC, needles 

have an average length 93nm and maximal length of 688nm22. 

 
Figure 6: Type-Three Secretion System 1) at early invasion stage and 2) after contact 
with the host cell. Adapted from Troisfontaines and Cornelis36. 
 

1) Needle
elongation

2) Pore
formation
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8.3.4. Needle tip and needle extensions 

The IpaB, IpaC, and IpaD proteins form a multi-protein complex which induces 

the phagocytosis after which the bacterium is internalized by the epithelial cells37. 

 

IpaD controls the level of secretion of IpaB and IpaC and blocks secretion in the 

absence of a secretion-inducing signal. Its N-terminus contains an intra-molecular 

chaperone which sequesters the coil-coil region which normally interacts with needle 

subunits or other IpaD subunits. The C-terminus is thought to oligomerize at the tip of 

the needle and regulate the secretion of effectors38,39. 

 

Another extra-cellular structure only present in E. coli is constituted by the EspA 

protein, which forms a sheath-like structure22. This large structure is transiently 

expressed and forms a bridge between the bacterium and the host cell 40,41. 

 

8.3.5. Translocon 

The translocon is a complex which is made of multiple copies of the IpaB and 

IpaC proteins. Those proteins are delivered to the tip of the needle and form a 

translocation pore across the eukaryotic membrane through which toxic effector 

proteins pass to the host cell cytoplasm. In Salmonella and Shigella, IpaB is required for 

the internalisation of the bacterium inside the epithelial cell42. In addition, IpaB and 

IpaC not only form the pore but is toxic by itself and is also secreted to the host 

cytoplasm. 

 

In the cytoplasm, IpaB activates macrophage apoptosis by binding to the ICE 

enzyme (interleukin-1 beta converting enzyme). Another target of IpaB is the human 

MAD2L2 protein. When binding to this protein, IpaB activates an anaphase-promoting 

complex. This induces a cell cycle arrest which prevents the gut epithelium from 
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regenerating itself by cell division. This arrest allows Shigella bacteria to colonize the 

intestine43,44. 

 

On the other hand, IpaC can activate some human kinases and promote the 

uptake of the bacterium45. One proposed mechanism, which would involve the C-

terminal domain of IpaC, is the activation of the GTPases Cdc42 and Rac of the rho-

family; these activations result in the reorganization of actin polymerization. 

 

8.3.6. Cytoplasmic export apparatus 

 On the bacterial cytosolic side, successful export through the T3SS requires 1) an 

ATPase, 2) a substrate sorting platform and 3) accessory regulatory proteins. 

 

Sorting platform 

The sorting platform comprises the proteins Spa33, MxiK and MxiN. Spa33 is 

partially homologous to the flagellar FliN protein. MxiK and MxiN interact with the 

ATPase. 

 

ATPase 

The ATPase protein, Spa47 in Shigella, contributes the energy necessary to export 

through the T3SS machinery46. Its catalytic activity is: 

ATP + H2O + H+(In) = ADP + phosphate + H+(Out). 

However, it is not clear if the energy is directly coupled to a mechanical activity 

involved in transport or rather part of a proton pump activity47,48. Spa47 has extensive 

homology to the ATP synthase F1 beta subunit. 
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Other proteins 

Spa13 is a T3S chaperone. The Salmonella homolog InvI is required for uptake of 

the bacterium into the host cell33,49.  

 

MxiC is a regulator of translocation, also called “gatekeeper”. The Salmonella 

homolog  InvE interacts with the SipB, SipC, SipD and SicA proteins50. In Yersinia, the 

homolog could block the substrates from accessing the T3SS before the extracellular 

organelle has touched the target cell51. 

 

Spa32 is a regulator of the needle length52. It has been proposed to be a molecular 

ruler and it is involved in substrate specificity switching35. 

 

IpgC is a cytoplasmic chaperone protein which ensures the proper folding of 

IpaB. It also prevents the binding of IpaB to IpaC, as premature formation of that 

complex in the absence of IpgC leads to its degradation53. Once it is bound to IpaB, it 

binds to IpaC and impedes their premature association that would lead to their 

degradation in the absence of IpcG. 
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9. The Common Structural Architecture of Shigella flexneri and 

Salmonella typhimurium Type Three Secretion Needles 

9.1. Summary 

The Type Three Secretion System (T3SS), or injectisome, is a macromolecular 

infection machinery present in many pathogenic Gram-negative bacteria. It consists of a 

basal body, anchored in both bacterial membranes, and a hollow needle through which 

effector proteins are delivered into the target host cell. Two different architectures of the 

T3SS needle have been previously proposed. First, an atomic model of the Salmonella 

typhimurium needle was generated from solid-state NMR data. The needle subunit 

protein, PrgI, comprises a rigid-extended N-terminal segment and a helix-loop-helix 

motif with the N-terminus located on the outside face of the needle. Second, a model of 

the Shigella flexneri needle was generated from a high-resolution 7.7-Å cryo-electron 

microscopy density map. The subunit protein, MxiH, contains an N-terminal -helix, a 

loop, another -helix, a 14-residue-long -hairpin (Q51-Q64) and a C-terminal -helix, 

with the N-terminus facing inward to the lumen of the needle. In the current study, we 

carried out solid-state NMR measurements of wild-type Shigella flexneri needles 

polymerized in vitro and identified the following secondary structure elements for MxiH: 

a rigid-extended N-terminal segment (S2-T11), an -helix (L12-A38), a loop (E39-P44) 

and a C-terminal -helix (Q45-R83). Using immunogold labeling in vitro and in vivo on 

functional needles, we located the N-terminus of MxiH subunits on the exterior of the 

assembly, consistent with evolutionary sequence conservation patterns and mutagenesis 

data. We generated a homology model of Shigella flexneri needles compatible with both 

experimental data: the MxiH solid-state NMR chemical shifts and the state-of-the-art 

cryoEM density map. These results corroborate the solid-state NMR structure 

previously solved for Salmonella typhimurium PrgI needles and establish that Shigella 

flexneri and Salmonella typhimurium subunit proteins adopt a conserved structure and 
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orientation in their assembled state. Our study reveals a common structural architecture 

of T3SS needles, essential to understand T3SS-mediated infection and develop 

treatments. 

 

Contribution statement 

The results of the current chapter are contained in the following publication: 

"The Common Structural Architecture of Shigella flexneri and Salmonella typhimurium Type Three 

Secretion Needles", Demers, Jean-Philippe, Nikolaos G. Sgourakis, Rashmi Gupta, Antoine Loquet, Karin 

Giller, Dietmar Riedel, Britta Laube, Michael Kolbe, David Baker, Stefan Becker, Adam Lange, PLOS 

Pathogens, vol. 9(3), e1003245 

K.G. and S.B. expressed, purified and polymerized in vitro T3SS needles. J.P.D. 

performed solid-state NMR experiments. J.P.D., A. Loquet and A. Lange analyzed solid-

state NMR data. N.G.S and D.B. performed modeling studies. D.R., R.G. and M.K. 

performed electron microscopy studies. R.G. and M.K. performed and analyzed 

secretion assays. J. P.D. carried out the multiple sequence alignment. 

 

9.2. Background and Motivation 

Earlier studies of Shigella flexneri T3SS needles by X-ray fiber diffraction and cryo-

electron microscopy (cryoEM) showed that the MxiH subunits are disposed in a helical 

arrangement, with 5.6 subunits per turn and a 24-Å helical pitch 1. The atomic structures 

of C-terminal truncation mutants, resulting in non-functional soluble needle subunits, 

were determined for BsaLC5 by solution-state NMR 2, MxiHC5 by X-ray crystallography 

3, and PrgIC5 by solution-state NMR 4. All three structures exhibit two -helical 

segments separated by a loop at the P-(S/D)-(D/N)-P motif. 

 

In order to gain further insight into the function of Type Three Secretion Systems, it is 

necessary to obtain an atomic structure of wild-type (WT) needles in their assembled 

state. The pseudoatomic T3SS needle architecture of Shigella was modeled by Deane and 
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coworkers 3 by docking semi-rigid MxiHC5 crystal monomers into a 16-Å cryoEM 

density map 1, with a topology where the N-terminus of the MxiH subunit is facing the 

inside of the tubular structure. More recently, a refined model of the Shigella MxiH 

needle was presented by Fujii and coworkers 5 based on a 7.7-Å cryo-electron 

microscopy (cryoEM) map. In this model (Fig. 1A), the segment ranging from Q51 to 

Q64, observed as -helical in the X-ray structure 3, was remodeled as a -hairpin 

structure during the molecular docking, while preserving the inwards-facing N-

terminus. We have recently presented an atomic model of the Salmonella typhimurium 

T3SS needle 6 based on solid-state NMR distance restraints collected directly on 

assembled needles and symmetry from scanning transmission electron microscopy 

(STEM) data 7. In this atomic model (Fig. 1B), the N-terminus of the subunit is located at 

the surface of the needle, as confirmed by immunogold labeling experiments performed 

both in vitro and in vivo 6. 
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Figure 1: Proposed topologies for T3SS needle proteins in the needle assembly. A, Model 
of Shigella flexneri T3SS needle based on a 7.7-Å cryoEM map, according to Ref. 5, PDB 

ID: 3J0R. The structure of the MxiH subunit protein contains an -helix (S2-A38), a loop 

(K39-P44), an -helix (Q45-Y50), a 14-residue-long -hairpin (Q51-Q64) and an -helix 
(S65-R83) with a kink at D73. The N-terminus faces inward to the lumen of the needle. 
B, Solid-state NMR atomic model of the Salmonella typhimurium T3SS needle according 
to Ref. 6, PDB ID: 2LPZ. The structure of the PrgI subunit protein comprises a rigid-

extended conformation (T3-Y8), an -helix (L9-A35) with a kink at N22, a loop (A36-

P41), and an -helix (A42-R80). The N-terminus is located at the surface of the needle. 
Top views of the needle assemblies are shown in the top corners. The structures in the 
bottom corners present the location of highly conserved residues that were identified 
from multiple sequence alignment (Fig. 3). The atoms of conserved amino acids are 
represented as spheres and are colored respectively blue or red depending if their amino 
acid belongs to the N- or the C-terminal region. Conserved residues are lining the lumen 
of the needle in the Salmonella model but are exposed to the extracellular milieu in the 
Shigella model. 
 

Although the two proposed models show fundamental differences in their 

topology, MxiH and PrgI present a high sequence identity (>60%, Fig. 3). From these 

two models, strong experimental predictions regarding the orientation of termini and 
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the secondary structure present in S. flexneri T3SS needles can be made and 

experimentally verified. In the current study, we thus present solid-state NMR data and 

immunogold labeling results obtained on WT needles of S. flexneri which allow us to 

address the discrepancy between the two models and establish the common architecture 

of T3SS needles. 

9.3. Hypotheses and Method Summary 

 

Hypotheses: 

The topology proposed for Salmonella needles (Loquet et al.) is conserved in Shigella 

flexneri T3SS needles. 

The secondary structure elements identified in Salmonella – a rigid-extended N-terminal 

segment, an -helix, a loop and a C-terminal -helix – can be found in Shigella. 

The N-terminus of Shigella needle subunits is located on the outside surface of the 

assembly and the C-terminus is found facing the inside luminal surface. 

The high-resolution cryoEM density map is compatible with the topology proposed for 

Salmonella typhimurium needles. 

There is a common architecture for all T3SS needles, which is reflected in the 

organization of the amino acid sequences for needle subunit proteins. 

Method summary: 

In order to determine the secondary structure, we determined the solid-state NMR 

assignment of in vitro polymerized needles. 

To determine the subunit orientation, we carried out immuno-gold labeling on in vitro 

polymerized needles and on in vivo bacterial strains. 

To assess whether with all experimental data, cryoEM and ssNMR, could be explained 

by a single structural model, we constructed a homology model of the Shigella needle 

following the topology of the Salmonella needle. 

To determine if there is a common T3SS needle architecture, we constructed a multiple 

sequence alignment of primary sequences among bacterial types. 
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9.4. Materials and Methods 

9.4.1. In vitro needle polymerization 

MxiH was expressed and purified following the protocol established for S. 

typhimurium PrgI needles 6. Similarly, the N-terminal hepta-Histidine (His) tag was 

cleaved using tobacco etch virus protease, releasing MxiH proteins containing the non-

native N-terminal residues glycine and histidine. The protein concentration was raised 

to 0.2 mM during polymerization, which took place at 37 °C for sixteen days. 

Approximately 20 mg of needle proteins were produced for each sample. MxiH needles 

were ultra-centrifuged and transferred into 4.0-mm magic-angle spinning rotors. 

 
Figure 2: In vitro polymerization of MxiH needles. (Left) Sketch of the protein 
expression and purification protocol. (Right) Electron micrograph of in vitro 
polymerized MxiH needles. 
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9.4.2. Isotopic labelling 

Three isotopic labeling schemes were employed. All three samples were labeled with 

15NH4Cl as nitrogen source and either D-[uniform-13C6]glucose ([U-13C6]Glc), D-[1-

13C]glucose or D-[2-13C]glucose as carbon source. 

 

9.4.3. Solid-state NMR 

Solid-state NMR experiments were conducted at 600 MHz, 800 MHz and 

850 MHz 1H frequencies on Avance I and Avance III spectrometers (Bruker Biospin, 

Germany) at a spinning rate of 11 kHz and a temperature of 5.5 °C. 

 

A ramped cross-polarization with contact time of 0.7-1.2 ms was used for the 

initial 1H-13C and 1H-15N transfers. For 13C-13C correlation experiments, carbon-carbon 

mixing was accomplished via proton-driven spin diffusion (PDSD) 8 with the indicated 

mixing times. Additionally, double quantum-single quantum correlation spectra were 

measured using the SPC5 sequence9. For 15N-13C correlation experiments, nitrogen-

carbon transfer was carried out through n=1 double-quantum  SPECIFIC-CP10 with r.f. 

fields of 6.5 kHz on 13C and 4.5 kHz on 15N using a tangential ramp during 8.5 ms and 

83.3 kHz of cw decoupling on 1H. Transfers were carried out in a band-selective fashion 

except for the N-CX experiment where broadband Hartman-Hahn matching was 

employed. In N-CA-CX and N-CO-CX experiments, a second transfer step to further 

carbon nuclei was carried out using DARR11 for 70 ms. Proton decoupling with an r.f. 

frequency of 83.3 kHz was employed during evolution periods and acquisition, using 

either SPINAL-6412 or SWf-TPPM13 with a RRRR  supercycle14 and a tangential sweep15 (N 

= 11, sweep window d = 0.25, cut-off angle tco = 55°, phase angle  = 15°). Carbon-

nitrogen scalar couplings were removed by applying c.a. 2 kHz of waltz-1616 decoupling 

on 15N during acquisition and 13C evolution periods, or with a 180° pulse on 13C during 
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15N evolution. The sample temperature was maintained at 5.5°C as determined from the 

1H chemical shift of water in reference to DSS17. 

 

Additional experimental details can be found in supplementary Table <9.2>. For 

the calculation of secondary chemical shifts (), average random coil chemical shifts 

were taken from Ref. 18. 

 

9.4.4. Immunolabelling 

Recombinantly-produced MxiH needles were labeled using an Anti-penta-

Histidine tag monoclonal antibody (Invitrogen). The labeling was performed using a 

1:200 diluted antibody and 10-nm protein A Gold (Posthuma, Utrecht). Non-polar 

Shigella mxiH-knockout cells (ΔmxiH) were complemented with either wild-type mxiH, 

mxiH with N-terminal Strep-tag or mxiH with a C-terminal Strep-tag in pASK-IBA 

vectors (IBA lifesciences) and induced with 0.2 µg/ml anhydrotetracycline for 1 hr. The 

cells were fixed in 2 % paraformaldehyde and immunogold labeled using 1:40 diluted 

StrepMAB-Classic (IBA lifesciences) for 1 hr followed by 1:40 diluted 12-nm gold-

conjugated secondary antibody for 1 hr. Protein secretion assays were performed by 

addition of 20 µg/ml CR followed by western blot analysis against IpaB, IpaC and 

DnaK. 

 

9.4.5. Multiple sequence alignment 

Sequences of commonly studied T3SS needle proteins were aligned using Clustal 

W version 2 19 with default settings and the GONNET substitution matrix 20. A first 

round of alignment revealed two clusters of highly conserved patterns in the loop and 

C-terminal region with the N-terminal regions presenting a higher variability. In a 

second round, the two sequence clusters were aligned as two separate groups. The 
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conservation level and consensus sequence for each cluster were calculated using 

JalView 21. Uniprot accession identifiers for the primary sequences are specified in 

supplementary Table S3. Pairwise sequence alignments used in the Rosetta modeling 

were generated using BLAST 22. 

 
Figure 3: Multiple sequence alignment of T3SS needle proteins. Conserved residues are 
colored according to amino acid type following the Clustal X color scheme 23. Highly 
conserved residues (≥ 12 identical amino acids in both clusters) are highlighted with a 
star (N-terminal region: blue; C-terminal region: red). The numbering of residues 
corresponds to the sequence of MxiH. Database accession identifiers for the primary 
sequences are given in supplementary Table S3. 

 

9.4.6. Homology modeling 

We used the Rosetta symmetric modeling framework 24 to generate a full 29-

subunit model of MxiH based on the solid-state NMR structure of the PrgI needle (PDB 

ID: 2LPZ). This framework makes conformational sampling in symmetric systems more 

efficient by 1) only considering conformations that are consistent with the symmetry of 

the system and 2) performing a minimal number of energy and derivative evaluations 

by explicitly simulating only a subset of the interacting monomers and propagating 

conformational changes to symmetry-related subunits. The PrgI template was used to 
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define the initial rigid-body placement and backbone conformation of the MxiH 

subunits as well as their relative orientation with respect to each other, therefore 

dictating the helical symmetry parameters. Unaligned residues at the N-termini of the 

subunits were remodeled using symmetric, Monte Carlo based 3- and 9-residue 

backbone fragment insertions in a coarse-grained representation of a helically-arrayed 

29-subunit system. The entire structure, including all backbone, side chain and rigid 

body degrees of freedom was subsequently refined using a physically realistic all-atom 

energy function 25. 1,000 homology-based models were generated of which the 10 lowest 

in energy showed strong convergence with 0.6 Å backbone RMSD for the entire 

complex, excluding the 11 residues comprised in the N-terminal variable extension. The 

final models did not diverge significantly from the starting PrgI template structure 

(0.8 Å backbone RMSD) and present almost identical helical parameters to the initial 

template (5.6 subunits/turn, 23.5 Å radius, 4.2 Å axial rise/monomer). Evaluation of the 

full-atom energy of the previous cryoEM model by Fujii et al. was done in the following 

manner: the full 29-subunit assembly was generated from the coordinates of the 

monomeric subunit using the symmetry-related operations described in the header of 

the PDB file (PDB ID: 3J0W), followed by the aforementioned symmetric refinement in 

Rosetta. The refinement led only to minor changes relative to the starting coordinates 

(<1 Å backbone RMSD for the rigid helical parts of the structure, <0.5 Å change in axial 

rise/monomer and radius, <10° in rotation/monomer). 100 models were generated in 

this manner and the median energy of the 10 lowest-energy models was reported (Table 

1). Fitting of the homology model to the EM density map and calculation of the EM 

correlations were done using the program UCSF Chimera 26,27. 
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9.5. Results 

9.5.1. MxiH subunits are rigid and highly ordered in the assembly 

The protocol developed for the in vitro preparation of functional Salmonella T3SS 

needles 6 was employed to produce WT Shigella T3SS needles (Fig. 4A). The needles 

were analyzed by magic-angle spinning solid-state NMR. Solid-state NMR is a method 

of choice 28-30 to obtain atomic-level structural information on insoluble proteins 31-34, 

including supramolecular assemblies 35-39, and can be employed directly on MxiH 

needles. The measurement of 13C cross-polarization spectra (Fig. 4B) reveals that the 

recombinant needle samples are structurally highly homogeneous. The 13C line-widths 

measured for [1-13C]glucose (Glc)- and [2-13C]Glc-labeled needles range from 0.09 to 

0.25 ppm (between 20 and 55 Hz on an 850 MHz spectrometer), on par with other 

protein samples showing the highest resolution in solid-state NMR: microcrystalline 

GB1 40,41, the HET-s(218-289) prion domain 42, and S. typhimurium PrgI T3SS needles 6,43. 
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Figure 4: Solid-state NMR spectroscopy of Shigella flexneri MxiH needles. A, 
Transmission electron microscopy images of WT Shigella flexneri needles used for solid-
state NMR measurements. B, 1D 13C cross-polarization spectra of [uniform-13C6]glucose 
(Glc)-labeled (black), [1-13C]Glc-labeled (green) and [2-13C]Glc-labeled (magenta) 

needles. Representative line-widths are indicated for two resonances (T23C and 

N81C) for the sparsely-labeled samples. The free-induction decay of the signal was 
recorded for a total of 8192 scans, with signal remaining after an acquisition time of 

60 ms. No apodization function was employed in the processing. C, N-C spectrum of 
[2-13C]Glc-labeled needles. The 2D spectrum correlates backbone amide nitrogen 

frequencies (1
15N) to backbone C frequencies (2

13C). N-C cross-peaks are numbered 

according to the MxiH amino acid sequence and N-C cross-peaks of prolines are 
indicated. Unmarked cross-peaks correspond to sequential correlations. Spectra were 
recorded at a magnetic field of 21.1 T (850 MHz 1H resonance frequency) at 5.5 °C. 
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The solid-state NMR assignment of 13C and 15N chemical shifts (supplementary 

Table S2) was carried out using standard experiments, 2D 13C-13C, 15N-13C and 15N-(13C)-

13C experiments. Due to the high spectral resolution of the sample, most of the 

assignment could be carried out on uniformly-labeled ([U-13C6]Glc) needles using 2D 

spectroscopy. An example of the spectral resolution obtained in [U-13C6]Glc needles is 

presented in a 13C-13C proton-driven spin diffusion (PDSD) spectrum (supplementary 

Fig. 9). A near-complete resonance assignment (96 %) was obtained using an extensive 

dataset of 2D spectra (supplementary Table S1) recorded on [U-13C6]Glc and 13C spin 

diluted (produced with [1-13C]Glc- and [2-13C]Glc) T3SS needles. In sparsely-labeled 

samples, the dilution of 13C spins results in an improved 13C resolution due to the 

removal of one-bond 13C-13C dipolar and JCC couplings, and in the simplification of 

spectra 43 (Fig. 4C). For instance, the complementarity of the [1-13C]Glc- and [2-13C]Glc 

labeling patterns 43-46 enabled the facile assignment of the repetitive LSSLS motif (L12-

S16) of MxiH. 

 

Residues extending from S2 to R83 in the MxiH sequence are all observed in 

cross-polarization based solid-state NMR spectra, indicating a high structural rigidity. 

Consequently, with the exception of Met1 detected in an INEPT 1H-13C spectrum, all 

residues in the MxiH subunit protein exhibit a rigid conformation. 

 

No peak doubling could be observed in solid-state NMR spectra (Figs. 4C and 9), 

denoting the absence of polymorphism in the needle samples. This is in contrast to the 

X-ray structure of monomeric MxiHC5 (PDB ID: 2CA5) where two distinct 

conformations of MxiH are present in the unit cell 3, molecules A and B. Conformation B, 

which was not consistent with the low-resolution EM density, had been attributed either 

to crystal packing or to a different activation state of the needle 3. 
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Figure 5: Identification of secondary structure elements. A, Secondary structure 
elements identified in the cryoEM model of Fujii et al.; adapted from Fig. 1e in Ref. 5 
where H1, H2, and H3 indicate the position of α-helices and “prot” that of the β-hairpin 
between H2 and H3. B, Secondary structure elements of MxiH needles determined by 

solid-state NMR (this study). C, Secondary chemical shifts (C – C) of the Shigella 

flexneri MxiH protein in the assembled needle. Regions which do not present -helical 
propensity are highlighted. D, Secondary chemical shifts of the Salmonella tympimurium 
PrgI protein in the assembled needle taken from Ref. 43. 
 

9.5.2. MxiH and PrgI proteins adopt a similar conformation in the 

assembled state 

As backbone chemical shifts are strongly correlated to secondary structure 18,47,48, 

the secondary structure elements present in the MxiH subunit can be identified from 

our assignment (Figs. 5B and 5C). Positive values of secondary chemical shifts () are 

indicative of -helical propensity while negative values indicate -sheet propensity 18. 

The analysis of  thus reveals two stretches of predominantly positive values 

corresponding to two long -helices. The first -helix is 27-residues long (L12 to A38), 
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the second -helix comprises 39 residues and extends up to the C-terminus (Q45 to R83). 

The intervening region of negative values (E39 to P44) corresponds to a rigid loop and 

contains the conserved P-(S/D)-(D/N)-P turn structure previously identified in 

structures of monomeric 2-4,49 and assembled 5,6 T3SS needle subunits. Kinks or bends in 

the -helices can be inferred from the isolated negative values of  at T23 and Q64. The 

N-terminal segment from S2 to T11 is not -helical but adopts instead a more extended 

conformation, as identified from the presence of negative  values. 

 

Local protein conformations can be directly compared on the basis of the 

secondary chemical shifts, as they are not influenced by amino acid type. The similarity 

in secondary chemical shifts between the MxiH and PrgI needles is remarkable (Figs. 5C 

and 5D), suggesting that the local structure of these needle subunits is highly similar. 

The agreement is especially apparent in the two -helical regions, and the slight bend in 

the C-terminal helix occurs at the same position in both subunits, Q64 for MxiH 

corresponding to Q61 for PrgI. Two minor differences are observed: the kink appears at 

T23 for MxiH rather than at T25 (which would correspond to N22 in PrgI); more 

importantly, the rigid-extended region spans a larger region in MxiH, which has three 

additional residues, and the deviations of  from random coil values are more 

pronounced. On the other hand, the secondary structure elements proposed in the 

model of Fujii et al. are not compatible with the experimental chemical shifts of MxiH 

(Fig. 5A). In order to quantitatively compare the cryoEM model to our chemical shift 

values, we back-predicted secondary chemical shifts from the cryoEM model (Fig. 10B) 

using SPARTA+ 50. It was reported that the back-prediction of solid-state NMR 13C 

chemical shifts in SPARTA produces outliers, i.e. predictions deviating from 

experimental shifts by more than 3 ppm, in approximately 4% of cases 51. The number of 

13C chemical shift outliers for the cryoEM-based model of Fujii et al., 13.1%, is 
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significantly higher, showing that its secondary structure cannot be reconciled with our 

NMR data. 

 

Despite the aforementioned discrepancies in secondary structure between the 

MxiH 5 and PrgI 6 models, there is a striking similarity in the shape of the 3D envelope 

of their constituting subunits (Fig. 1). We thus wanted to test whether the architecture 

identified in PrgI needles could explain all experimental data for MxiH needles, both 

solid-state NMR chemical shifts and the 7.7-Å cryoEM density map. We generated 

homology models of the MxiH needle by Rosetta modeling calculations 52 using the 

structure of the PrgI needle as a template. A representative model from this ensemble 

(Fig. 6) shows good overlap with the cryoEM density map (EM correlation of 0.66), 

demonstrating that the architecture found in the PrgI needle (Fig. 1B) is compatible with 

all experimental data.  
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Figure 6: Structural model of the T3SS Shigella needle. A, Top and B, side views of the 
T3SS needle assembly of Shigella flexneri. The homology model of the 29-subunit MxiH 
needle assembly generated by Rosetta modeling (cartoon representation) shows a 
correlation of 0.66 with the 7.7-Å cryoEM density map (grey surface). Using the 
nomenclature of Fujii et al., the EM density regions H1, H2 and H3 are indicated for the 
central subunit (i), as well as the kink in region H3. The first 11 N-terminal residues are 
not depicted due to the poor sequence homology of the rigid-extended segment (Fig. 3); 
however the protrusion in the EM map at subunit (i), labeled prot. and highlighted by a 
purple dashed contour trace, may be well explained by the N-terminus of subunit (i+5). 
The central subunit (i), colored as in Fig. 1B, forms a lateral interface with subunits (i±5), 
in red, and subunits (i±6), in dark blue. The axial interface is formed with subunits (i±11) 
shown in pink. 
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Using the nomenclature of Fujii et al., the long C-terminal -helix identified in 

PrgI occupies the density region H1 facing towards the needle pore in the cryoEM map 

of MxiH (Fig. 6B). The density regions H2 and H3 are filled by the N-terminal -helix. 

The kink present in density region H3 corresponds to the kink identified at T23 from the 

analysis of secondary chemical shifts. 

 

9.5.3. The N-terminus of MxiH is exposed on the exterior of the assembly 

In order to determine the placement of the N- and the C-terminus in the MxiH 

needle, immunogold labeling experiments were performed both in vitro and in vivo. For 

in vitro experiments, the MxiH protein was expressed as a N-terminal His tag fusion 

construct, mxiH-N(His), and needles were polymerized. The tag is recognized by an 

Anti-His tag antibody which is imaged using protein A Gold (Fig. 7B). Immunogold 

labeling was not observed for WT needles lacking the His tag (Fig. 7A) and for mxiH-

N(His) needles incubated without the Anti-His tag antibody (Fig. 7C), excluding the 

possibility that the labeling resulted from non-specific binding of the primary antibody 

or protein A Gold. mxiH expressed as a C-terminal His tag fusion construct prevented 

needle polymerization as previously reported 49. Similar results were obtained for in vivo 

immunogold labeling experiments, where mxiH Shigella cells were complemented with 

WT mxiH (Fig. 7E), an N-terminal Strep-tag fusion construct, mxiH-N(Strep), (Fig. 7F) or 

a C-terminal Strep-tag fusion construct, mxiH-C(Strep), (Fig. 7G). The strains expressing 

WT mxiH and mxiH-N(Strep) could assemble secretion-competent needles, as shown in 

a protein secretion assay (Fig. 7D), but the strain expressing mxiH-C(Strep) did not 

assemble any needle (Fig. 7G) and was not competent for secretion, consistent with 

previous mutagenesis data showing that C-terminal insertions compromise needle 

assembly and secretion function 53. 
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Figure 7: Localization of the MxiH subunit N-terminus in vitro and in vivo . A–C, 
Immunogold labeling of recombinant Shigella flexneri MxiH needles using a monoclonal 
Anti-His tag antibody. A, WT MxiH needles B, needles polymerized from N-terminal 
His tag fusion construct, mxiH-N(His), C, mxiH-N(His) needles labeled without primary 
Anti-His tag antibody. In B, some gold particles are indicated by arrows. Proteins 
expressed from a C-terminal His tag fusion construct did not polymerize. D, Effector 
protein secretion assay of Shigella strains used in Fig. E–G by addition of Congo Red 
(CR) followed by western blot analysis against IpaB, IpaC and DnaK. E–G, Non-polar 
Shigella mxiH-knockout cells (ΔmxiH) expressing E, wild-type mxiH, F, mxiH with N-
terminal Strep-tag, mxiH-N(Strep) or G, MxiH with C-terminal Strep-tag, mxiH-C(Strep). 
In E and F, needles are indicated by arrows and two needles complexes are highlighted. 
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The strain expressing mxiH-N(Strep) formed needles decorated with gold 

particles. These results show that the MxiH subunit N-terminus is exposed at the surface 

of the needle and corroborate that MxiH needles adopt the topology found in the PrgI 

needle solid-state NMR structure 6 but not the topology of previous MxiH needle 

models 3,5. 

 

9.5.4. The common T3SS structural architecture is reflected in sequence 

conservation patterns 

As T3SS are employed by a variety of bacterial pathogens 54, we generated a 

multiple sequence alignment of T3SS needle proteins to evaluate the generality of the 

needle architecture. The sequences group in two clusters based on a pattern of highly 

conserved residues in the loop and C-terminal region (Fig. 3). Three distinct regions of 

the protein are identified according to the conservation level: the first ~10 residues 

forming the N-terminal extension are poorly conserved (average conservation level of 

2.1), the subsequent N-terminal region is moderately conserved (6.5), and the loop (7.2) 

and C-terminal region (8.7) are highly conserved. Both MxiH and PrgI belong to the 

same cluster, in contrast to the needle protein of Yersinia pestis, YscF, which shows lower 

sequence identity to MxiH (25%). Sequences for EscF proteins are more evolutionary 

distant and were not included in any of the clusters. They also lack the canonical P-

(S/D)-(D/N)-P loop motif and the variable extension. 

 

The loop and C-terminal region contain a large number of residues, 11, that are 

highly conserved in both clusters, compared to only two residues in the N-terminal 

region. Those highly conserved residues, indicated with stars in Fig. 3, are all located 

lining the lumen of the needle in the PrgI needle structure (Fig. 1B, bottom right corner); 

however, no conserved residues are present in the interior of the needle in the cryoEM 

MxiH model (Fig. 1A, bottom left corner). 
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Figure 8: Solid-state NMR 13C-13C spectrum of MxiH needles. The aliphatic-carbonyl 
(left) and aliphatic-aliphatic (right) regions from the solid-state NMR 13C-13C correlation 
spectrum of [uniform-13C6]glucose-labeled MxiH needles are presented. The spectrum 
was recorded with a proton-driven spin diffusion (PDSD) mixing time of 50 ms on an 
850 MHz spectrometer at 11 kHz MAS and at 5.5°C. Intra-residue cross-peaks are 
numbered according to the MxiH amino acid sequence, with the specific 13C atoms 
involved in the 13C-13C correlation indicated in subscript (F1, then F2). The C' symbol was 
omitted for correlations involving the backbone carbonyl. A few sequential correlations, 

especially in the C-C region, were assigned but are not marked in the figure.
 

9.6. Discussion and Conclusion 

 

In the current study, WT S. flexneri needle assemblies were prepared by in vitro 

polymerization and studied by solid-state NMR. The MxiH needle subunit is 

predominantly rigid (S2-R83). Our chemical shift assignment (supplementary Table S2) 

provides for the first time empirical information on the conformation of the MxiH 

termini in the context of the needle assembly, as the first 19 (molecule A) or 14 (molecule 

B) residues are disordered in the crystal structure of MxiHC5, as well as the last 2 

(molecule A) or 8 (molecule B) C-terminal residues 3. 

 

The following secondary structure elements were identified for MxiH: a rigid-

extended N-terminal conformation (S2-T11), followed by the N-terminal -helix (L12-

A38) with a kink at T23, a loop (E39-P44) and the C-terminal -helix (Q45-R83). The 

conformation of Shigella MxiH and Salmonella PrgI subunits in their needle assembled 

state is highly similar, as revealed by the comparison of secondary chemical shifts (Figs. 

5C and 5D). Equally, the structure of the PrgI subunit solved by solid-state NMR 

comprises a rigid-extended N-terminal conformation (T3-Y8), an -helix (L9-A35) with a 

kink at N22, a loop (A36-P41), and a C-terminal -helix (A42-R80). 
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In contrast, the chemical shifts observed in this work are incompatible with the 

secondary structure identified in the previous MxiH needle model 5 (Figs. 5A and 9). 

Two major discrepancies exist between this model (Fig. 1A) and the experimental 

chemical shifts: the first 11 N-terminal residues were previously modeled as an -helix 

and the segment extending from residues Q51 to Q64 was previously modeled as a -

hairpin. One explanation for the discrepancy in secondary structure elements in MxiH 

subunits between the current study and the model of Fujii et al. is that the measurements 

were carried out on S. flexneri serotype 6 (this study) and serotype 2. Compared to 

serotype 6, the sequence of serotype 2 has the following mutations: D7N, K8D, Q29E, 

S32L, N35D, A36K and E39K. Since no amino acid substitutions between the two 

serotypes are located in the conjectured -hairpin region of MxiH (Q51-Q64), 

rearrangement of the secondary structure of the C-terminal helix by these mutations 

would likely involve even greater alterations locally at the site of the mutation, which 

are not observed. The finding that PrgI sustains a significantly greater number of N-

terminal substitutions while preserving a C-terminal conformation highly similar to 

MxiH further discredits this hypothesis. We conclude that the incompatibility between 

this model and the experimental data results from remodeling of the monomeric 

subunit structure to fit the cryoEM density map without the guidance of site-specific 

local structural information such as experimentally-determined dihedral angles and 

distance restraints. 
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Figure 9: Back-prediction of secondary chemical shifts. A, Secondary structure elements 
identified in the cryoEM model (adapted from of Fujii et al., Proc. Natl. Sci. Acad. U.S.A., 
2012, Fig. 1e) where H1, H2, and H3 indicate the position of α-helices and “prot” that of 

the β-hairpin between H2 and H3. B, Secondary chemical shifts of the Shigella flexneri 
MxiH protein in the assembled needle measured by solid-state NMR (grey bars). 
Secondary chemical shifts back-predicted from the cryoEM model of Fujii et al. (blue 
squares) using SPARTA+. Error bars correspond to the estimated prediction error (s.d.). 

 

As shown here and recently for the T3SS needle of S. typhimurium 6, solid-state 

NMR data can be used in complementation to cryoEM data for the generation or the 

validation of structural models of large assemblies. Owing to the high similarity of 

secondary chemical shifts between PrgI and MxiH, we generated a homology model of 

S. flexneri needles which accounts for all available experimental data, including the 7.7-Å 

cryoEM density map. Although the correlation to the cryoEM density is higher for the 

previous model by Fujii et al. (0.72) compared to our PrgI-based homology model (0.66), 

this is expected as no EM bias was used in the building of the current homology model. 

The previous model also has significantly higher full-atom energy after Rosetta 

refinement (Table 1). It is notable that the symmetry and helical parameters of the PrgI-

based homology model are highly similar to the parameters derived from the cryoEM 

density map (Table 1), consistent with the view that Shigella and Salmonella needles are 

built upon a common architecture. From a methodological point of view, it is also 

interesting that both independent procedures, solid-state NMR in combination with 

results from STEM and Rosetta modeling — and high-resolution cryoEM, result in the 

same obtained symmetry. Furthermore, the fact that the homology model of PrgI fits 
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well into the completely independently and simultaneously determined high-resolution 

cryoEM map (Fig. 6) supports the validity of the PrgI structure (Fig. 1B). 

 

Using immunogold labeling, we confirmed that the N-terminus is oriented on the 

outside face of the needle assembly (Fig. 7). This subunit orientation is consistent with 

sequence conservation patterns observed by multiple sequence alignment (Fig. 3), 

where residues in the C-terminal helix are more frequently conserved, and with 

mutagenesis data, where sequence alterations are more easily tolerated at the N-

terminus. Indeed, deletion of 2-5 residues or addition of 3-6 residues at the C-terminus 

results in dysfunctional needles as detected in effector secretion assays and Congo Red 

(CR) induction assays 5,53 for MxiH, or in epithelial cell invasion assays 49 for PrgI. In 

contrast, deletion of 2-3 residues or addition of 3-7 residues at the N-terminus of MxiH 

subunits still produces functional needles (Ref. 5 and Fig. 7D). Moreover, PrgI subunits 

still assemble into functional T3SS needles when expressed with a deletion or addition 

of six residues at their N-terminus 49 as well as with a 8-residue N-terminal Strep-tag 6, 

as demonstrated by epithelial cell invasion assays. A deletion of eight N-terminal 

residues resulted in a S. typhimurium strain incapable of invasion 49, indicating that the 

two residues G7 and Y8 must be preserved to form the axial interface connecting 

subunits (i) and (i±11) and necessary for the polymerization of PrgI subunits 6. 

 

As the biological role of the T3SS needle is to ensure the secretion of effector 

proteins, it is consequent that the residues lining the lumen, directly involved in the 

transport of effectors, are highly conserved (Fig. 1B). On the other hand, the diversity of 

residues exposed at the surface of the needle can confer a selective advantage to 

pathogenic bacteria, which must evade recognition by host cells 55-57. Accordingly, the 

mxiH gene was shown to be the most variable gene in the virulence plasmid of S. flexneri 

58. 
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In their assembled state, the only characteristic structural distinction observed 

between the homologous MxiH and PrgI proteins on the basis of the secondary 

structure analysis is the length of the N-terminal rigid-extended segment, which is 

composed of 10 residues for MxiH and six for PrgI. An important observation for the 

understanding of needle elongation is that T3SS needle proteins from different species 

are not interchangeable. For instance, Yop effector secretion could not be restored in a 

yscF null mutant strain of Yersinia enterocolitica by the expression of MxiH 59, which can 

be attributed to the low sequence identity of the two sequences (25%). However, despite 

the high sequence identity between MxiH and PrgI (>60%), a Shigella flexneri mxiH null 

mutant strain could not be complemented by PrgI and was not invasive due to the lack 

of needle formation 4. Similarly, purified T3SS needles could be elongated in vitro from 

soluble monomer subunits of their own species, but not from subunits of other species, 

Salmonella typhimurium with MxiH* and Shigella flexneri with PrgI* 49. Differences in the 

electrostatic surfaces from soluble monomeric subunit structures were suggested to 

explain the incompatibilities between needle subunits 4. Our findings hint that the N-

terminal rigid-extended segment could also play a crucial role in determining the 

species specificity. The excellent NMR spectral quality of needle samples produced by 

the in vitro preparation protocol 6 paves the way for the determination of high-resolution 

structures of MxiH filaments. Ongoing investigations in our group will thus address the 

question of the atomic structure of the rigid-extended N-terminal segment in MxiH 

needles. 

 

In this study, it was found that Shigella flexneri and Salmonella typhimurium 

needles present a common architecture, providing a structural basis essential for the 

interpretation of previous functional data on type-three secretion in Shigella. Knowledge 

of the correct needle topology is essential to develop a key understanding of the 

operating mechanism of T3SS. The topology has an impact on the study of needle-tip 

interactions 60-64, needle-basal body interactions 65-69 and regulation of secretion 53,70-73, 
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which can contribute to the development of treatments against T3SS-mediated 

pathologies. 
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9.8. Appendix 

 

   
Subunits 
per turn  

Axial rise 

per monomer / Å  

Needle 

Radius / Å  
EM 

correlation  
Full-atom 
energy*  

             

 This study  5.65  4.21  23.51  0.66  -184  

 Fujii et al. 5  5.62  4.30  23.06  0.72  -133**  

             

Table 1: Structural statistics of different needle models 
* Full-atom interface energy in Rosetta energy units, median value of the 10 lowest-
energy models. 
**After refinement of the PDB coordinates. 
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Spectrometer 
frequency  

Acquisition 
time  Total 

time 

 

 Correlation  Mixing element  Labeling  1
1H  t1  t2   

       MHz  ms  ms    

 C-C  PDSD 50 ms  uniform  850  15  19  1d 17h  

 N-CA  Selective CP  uniform  850  15  15       24h  

 N-CA-CX  Selective CP, DARR 70 ms  uniform  850  19  15  4d  

 N-CO  Selective CP  uniform  850  19  15       12h  

 N-CO-CX  Selective CP, DARR 70 ms  uniform  850  19  15  3d 14h  

 N-CX  Broadband H.-H. CP  uniform  800  14  13.5  2d   9h  

 C-C  PDSD 75 ms  uniform  800  12  20  2d  

 C-C  PDSD 200 ms  uniform  800  14  14  3d  

 C-C DQ-SQ  SPC5 0.5 ms  uniform  800  8  20       20h  

 H-C  INEPT  uniform  800  12  25  1d 12h  

 C-C  PDSD 100 ms  uniform  600  8  17  4d  

 C-C  PDSD 200 ms  uniform  600  8  17  4d  

 N-CA  Selective CP  1-glc  800  14  17  1d   5h  

 C-C  PDSD 100 ms  1-glc  850  15  19  2d 10h  

 C-C  PDSD 400 ms  1-glc  850  17  21  4d 17h  

 C-C  PDSD 850 ms  1-glc  850  18  22  6d 16h  

 C-C  PDSD 700 ms  1-glc  800  8.5  14.5  7d 22h  

 N-CA  Selective CP  2-glc  850  17  30       15h  

 C-C  PDSD 50 ms  2-glc  850  15  21  1d   7h  

 C-C  PDSD 400 ms  2-glc  850  15  21  2d 23h  

 C-C  PDSD 850 ms  2-glc  850  16  21  6d 12h  

 C-C  PDSD 850 ms  2-glc  800  8.5  14  9d   1h  

 C-C  PDSD 300 ms  2-glc  600  17  21  4d 20h  
               

Table 2: List of 2D solid-state NMR experiments 
Maximal acquisition times in the indirect (t1) and direct (t2) dimensions are indicated as 
well as the total measurement time for each experiment.  
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Table 3: Chemical shifts of Shigella flexneri MxiH needles 
 N C C C C/C1 C2 C/C1 C2 C/C1 C2 C3 C C2 C3 N2/N2 N N 

G-1                  

H0        120.0 136.6         

M1         16.8         

S2 118.0 173.5 57.9 65.1              

V3 121.2 175.3 61.5 34.1 18.8 21.3            

T4 126.3 174.7 62.1 68.4  22.7            

V5 125.3 176.1 68.7 29.3 22.1 23.6            

P6 135.1 175.7 65.6 32.2 27.4  50.0           

D7 118.4 176.2 54.1 41.3 178.9             

K8 115.3 176.4 56.4 33.0 26.0  29.2  41.3        33.0 

D9 114.9 176.5 54.3 40.7 180.5             

W10 118.5 175.4 55.3 30.1 109.7  128.9 130.8  139.0 121.2  113.2 120.7    

T11 110.0 176.1 58.4 73.7  21.1            

L12 120.0 179.2 58.6 42.1 27.0  26.5 24.6          

S13 114.3 176.0 63.2 62.4              

S14 124.4 177.8 61.8 62.2              

L15 127.2 178.3 58.7 41.6 27.5  27.2 25.1          

S16 113.4 180.3 62.5 62.7              

E17 119.5 177.8 58.5 28.7 35.0  181.8           

T18 117.6 178.0 67.7 68.3  20.8            

F19 119.8 177.2 61.5 38.8 139.0     130.4        

D20 120.1 178.0 57.6 40.4 178.3             

D21 119.5 179.9 56.8 40.6 178.2             

G22 108.2 175.4 46.8               

T23 105.2 175.9 60.6 69.8  20.1            

Q24 123.9 179.7 60.4 28.7 34.4  174.8        126.2   

T25 118.8 176.6 67.0 67.5  22.0            

L26 126.2 178.7 58.4 41.1 28.8  24.9 23.7          

Q27 117.0 178.9 61.6 30.2 37.7  177.8        118.1   

G28 110.4 177.3 47.1               

Q29 123.5 180.2 58.5 27.7 33.9  180.0        112.0   

L30 122.7 177.3 57.7 41.4 27.0  26.2 23.3          

T31 118.5 177.1 67.8 69.1  23.1            

S32 116.3 177.2 61.8 62.7              

A33 124.0 178.4 55.1 18.4              

L34 119.2 177.7 58.3 42.7 27.6  25.3 23.8          

N35 114.6 177.1 56.9 38.8 176.5          115.8   

A36 120.9 180.2 54.7 19.0              

L37 124.3 178.0 56.5 42.2 26.9  25.4 25.5          

A38 118.0 177.0 54.0 17.5              

E39 108.3 176.8 55.2 30.9 35.4  182.8           

N40 117.5 171.4 50.4 38.4 190.1          132.8   
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 N C C C C/C1 C2 C/C1 C2 C/C1 C2 C3 C C2 C3 N2/N2 N N 

P41 130.0 174.8 62.8 31.8 27.2  49.3           

S42 106.7 174.9 56.9 67.4              

N43 126.8 172.7 51.9 39.7 176.9          111.3   

P44 140.1 177.0 65.6 32.9 27.5  51.2           

Q45 116.3 180.1 58.2 26.9 32.1          118.3   

L46 121.3 178.8 58.0 42.3 27.7  25.2 23.5          

L47 118.1 178.5 58.6 42.2 26.5  24.8 24.1          

A48 122.7 182.2 55.3 18.8              

E49 121.6 179.3 59.3 29.4 36.3  183.7           

Y50 119.9 177.1 62.6 38.6    132.7    157.8      

Q51 117.4 180.8 60.2 27.3 33.0  179.2        112.9   

S52 116.0 175.7 63.5 62.0              

K53 122.2 178.9 58.2 32.0 24.9  27.4  42.7        32.1 

L54 120.8 179.5 57.9 41.0 26.4  25.1 21.5          

S55 113.2 176.1 63.1 63.7              

E56 122.1 177.6 61.5 31.5 39.2  182.1           

Y57 119.1 176.9 62.7 39.7   132.0 132.5 118.3         

T58 111.1 176.3 66.2 68.7  22.0            

L59 123.7 178.5 57.9 40.3 26.3  28.1 22.2          

Y60 124.1 177.0 59.1 36.7 129.3  132.0 134.1 116.3 118.3        

R61 117.5 180.5 56.8 31.1 25.5  42.5     159.7    80.6  

N62 119.2 176.2 56.9 39.9 176.0          111.6   

A63 123.9 180.2 56.0 17.6              

Q64 122.1 175.8 58.2 31.4 33.1  178.3        122.6   

S65 110.1 179.4 60.7 63.6              

N66 117.3 177.1 55.9 37.3 174.1          110.2   

T67 116.9 174.7 69.1 68.6  21.1            

V68 120.7 176.6 67.3 32.2 21.0 22.7            

K69 118.8 177.1 58.5 32.7 25.5  28.1  42.5        33.6 

V70 118.8 179.8 66.9 32.0 22.2 24.2            

I71 118.0 177.7 61.9 34.5 27.1 17.8 7.9           

K72 123.5 178.4 61.3 30.8 24.9  29.5  42.0        32.3 

D73 119.1 180.8 57.5 39.4 179.3             

V74 124.9 176.9 66.3 31.9 21.5 25.1            

D75 119.6 177.3 55.3 38.1 172.2             

A76 121.4 179.9 54.8 18.3              

A77 121.4 180.1 54.7 18.2              

I78 119.8 178.3 65.1 38.3 28.3 18.4 15.2           

I79 117.0 180.0 63.5 38.1 31.5 17.2 15.2           

Q80 119.7 177.2 57.9 28.3 33.6  180.7           

N81 115.4 175.4 52.7 37.9 176.0          111.4   

F82 118.3 175.2 56.5 38.2 140.3  129.6           

R83 117.6 181.5 57.3 31.9 27.6  43.7         84.3  

Table 3: Chemical shifts of Shigella flexneri MxiH needles 
Chemical shifts are indicated in ppm relative to DSS. 
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 Protein name  Bacterial organism  UniProt identifier  Length  

         
Cluster I 
 MxiH  Shigella flexneri serotype 6  Q6XVY0_SHIFL  83  
 MxiH  Shigella flexneri serotype 2  MXIH_SHIFL  83  
 cip-c  Chromobacterium violaceum  Q7NVC1_CHRVO  84  
 PrgI  Salmonella typhimurium  PRGI_SALTY  80  
 BsaL  Burkholderia pseudomallei  Q63K18_BURPS  89  
 EprI  Escherichia coli  Q8X2T4_ECO57  79  
 YsaG  Sodalis glossinidius  Q6R8E1_SODGL  85  
         
Cluster II 
 AscF  Aeromonas hydrophila AH1  Q1EHA3_AERHY  87  
 AscF  Aeromonas veronii  Q6WG33_9GAMM  85  
 AscF  Aeromonas hydrophila AH3  Q699P8_AERHY  81  
 PscF  Pseudomonas aeruginosa  PSCF_PSEAE  85  
 YscF  Yersinia pestis  O68691_YERPE  87  
 YscF  Yersinia enterocolitica  YSCF_YEREN  87  
 SctF  Photorhabdus luminescens  Q7N0U8_PHOLL  84  
 YscF  Vibrio parahaemolyticus  Q87P24_VIBPA  82  
         
Other sequences 
 EscF  Escherichia coli  Q7DB83_ECO57  73  
 EscF  Citrobacter rodentium  Q93FJ3_CITRO  73  

Table 4: Source of primary sequences for multiple sequence alignment 
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10. Hybrid approach for structural determination of large 

insoluble biomolecular assemblies at atomic resolution using 

solid-state NMR and electron microscopy 

10.1. Summary 

Large biological assemblies play key roles in many important cellular functions, 

however their structure determination by conventional crystallography and solution 

NMR methods is challenging. Here, we present a general hybrid approach which 

combines data originating from two experimental techniques: extensive datasets of 

constraints obtained by solid-state NMR spectroscopy (ssNMR) and a high-resolution 

electron density map obtained by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM). The approach 

employs Rosetta modeling to integrate the two experimental datasets with an energy 

function based on physical principles. Cryo-EM and ssNMR data complement each 

other as the cryo-EM density helps restrain the rigid-body placement of protein subunits, 

while the ssNMR constraints and Rosetta energy define the local protein domain 

structure and inter-subunit interfaces. 

 

The new hybrid approach was implemented to determine the atomic structure of 

a large protein assembly present in Gram-negative bacteria, the Type-Three Secretion 

System (T3SS) needle of Shigella flexneri bacteria, which is used during pathogenic 

infection for the injection of toxic effector proteins inside their target eukaryotic host cell. 

First, we collected a large number of intra-subunit and inter-subunit distance constraints 

using ssNMR methods on in vitro polymerized needles: carbon-carbon constraints were 

obtained from sparse 13C-labeled samples and proton-proton constraints from uniformly 

13C-labeled samples. Then, Rosetta structure calculations were performed to integrate 

the ssNMR datasets with a previously published cryo-EM density map (7.7-Å resolution) 

of isolated needles (Fujii et al, PNAS 2012). The hybrid atomic models notably specify 
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the placement of the non-conserved N-terminus of the needle subunit, and constitute a 

valuable basis for an atomic understanding of the mechanism of bacterial protein 

secretion through the T3SS needle. 

 

The structures obtained for the lowest-energy models were cross-validated using 

an independent set of ssNMR constraints not used in the structure calculations. The 

calculation results confirm that polymerized needles and isolated needles adopt 

compatible structures at the atomic level; this compatibility being corroborated at the 

macroscopic level by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) measurements 

on polymerized needles. By integrating different sources of experimental data, the new 

hybrid approach provides the structural basis for understanding a conserved Type-

Three secretion mechanism and can be readily applied for high-resolution structural 

studies of other important, yet poorly characterized, large protein complexes. 

 

Contribution statement 

The present chapter forms a manuscript in preparation: "Hybrid approach for structural 

determination of large biomolecular assemblies at atomic resolution using solid-state 

NMR and cryo-electron microscopy", Jean-Philippe Demers, Birgit Habenstein, Antoine 

Loquet, Suresh Kumar Vasa, Stefan Becker, David Baker, Adam Lange, Nikolaos G. 

Sgourakis. 

Karin Giller and S.B. expressed, purified and polymerized in vitro T3SS needles. J.P.D 

recorded solid-state NMR experiments and prepared processed spectra. J.P.D. and B.H. 

analyzed the spectra to collect ssNMR constraints. Joe Wall and Beth Lin (Brookhaven 

National Laboratory) recorded the STEM data. J.P.D. and S.K.V. analyzed the STEM 

data. N.G.S performed the structural calculation. J.P.D. and N.G.S. carried out the cross-

validation of the structure ensemble. 
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10.2. Background and Motivation 

Large molecular assemblies are omnipresent in living cells and responsible for a 

broad spectrum of biological functions such as cellular motion (molecular motors), 

cellular structure (cytoskeletal filaments) and molecular transport (bacterial secretion 

systems). Traditionally, structures of large biomolecular systems have been solved by X-

ray crystallography, solution-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and cryo-

electron microscopy (EM). Large systems however pose technical challenges for atomic 

structural studies using conventional methods1: finding an appropriate crystallization 

condition is a strenuous effort for large multi-component systems; crystallization can be 

prevented by the presence of flexible or disordered regions or domains; and systems 

with noncrystallographic symmetry lack the long-range order required to produce a 

discrete diffraction pattern. On the other hand, very large systems do not exhibit 

sufficiently fast molecular tumbling to be directly studied by solution-state NMR 

spectroscopy. As well, the study of small isolated molecular components is not sufficient 

for a molecular understanding of a large biological system as proteins can adopt 

different conformations in isolation compared to their assembled form. 

 

Two methods are emerging to tackle the structure determination of intact large 

assemblies towards gaining a mechanistic insight into their biological function. 

Technically, both solid-state NMR2-5 (ssNMR) and cryo-EM 6,7 are not limited by the 

molecular size of the assembly that they can detect. Density data from cryo-EM defines 

an overall envelope of the supramolecular assembly under study in a resolution range 

of 20–8 Å for standard applications and up to 6 Å for favorable systems1. Solid-state 

NMR data provide crucial information on the local structure such as the secondary 

structure propensity, backbone dihedral angles and inter-atomic distances of up to 

~10 Å, which can be detected both within the individual protein domains and across the 

inter-molecular subunit interfaces. 
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Cryo-EM and ssNMR data are in principle highly complementary and their use 

in combination holds great promise for future structural studies. However, a general 

framework to integrate the different sources of structural information into high-

resolution models of multimeric assemblies has been limited by 1) the different levels of 

resolution provided by each technique that complicates their use in computational 

methods, the fine-tuning of constraint weights and the assessment of self-consistency 

between these fundamentally different datasets and 2) the availability of computational 

methods that would determine the range of conformations consistent with the 

experimental data, as a function of the degrees of freedom considered. 

 

We introduce a generalized hybrid approach for high-resolution structure 

determination of supramolecular assemblies which combines high-resolution cryo-EM 

density maps with extensive datasets of distance constraints obtained from solid-state 

NMR. We demonstrate the new approach by determining the structure of the T3SS 

needle of Shigella flexneri at atomic resolution (0.4 Å backbone RMSD). The Type Three 

Secretion System (T3SS), or injectisome, is a supramolecular assembly found in Gram-

negative bacteria, such as Shigella, Salmonella, Escherichia, Pseudomonas or Yersinia8, which 

serves to deliver toxic effector proteins into their target eukaryotic host cell during 

infection9,10. The extracellular transport needle forms a super-helical assembly of 

multiple copies of the needle subunit protein called MxiH in Shigella flexneri and PrgI in 

Salmonella typhimurium. The current study thus extends our structural studies of T3SS 

needles, which include the atomic model of Salmonella typhimurium11,12 using ssNMR 

data and helical parameters from scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), 

the ssNMR resonance assignment of Shigella flexneri MxiH needles13 which allowed to 

identify a common architecture for T3SS needles, the study of dynamics and 

conformational heterogeneity of MxiH needles using DNP-enhanced ssNMR14, and 

assignment strategy using sparse 13C samples15-17 or highly deuterated proteins18. 
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The hybrid approach (Fig. 1) combines the 7.7-Å cryo-EM density map 

reconstructed using 100 000 needle segment images19 with extensive structural 

information obtained from ssNMR: 162 backbone dihedral angles and 996 carbon-

carbon distance constraints from proton-driven spin diffusion (PDSD)20 experiments. 

The data is integrated together with a high-resolution energy function using the 

program Rosetta to produce a hybrid atomic structure of the T3SS needle of Shigella 

flexneri. The calculated structures are validated using 691 independent carbon-carbon 

and proton-proton distance constraints from ChhC and NhhC experiments21,22. With 12 

distance constraints per residue in the calculation set and 8 distance constraints in the 

validation set, the calculated models are among the most well-defined structures in 

solid-state NMR. Moreover, the atomic resolution structures establish the beforehand 

unknown arrangement of the N-terminal segment (residues 1-11), which are not 

conserved and adopt a species-specific conformation. 

 

10.3. Hypotheses and Method Summary 

Hypotheses: 

The atomic structure of Shigella flexneri T3SS needles is similar to the structure of 

Salmonella typhimurium needles for the region L12-R83. The inter-molecular interfaces 

observed in Salmonella needles will be present in Shigella needles. 

T3SS needles obtained by shearing off from the bacterial surface and needles produced 

by in vitro polymerization adopt the same subunit structure and helical arrangement. 

The distance constraints detected in solid-state NMR experiments are compatible with 

the cryo-EM density map of sheared needles. 

The N-terminal rigid extension S2-T11 is longer in Shigella needles and can occupy the 

protrusion observed in the cryo-EM density map between subunits i and i – 5. 
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Method summary: 

The generalized hybrid approach presented here comprises six tasks, including 4 steps 

for atomic structure determination and 2 steps for validation (Fig. 1): 

1) Collection of ssNMR and cryo-EM structural information 

Backbone dihedral angles are obtained from the secondary chemical shifts of the needle 

subunit protein. Carbon-carbon distance constraints were obtained from PDSD 

experiments recorded on 1-glucose- and 2-glucose-labeled Shigella needles. Proton-

proton distance constraints were obtained from ChhC and NhhC experiments recorded 

on uniformly-13C-labeled needles. 

2) Disambiguation of ssNMR chemical shift ambiguities 

The fold and inter-molecular interfaces are first identified using unambiguous cross-

peaks and large numbers of distance constraints between amino acids pairs and a 

preliminary map of the needle architecture is produced. Using this map, distance cross-

peaks are further classified as unambiguous or ambiguous. 

3) Disambiguation of ssNMR subunit ambiguity 

The interface assignment of distance constraints is determined through successive 

rounds of structure calculations. 

4) Flexible structure calculation integrating ssNMR and cryo-EM data  

Structure calculations start from an array of helical polypeptides and employ the "fold-

and-dock" Rosetta protocol. In addition to ssNMR constraints, an EM density correlation 

term is applied during the structure calculation. Chemical shift and interface 

ambiguities are verified at each iteration, followed by a final refinement stage. 

5) Cross-validation of atomic structure using independent local data 

The individual models are cross-validated using an extensive dataset of solid-state NMR 

constraints not used in the calculation. 

6) Confirmation of macroscopic compatibility for different sample preparations 
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The structural compatibility of the sample preparations is confirmed by the correlation 

to the cryo-EM density map and by the independent determination of in vitro-

polymerized needle mass-per-length by STEM measurements. 

 

 
Figure 1: Flow-diagram of iterative assignment and modeling procedure. Flow chart 
presenting the assignment of NMR distance constraints and molecular modeling 
through the hybrid structural determination approach. Steps of NMR data analysis are 
colored blue, with the resulting datasets illustrated as red rounded rectangles. Rosetta 
modeling steps are colored green and the additional data used at each modeling step, 
including the high-resolution cryo-EM density map, is indicated on the side in red font. 
The preliminary models are derived from a reduced set of distance constraints coming 
only from 2-glucose spectra. The final models employ distance constraints from all 
datasets. Cross-peaks determined to be structurally ambiguous from the last 
preliminary models are used as ambiguous constraints. 
 

10.4. Materials and Methods 

10.4.1. Sample preparation 

WT Shigella flexneri T3SS needles were prepared following the established 

protocol11,13 for expression, purification and in vitro polymerization of T3SS needle 

proteins. Three samples were produced by labeling the subunit protein MxiH during 
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bacterial expression employing 15NH4Cl as nitrogen source and either [U-13C6]glucose 

(uniform labeling), [1-13C]glucose (1-Glc labeling) or [2-13C]glucose (2-Glc labeling) as 

carbon source. The polymerization was carried out at 37 °C during sixteen days and 

produced approximately 20 mg of labeled material each time. Pellets of MxiH needles 

were obtained by ultra-centrifugation (40,000 rpm at 15°C during 30 min in a Beckman 

TL-100.1 rotor), washed 5× by re-suspending the pellets in fresh buffer and ultra-

centrifugation, and then transferred into 4.0-mm MAS rotors. 

 

10.4.2. Solid-state NMR 

Solid-state NMR experiments were conducted on spectrometers operating at 600 

MHz, 800 MHz and 850 MHz 1H Larmor frequency (Avance I and Avance III, Bruker 

Biospin, Germany) at MAS rates in the range 10.5–12.5 kHz. The sample temperature 

was maintained at 5.5°C by monitoring the temperature using the 1H chemical shift of 

water in reference to the methyl 1H signal of DSS23. A ramped cross-polarization with 

contact time of 0.7-1.2 ms was used for the initial 1H-13C and 1H-15N transfers. For 13C-

13C correlation experiments, carbon-carbon mixing was accomplished via PDSD with the 

mixing times ranging from 300 ms to 850 ms. Experiments with short mixing times 

(50 ms or 100 ms) were also recorded to identify intra-residual and sequential 

correlations. Proton decoupling with an r.f. frequency of 83.3 kHz was employed during 

evolution periods and acquisition, using either SPINAL-6424 or SWf-TPPM25 with a  

supercycle26 and a tangential sweep27 (N = 11, sweep window d = 0.25, cut-off angle 

tco = 55°, phase angle  = 15°). For spectra recorded on 800 MHz and 850 MHz 

spectrometers, carbon-nitrogen scalar couplings were removed by applying c.a. 2 kHz of 

waltz-1628 decoupling on 15N during acquisition and 13C evolution periods. On the 

600 MHz 1H frequency spectrometer, spectra were recorded in double-resonance mode 

to increase sensitivity. 

 

RRRR
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For both 1-Glc and 2-Glc labeling schemes, PDSD spectra were recorded in 

multiple conditions (Table 1). From the cross-peak tally for 2-Glc spectra (Table 2), we 

observe that the proportion of long-range cross-peaks increases compared to intra-

residue and sequential cross-peaks. This demonstrates that long mixing time allows 

sufficient time for spin diffusion to remote distances. However, even longer mixing 

times (>1s) would not be advisable as sensitivity would reduce due to 13C longitudinal 

relaxation and increase in measurement times. 

Experiment  Intra Seq. IR(2-4) LR(>4) Total Ambig. 

PDSD 400ms, 850MHz  441 309 103 58 911 42 

PDSD 850ms, 850MHz  360  399  168  109  1036  51  

PDSD 300ms, 600MHz  609 552 176 150 1487 89 

PDSD 850ms, 600MHz  635 841 476 436 2388 318 

PDSD 850ms, 800MHz  673  795  440  384  2292 293  

Total 2718 2896 1363 1137 8114 793 

Table 2: Number of assigned cross-peaks in [2-13C]-Glc spectra 
 

 
Figure 2: Distribution of cross-peaks in [2-13C]-Glc labeled spectra 

 

Since a prolonged spin diffusion time distributes the initial magnetization to a 

large number of labeled carbons, measurement with a high SNR is critical in order to 

obtain a spectrum with high information content. Indeed, most long-range cross-peaks 

are obtained from two spectra, long mixing time PDSD spectra (850ms) recorded on the 

600 MHz and 800 MHz spectrometers, both acquired with high SNR. 
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When possible, SW1 was reduced by setting the upper limit of the spectrum at ≈143 ppm 

in the indirect dimension and using time proportional phase incrementation (TPPI) 

acquisition mode (Figure 3). This results in the folding of the carbonyl band (~172 to 

183 ppm) to a region where few resonances are present (~126 to 115 ppm). The carbonyl 

band is subsequently recovered during processing. 

 

 
Figure 3: Prediction of diagonal side-bands and spectral folding for a 13C–13C PDSD 
spectrum. The 1H Larmor frequency is 800 MHz and the MAS frequency is 11.5 kHz. An 
equivalent spectrum can be recorded at 850 MHz with a MAS frequency of 12.2 kHz. 
Red boxes indicate the regions where spin diffusion cross-peaks are expected. In the 
indirect dimension, the spectrum is recorded in a spectral window spanning 0–142 ppm. 
This results in the folding of the carbonyl-aliphatic cross-peaks (blue boxes, ~110 ppm in 
F1). The green boxes (~120 ppm in F2) indicate the position of the first side-bands for 
aliphatic-carbonyl cross-peaks, which partially overlaps with the aromatic-aliphatic 
cross-peaks (red box at ~130 ppm in F2). 
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10.4.3. Processing and peak picking of ssNMR spectra 

Spectra were processed using Bruker Topspin 2.1 and the NMRpipe software29. A 

quadratic sine window function is employed in both dimensions, with sine bell shift 

(SSB) parameters in the range 3.4–3.8, and FIDs are zero-filled up to the second-next 

power of two. Polynomial baseline correction was applied in both frequency domains. 

Spectra were analyzed with Sparky 30 and CcpNmr Analysis31,32. 

 

We carried out peak picking manually on the basis of our previously reported 

sequential chemical shift assignment of MxiH needles13 (available in BMRB entry 18651). 

We first discarded peaks corresponding to artifacts such as spinning sidebands and 

reflections of the auto-peak diagonal and we assigned peaks corresponding to intra-

residual and sequential correlations, for which cross-peaks are generally also present in 

short mixing time PDSD spectra (50 ms – 100 ms). Other cross-peaks correspond to 

intermediate range correlations (between residue j and k, 2≤|j–k|≤4) or long range 

correlations (|j–k|≥5, either intra-molecular or inter-molecular). 

The average resonance frequency for a given nucleus is obtained from intra-

residue and sequential cross-peaks for all spectra (BMRB entry 18651) or for a single 

spectral dimension if a sufficient number of cross-peaks are available in one spectrum 

(>5). 

To be retained for analysis, a cross-peak must have a signal-to-noise ratio higher 

than 4.2. The noise in each spectrum is estimated by taking the average of the central 16 

out of 20 trials, each trial computing the noise as median of 128 randomly sampled 

absolute data heights from the spectrum. 
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10.4.4. Determination of experimental isotopic labeling pattern 

The use of sparse 13C labeling schemes and the high spectral homogeneity of the 

MxiH protein affords very high 13C resolution, with 13C line-widths ranging from 0.09 to 

0.25 ppm (Figure 9.3). 

 

The resonance assignment uncertainty, i.e. the standard deviation of peak 

positions over all spectra, is very small (Fig. 4) as well: on average 0.04 ppm for 13C and 

0.03 for 15N, and at most 0.09 ppm in both cases (see BMRB entry 18651). 

 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of uncertainty for the chemical shift assignment of MxiH needles 

 

In order to further improve the accuracy of the chemical shift assignment for long 

mixing-time experiments, we re-calculated the full table of average resonance 

frequencies on an individual basis for each dimension of each spectrum, when enough 

intra-residue and sequential cross-peaks were available for that spectrum. This corrects 

for small but systematic spectrum-to-spectrum deviations, which can be due to 

differences in acquisition parameters or processing, slightly different sample 

temperatures or differences in recoupling conditions (which can vary according to the 

13C labeling scheme). 

 

Combined with the high sample homogeneity, our method allows the use of 

small tolerance windows, which results in a drastic reduction of the number of 

assignment possibilities for distance cross-peaks. For 13C resonances, we used tolerance 
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windows of ±0.15 ppm for sparsely-labeled spectra and ±0.2 ppm for uniformly-labeled 

spectra. For 15N resonances, ±0.2 ppm windows were used. 

 

Figure 5 illustrates the relation between the width of the tolerance window and 

the number of assignment ambiguities per cross-peak, as computed from the 

assignment of MxiH needle subunits. The number of isolated resonances and resonances 

with one ambiguity falls off rapidly as the window becomes larger. For the same 

window, the proportion of resonances with low ambiguity is lower for the sparse 

labeling schemes as the reduced number of carbons results in significant spectral 

simplification. The average number of ambiguities scales nearly linearly with the size of 

the tolerance window. For a long mixing PDSD step where magnetization can 

potentially be transferred from one carbon to any other carbon resonance, the number of 

ambiguities scale as amb 1 2n w w  , where wn is the size of the window in the nth 

dimension, or 2

ambn w  for windows of identical sizes. Uniform and 2-Glc labeling, 

with respective tolerance windows of 0.20 ppm and 0.15 ppm, therefore have an average 

number of ambiguities of 3.1 and 1.8 for a resonance line in a 1D spectrum, but these 

numbers are increased to 9.5 and 3.4 ambiguities for a cross-peak in a 2D PDSD 

spectrum. The number of ambiguities for distance cross-peaks can also be reduced by 

increasing the number of recorded dimensions, combining multiple steps of short-range 

and long-range magnetization transfer. For example, an approach combining 2-glucose 

13C labeling and the recording of 3D NCACX (SPECIFIC-CP, PDSD) spectra was 

presented for the sequential assignment and the collection of distance constraints on 

Salmonella typhimurium T3SS needles16. 
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Figure 5: Influence of chemical shift tolerance window. For all 13C frequencies, the 
number of additional frequencies present in the tolerance window was counted 
including all resonances (uniform labeling, a and c) or only those theoretically present33, 
excluding scrambling, in the 2-glucose labeling (b and d). 

 

According to Figure 5, the uniformly-labeled sample would yield spectra which 

are nearly three times as ambiguous as sparsely-labeled samples. However, we also 

observed that the experimental 13C labeling patterns for the two sparse labeling schemes 

differ from the ideal patterns previously reported for 1-glucose34 and 2glucose33. We 

therefore aimed to avoid cross-peak assignments which were incompatible with the 

isotopic labeling pattern produced by 1-Glc and 2-Glc labeling schemes. For this 
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purpose, the ideal labeling patterns of glucose-labeled samples was initially 

considered33,34. However, other unexpected intra-residue cross-peaks are observed in 

short and intermediate mixing time PDSD spectra in addition to the strong cross-peaks 

predicted on the basis of the ideal labeling patterns. As evaluated from the signal 

intensity of unexpected intra-residue cross-peaks, the scrambling is less present in [2-

13C]-glucose-labeled proteins compared to [1-13C]-glucose. The scrambling can be due to 

subsequent rounds in the citric acid cycle or involvement of other metabolic pathways17. 

The precise labeling patterns for glucose-labeled samples were confirmed by inference 

from intra-residual and sequential cross-peaks. A detailed analysis was carried for [2-

13C]-glucose labeling (Figure 6). 

 

Many instances of scrambling are detected; however, some atom combinations 

are never labeled simultaneously. A stark example is the neighboring C’ and C atoms, 

for which cross-peaks were not detected in 12 types of amino acid, and extremely weak 

cross-peaks were detected for glycine, alanine and serine residues. Although scrambling 

is present, sharp spectral lines are preserved for the 2-glucose labeling. It can thus be 

inferred that the probability of simultaneous labeling is low, and that the scrambling is 

much less intense compared to [2-13C]-glycerol and [1,3-13C]-glycerol samples, which 

have a lower resolution but a higher sensitivity compared to [2-13C]-glucose samples12. 
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Figure 6: Experimental [2-13C]-Glc isotopic labeling pattern. Observed intra-residue 
cross-peak patterns for the 17 amino acid types present in solid-state NMR spectra of 
MxiH needles. The number of residues for each type is indicated in square brackets. Due 
to the similarity of their anabolism pathway, the tallies for phenylalanine and tyrosine 
have been combined. 

  

10.4.5. Assignment of chemical shift ambiguities 

For each cross-peak, all resonance assignment possibilities within the tolerance 

window are considered. If only a single possibility exists, the cross-peak is classified as 

frequency unambiguous. The classification of remaining cross-peaks is done as follows: 

 

For a given cross-peak, assignment possibilities highly incompatible with the 

preliminary map (Fig. 8) are eliminated. If a single assignment possibility remains, the 

cross-peak is classified as network unambiguous. In the case of multiple remaining 

possibilities, the cross-peak is classified as network unambiguous only if the average 

chemical shift deviation of one assignment is significantly smaller than for other 

possibilities (at least 0.05 ppm less); otherwise the cross-peak is classified as ambiguous. 

 

10.4.6. Rosetta structure calculations 

The structure calculations were performed by our collaborators at the University 

of Washington and at the Laboratory of Chemical Physics, NIDDK/NIH. The structure 

calculations were done using the Rosetta symmetric modeling framework35 extended to 

helical symmetry11. Starting from a helical array of 29 polypeptide chains (83-residue), 

the fold-and-dock protocol uses symmetric, backbone fragment and sidechain Monte-

Carlo trials in torsion angle space to explore internal subunit conformations, and rigid-

body moves to explore the subunit arrangement that are propagated to symmetry-

related subunits according to a user-defined set of transformations provided as a 

symmetry definition file (supplementary material). While the MxiH needle solid-state 
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NMR chemical shifts13 were used to select 3- and 9- residue backbone fragments, the 

NMR distance constraints were used to restrain the internal degrees of freedom 

(backbone dihedral angles and sidechain torsions) together with the 6-rigid body 

degrees of freedom that define the subunit arrangement and helical parameters of the 

needle filament. 

 

In each round of structure calculations, we used two criteria to assign the raw 

NMR data (atom pairs) into the different interfaces and exclude outliers that are 

consistently violated in the low-energy models:  

a) A constraint was included in the next round if it was satisfied in more than 30% 

of the previous round 10 lowest-energy models, according to an upper limit of 12 Å and 

b) A constraint was included in the next round if it can be consistently assigned 

to the same interface in more than 70% of the previous round 10 lowest-energy models. 

 

Using this iterative Ansatz, we concluded to a refined peaklist to be used for the 

subsequent round of structure calculation. An energy term that measures correlation of 

the entire 29-subunit system to the 7.7-Å cryoEM density map was also applied as 

described previously36 to restrain the helical parameters of the needle filament. The EM 

and NMR constraint weights were optimized in a series of calculations performed with 

increasing weights while monitoring the total number of violations and Rosetta energy 

in the resulting models (Fig. 7). 

 

The procedures for ranking, selection and validation of final 3D structure models 

are described in the results section. A detailed description of the protocol as well as 

example script files are available in supplementary information. 
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Figure 7: Calibration of ssNMR constraint weights. Individual score terms and total 
ssNMR constraint violations as a function of increasing weight of the NMR constraint 
term (relative to the Rosetta force field4) used in independent structure refinement 
calculations (x-axis, in logarithmic scale). The EM score (green) measures agreement 
with the 7.7 Å cryo-EM density map1 in negative units, as described previously5. Error 
bars represent 1 standard deviation observed in 10 calculated structures for each weight 
value. The EM correlation term is reported in the same scale as the Rosetta Energy 
(blue), while the plotted NMR constraint penalty score (red) is scaled up by a factor of 
10. A favorable range of weights (0.03–0.05) used in the final calculations is indicated 
with the shaded area. A constant EM score weight of 0.05 was used in all refinement 
calculations, optimized using a similar grid-search procedure. The NMR constraint 
score uses a flat-bottom potential with an upper limit of 9 Å and an exponential penalty 
function, as outlined in online methods. R.E.U: Rosetta Energy Units.  

 

10.4.7. Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) 

Measurements were carried out at the STEM facility of the Brookhaven National 

Laboratory (Upton, NY, USA). The BNL microscope (Fig. 14b) operates at a voltage of 40 

keV and produces a finely focused electron beam of approximately 0.25 nm in diameter. 

 

Three sample preparations were investigated: straight MxiH needles, 3x diluted 

needles and 10x diluted needles (Table 3), with most images obtained from the 10x 

dilution. Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) particles were added for internal calibration and 
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as a quality control for the sample preparation. Samples are deposited on a thin carbon 

substrate and quickly freeze-dried. The sample is maintained at -160°C during 

measurement, which eliminates contamination and reduces mass loss. The mass loss for 

protein samples is typically 2.5% at a dose of 10 el/Å2 used on a 0.512 micron scan and 

is corrected by the internal calibration of STEM images. 

 

Dilution Scan width (μm) Number of images 
used for analysis 

Number of TMV 
image segments 

Number of needle 
image segments 

1x 1.024 3 32 381 

3x 1.024 5 72 456 

3x 0.512 2 21 92 

10x 1.024 60 1035 3138 

10x 0.512 1 13 12 

 Total: 71 1173 4079 
Table 3: Preparation of MxiH needles for STEM 
 

The analysis of the images was done using the PCmass 3.2 software. The default 

quality-of-fit parameters specified in the software (e.g. r.m.s.d. of background pixels, 

and r.m.s.d. image minus best-fit model) were used to determine the validity of each 

individual image segment. Image segments are selected for well-separated individual 

needles in areas of uniform background (Fig. 13). The TMV particle segments are fitted 

with the “TMV Rod” model and the MxiH needle segments are fitted with the “9nm 

Rod-GC” model (solid rod). For each scan size (0.512 or 1.024 µm), the size of the 

integration radius was calibrated for the two models (Table 4). Continuous mass-per-

length values for a single TMV particle or MxiH needle were obtained by following the 

filament trace. The tracing was repeated for different radii. The normalized mass-per-

length values are present in Figure 8, with the error bars corresponding to the standard 

deviation. 
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Figure 8: Calibration of integration radius for STEM image analysis. Values were 
normalized to the average of the three largest integration radii. a) TMV Rod model used 
for integration of TMV particles, b) 9nm Rod-GC used for the integration of MxiH 
needles. The radii in image analysis are indicated by arrows.  
 

Scan width 
(μm) 

Model Integration radius 
(nm) 

Integration length 
(nm) 

1.024 TMV Rod 12 36 

0.512 TMV Rod 10 36 

1.024 9nm Rod-GC 8 30 

0.512 9nm Rod-GC 7 30 
Table 4: Calibrated integration parameters for STEM image analysis 
 

10.5. Results and Discussion 

10.5.1. Collection of ssNMR constraints and rapid identification of the fold 

and inter-molecular interfaces 

We have previously realized the NMR chemical shift assignment of MxiH 

needles13, allowing us to identify the secondary structure of MxiH subunit proteins in 

their assembled state. Solid-state NMR experiments employing short PDSD mixing 

times (<100ms) were employed to obtain intra-residue and sequential amino acid 

connection information. We now recorded a set of diverse and complementary 

experiments employing long PDSD mixing times (Table 1) which provided a large 

number of cross-peaks corresponding to intermediate and long-range distance 
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constraints. Long mixing time PDSD experiments20,37 were recorded on [1-13C]glucose 

(1-Glc) and [2-13C]glucose (2-Glc) labeled protein samples (Fig. 10). ChhC and NhhC 

experiments21,22 were recorded on a uniform-13C labeled sample. In order to ease the 

detection of long-range cross-peaks, we recorded individual spectra with high signal-to-

noise ratio. 

 

From the 1-Glc and 2-Glc sets of spectra, we can rapidly identify pairs of amino 

acids which are certain to be in close distance proximity due to unambiguous cross-

peaks and large numbers of distance constraints between those amino acids. Those 

anchor points, in addition to the previously established secondary structure13, serve to 

determine the fold of the MxiH subunits in the context of the needle assembly. Amino 

acid pairs related by at least two frequency-unambiguous cross-peaks or by four or 

more cross-peaks in a given labeling scheme are used as anchors to produce a 

preliminary map of the Shigella needle architecture (Fig. 9a). 
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Figure 9: Preliminary map of the Shigella flexneri needle architecture. (a) Anchor point 
identification. Proximity anchors are identified by at least two unambiguous 
(corresponding to well-resolved and readily assigned cross-peaks) or abundant (≥ 4) 
contacts in spectra of [1-13C]-glucose and [2-13C]-glucose labeled MxiH needles (blue 
lines, line thickness proportional to the number of contacts). (b) Three examples for 
ssNMR constraint ambiguities arising from distinct intra-molecular and inter-molecular 
interfaces in MxiH needles. Pink lines indicate interface assignments of a given contact 
that are inconsistent with the MxiH needle structure and green lines the correct interface 
assignments. 
 

A cluster of contacts between the two anti-parallel alpha-helices (e.g. F19-

A63/Q64, T23-Y60, L26/Q27-Y57) indicates that MxiH subunits adopt a typical helix-

loop-helix fold. Residues N43, P44 and L47 in the loop region make contacts with the 

end of the C-terminal alpha-helix (e.g. P44-I78, L47-I78/79) as well as with the rigid N-

terminal segment (W10-N43/P44), indicating that subunit (i) and subunit (i – 11) of the 

helical assembly are arranged head to tail on top of each other forming an inter-

molecular axial interface. An extensive lateral interface comprises a dense network of 

contacts formed between the C-terminal regions L59-K69 of subunit (i) and K72-R83 of 

subunits (i + 5) and (i + 6). Lateral contacts are also found between the loop region and 

both the N-terminal helix (F19-L37/A38) and the C-terminal helix (P41-L59/Y60). The 

rigid N-terminal extension (S2 to T11) is curved in its middle as indicated by multiple 

contacts between tryptophan W10 and N-terminal residues V3-V5. Further contacts (P6-

Q27/G28) indicate a lateral inter-molecular association between the N-terminal 

extension and the central region of the N-terminal helix which follows a slight kink at 

residues G22-Q24. This map confirms that the protein fold and inter-molecular 

interfaces identified in Salmonella typhimurium T3SS needles11 are also present in Shigella 

flexneri needles. 
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10.5.2. Assignment of a large number of distance constraints and 

disambiguation of chemical shift ambiguities 

Using the preliminary map, we proceed to the disambiguation of all ssNMR 

distance constraint cross-peaks collected in the 1-Glc and 2-Glc spectra (Fig. 10a). 

Assignment ambiguity exists at two levels: chemical shift ambiguity and subunit 

ambiguity. Chemical shift ambiguity relates to the identification of carbon nuclei which 

give rise to the cross-peak. Subunit ambiguity exists as each cross-peak can arise due to 

either of 1 intra-subunit and 6 different inter-subunit atom pair combinations (Fig. 9b): 

intra-subunit, (i) to (i); inter-subunit, lateral: (i) to (i ± 5), or (i) to (i ± 6); and inter-subunit, 

axial: (i) to (i ± 11). The presence of multiple, distinct interfaces could potentially 

complicate the subunit-subunit assignment of ssNMR constraints. However, it is 

possible to take advantage of the particular architecture of helical assemblies, as the 

symmetry of the architecture dictates that subunits (i ± 5) and (i ± 6) are located within 1 

axial translation (l) relative to subunit (i), and subunits (i ± 11) within 2 axial translations. 

 

As demonstrated in Fig. 9b, we can utilize the short axial translation between two 

amino acid pairs in the preliminary map in order to classify a distance constraint as 

intra-molecular, axial or lateral. One subunit ambiguity remains however for lateral 

constraints, as subunit (i + 5) and (i + 6) have similar axial translation within the assembly. 

Using this strategy, the need to produce an additional mixed-labeled sample in order to 

identify inter-molecular interactions is eliminated. Chemical shift ambiguities which 

clearly do not fit any of the three categories are also excluded, allowing further 

disambiguation of cross-peaks. The distance restraints collected from the 1-Glc and 2-

Glc spectra were classified as unambiguous if the chemical shift ambiguities could be 

resolved (Total: 1190 correlations in the initial list, 1-Glc: 424, 2-Glc: 766), or as 

ambiguous cross-peaks otherwise. Ambiguous correlations and correlations from the 

uniformly 13C/15N-labeled dataset (ChhC and NhhC) were set aside to be used for cross-

validation of the final models. 
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Figure 10: Identification of ssNMR contacts leading to high-resolution structural 
features. (a) PDSD spectra recorded using [1-13C]-glucose labeled (green) and [2-13C]-
glucose labeled (magenta) MxiH needle samples. Strips are extracted for three indicated 
resonance positions, corresponding to the assignments of 13C nuclei T23Cγ2, Q27Cβ and 
W10Cδ1. Assigned cross-peak labels are colored black for intra-residue, dark red for 
medium-range and light red for long-range atom pair contacts. (b, c) Converged 
structural features of the T3SS needle highlighting the quality of ssNMR constraints 
used, for atoms in (b): Q27Cβ from subunit i (blue), T23Cγ2 from subunit i (pink), and 
Y60Cα from subunit i (green), and in (c) P44Cδ from subunit i–11 (blue), W10Cδ1 from 
subunit i (green), and P6Cδ from subunit i (pink). 
 

Due to the high spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio of the ssNMR data, a 

large number of distance constraints can be found for individual nuclei. Excerpts from 

PDSD spectra are shown in Fig. 10a for the resonances of atoms T23C2, Q27C and 

W10C1 for which 16, 20 and 22 distance correlations are found. Those correlations are 
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highlighted in the final calculated structure in Fig. 10b along with distance correlations 

from atoms P6C (12 correlations), P44C (23) and Y60C (18). 

 

 
Figure 11: Long-range ssNMR constraints detected using complementary isotopic 
labeling schemes and used during the structure calculations. Chemical-shift 
unambiguous long-range constraints identified in (a) [1-13C]-glucose, (b)  [U-13C]-
glucose, and (c) [2-13C]-glucose labeled samples. In (a–c) interactions are color-coded 
according to the connecting subunits as follows: Green, cyan: intrasubunit. Blue, light 
blue and magenta: interface i, i±5 or i, i±6; Orange, red: interface i, i±11; (d) Venn 
partition diagram of the ssNMR constraints identified in this study considering the 
different 13C-labeling schemes, as outlined in Table 2. (e) Residue-residue contact map of 
the ssNMR constraints, showing medium to long-range correlations (|i-j|>2) present in 
the data. 
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An analysis of the final list of constraints reveals that the distance correlations 

obtained from the two sparse 13C labeling schemes are highly complementary, with <5% 

of constraints being shared between the 1-Glc and 2-Glc datasets (Fig. 11a,c). Although 

few common cross-peaks are shared between the two datasets (Fig. 11e), the amino acid 

pairs giving rise to long-range correlations are highly similar (Fig. 11d), providing an 

independent confirmation that the identified protein fold and inter-molecular interfaces 

are accurate (Fig. 11a and 11c). 

 

10.5.3. Assignment of lateral interface ambiguities and iterative Rosetta 

Structure calculations 

Macromolecular assemblies pose a significant challenge to conventional 

“stepwise” structural modeling approaches that involve docking semi-rigid monomeric 

domains into higher-order assemblies, due to the fact that these approaches may not 

capture important conformational changes needed to form the correct complex structure. 

Instead, we have implemented the Rosetta “fold-and-dock” approach38 extended for 

helical symmetry11 in which the internal backbone and sidechain degrees of freedom 

defining the subunit structure are sampled at the same time as the rigid-body degrees of 

freedom that define the helical subunit arrangement. 

 

We performed iterative structure calculations to integrate ssNMR data and 

cryoEM data towards determining the final MxiH needle structure. We used a brute 

force approach that makes use of prior structural information alongside the structure 

determination process. We start by assigning all constraints from 2-Glc data into the 7 

interface types based on the shortest distance in the published homology model of 

MxiH needles13 and performing a first round of structure calculations. The first round 

lowest-energy models showed convergence to the known needle fold and subunit 

arrangements as established previously for PrgI11. However, the structural convergence 
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in this first-round ensemble was insufficient to yield a high-resolution structure (~5 Å 

backbone RMSD computed over the entire 29-subunit system). 

 

The 10 lowest-energy models are then used as a basis to verify the chemical shift 

assignment of the NMR peak lists and to assign the proper subunit, (i) to (i + 5) or (i + 6), 

for lateral constraints. We performed two more iterations of structure calculations 

followed by peak list refinement until structural convergence to below 2.5 Å was 

reached in the low-energy ensemble. A final list of 996 intermediate- and long-range 

constraints was obtained from the 1-Glc and 2-Glc datasets, with the following 

distribution: 580 intra-subunit, 124 inter-subunit, axial and 292 inter-subunit, lateral. 

 

In the final structure calculations, we used this refined dataset with an upper 

limit of 9 Å as a calculation bias. An EM density correlation term is applied in all 

structure calculation stages as described in methods. A total of 5,000 models were 

computed and ranked according to the weighted sum of Rosetta energy, EM correlation 

and NMR constraint score terms. The 10 top-ranking models of the final assignment 

round are converged to below 2.5 Å in backbone RMSD and show a minimal number of 

constraint violations (1.6-3.5% using an upper limit of 12 Å), while also showing good 

correlation to the EM density (0.62-0.67) and structural statistics according to Rosetta’s 

Energy function. 

 

Three models were further selected based on different criteria: 1) Rosetta Energy 

2) Number of constraint violations and 3) Correlation to the EM density. Each of the 3 

top-ranking models was further refined in full-atom mode 10 times by reducing to one-

half the weights of both the EM density and NMR constraint score terms, while keeping 

the upper distance bounds and potential steepness the same. This step was done to 

evaluate how changes in sidechain packing and local backbone dihedrals (with 1.5 Å 

backbone RMSD) affect the energy of different starting models. The resulting models 
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show optimized Rosetta energies and EM density correlations (Supplementary 1 1) 

while maintaining a very small number of constraint violations (less than 2%). A final 

refined ensemble of the top-10 ranking models according to Rosetta Energy was 

submitted in the PDB (PDB ID 2MME). The final ensemble is converged to below 1 Å in 

backbone RMSD (Table 5). 

 

The final high-resolution structure determined here is consistent with the needle 

architecture established through our previous work11,13 consisting of 5.6 subunits per 

turn of a 23.5 Å-pitch helix (Fig. 12). The radius of the needle is 23.5 Å, consistent with 

previous EM studies39, and the tilt of the 11-start protofilament is -6.40°, positive in the 

counter-clockwise direction when viewed along the helical axis. 

 

The structure of the N-terminus is now fully resolved in the final models, 

showing a short α-helical conformation involving residues P6 to D9 (PDKD), that 

occupies a “protrusion” region of the EM density (Fig. 10c, Fig. 12). The same density 

region was incorrectly attributed to an intra-subunit β-sheet in a previously published 

model using the cryoEM data alone19. The conformation of the N-terminus is supported 

by 132 intra-subunit constraints, including a cluster of constraints connecting V3, W10 

and L15 (Fig. 10b). In addition, there are 46 inter-subunit constraints connecting the N-

terminal residues V3-W10 of subunit (i) to residues D20-L34 at the N-terminal α-helix of 

subunit (i – 5) (Fig. 10c). Two correlations between subunits (i) and (i – 5), V5-Y57 and 

P6-Y60, indicate that the beginning of the PDKD motif points inside the needle assembly. 

Finally, a cluster of 3 constraints connects T11 of subunit (i) to E56 located in the C-

terminal (inner) α-helix of subunit (i – 6). 
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Table 5: NMR and cryo-EM constraint and refinement statistics 

NMR distance, dihedral angle & EM density constraints   

  

Distance constraints (Calculation set)  

Total 996 

Intra-subunit, intermediate-range 391 

Intra-subunit, long-range 189 

Inter-subunit, lateral: (i) to (i ± 5) 188 

Inter-subunit, lateral: (i) to (i ± 6) 104 

Inter-subunit, axial: (i) to (i ± 11) 124 

Hydrogen bonds 0 

  

Distance constraints (Validation set)*  

Total 691 

Uniform labeling 96 

1-Glc ambiguous 230 

2-Glc ambiguous 221 

Uniform labeling ambiguous 144 

  

Total dihedral angle constraints** 162 

φ 81 

ψ 81 

  

EM density constraints  

Resolution (Å) *** 7.7/10.0 

Grid spacing (Å) 5.0 

  

Structural statistics  

  

Distance constraint violations  

Total violations per model  22.5/31.0 

Average violation distance (Å) 0.9 

  

EM density correlation  0.67 

  

Ramachandran and rotamer quality  

Favored 81 

Allowed 1 

Outliers 1 

Poor rotamers 0 

Clashscore++ 2.8 (98pc) 

  

Average RMSD (Å) +++  

All heavy atom 0.7 

Backbone 0.4 

* Not used in the calculations, but reserved as a validation set. 
** Used to bias the selection of 3mer and 9mer backbone fragments from the PDB, as outlined in methods. 
*** Estimated from a Fourier shell correlation analysis (Fuji et al.) / used in the calculations (this study). 
++ Defined as the number of serious steric overlaps (> 0.4 Å) per 1000 atoms – pc: percentile. 
+++ Computed over all members of the NMR ensemble relative to the coordinates of the first model. 
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10.5.4. Cross-validation of the hybrid structural determination approach 

Having obtained a well-converged ensemble of final structures, we carried out 

two important steps for the validation of our hybrid approach. First, the accuracy of the 

calculated structures was determined by cross-validation using a set of distance 

constraints not employed for structure calculation. Second, we verified and confirmed 

the compatibility of protein samples employed for cryo-EM and ssNMR. 

 

For cross-validation, we collected distance constraints not used at any stage of 

the iterative calculations and assignment process from two sources (Table 5): 1H-1H 

correlations from the uniformly-labeled dataset obtained in ChhC and NhhC spectra (96 

correlations) and ambiguous correlations from all three isotopic labeling schemes (595 

correlations). Only cross-peaks with a signal-to-noise ratio higher than 6 and 

corresponding to intermediate- or long-range correlations were considered. In order to 

prevent introducing any bias in the analysis due to the prior constraint assignment, we 

systematically selected the chemical shift assignment and the subunit interface giving 

rise to the shortest inter-nuclear distance within all assignment possibilities contained in 

the chemical shift tolerance window. This procedure allows quantifying the agreement 

of a PDB structure with experimental ssNMR distance constraints in a completely 

unbiased and operator-free fashion. 

 

The vast majority of the constraints are satisfied for the final ensemble (validation 

set: 660 / 691, 4.5 % violations; calculation set: 758 / 781, 3.0 % violations with an upper 

limit of 12 Å), therefore supporting the correctness of the proposed structure. The 

median 13C-13C distance detected in PDSD spectra is 6.10 Å and the 10th- and 90th-

percentile distances are 4.37 Å and 10.08 Å, a range of distances which is expected for 

long mixing periods in PDSD spectra. The constraints detected in ChhC and NhhC 

spectra involve 1H-1H inter-nuclear distances and therefore offer a higher resolution 
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than the 13C-13C distances obtained from 1-Glc and 2-Glc datasets used in the structure 

determination process, with a median 1H-1H distance of 5.39 Å, and 10th- and 90th-

percentile distances of 4.02 Å and 8.35 Å. The final models have a higher resolution than 

can be afforded by the used data, due largely to Rosetta energy function that determines 

the precise placement of hydrogen atoms. 

 

Using the unbiased cross-validation approach, we tested whether the previously 

published PDB structure modeled on cryoEM data alone19 was compatible with the 

experimental ssNMR distance constraints. The number of distance violations more than 

doubled (validation set: 615 / 682, 9.8 % violations; calculation set: 668 / 772, 13.5 % 

violations). A pairwise comparison of all distances in the validation dataset indicated 

that all PDB structures modeled using ssNMR and cryoEM have significantly shorter 

distances compared to the PDB structure modeled on cryoEM data alone, on average 

1.22 Å shorter per distance constraint (paired difference Student t-test, 95 % confidence 

level), demonstrating the power of the hybrid structural determination approach. The 

median distance for the validation set and pairwise comparison of distances between 

successive rounds of hybrid modeling were also employed to monitor and guide the 

modeling progress, similar to the concept of Rfree employed in crystallography40. 

 

10.5.5. Verification of atomic- and macroscopic-level sample compatibility 

In our hybrid approach, structural constraints obtained from two experimental 

techniques were combined. The employed T3SS needle samples differ in their 

preparation: for the cryoEM density map, over-expressed MxiH serotype 2 needles are 

extracted by shearing from the bacterial surface; for ssNMR structural constraints, 

serotype 6 MxiH needles are polymerized in vitro. In the previous sections, it was 

demonstrated that the hybrid models satisfy all structural information from both sample 

preparations: all features of the cryoEM density map (correlation of 0.62 to 0.67) 
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including the protrusion region of electron density between subunits (i) and (i – 5), and 

independent ssNMR distance constraints. 

 

 
Figure 12: Fit to the high-resolution cryoEM density. Rigid-body fit of the final MxiH 
model on the 7.7-Å cryoEM density map19. A good overlap with the map is obtained 
(correlation of 0.67), while the individual map features overlap with structural features 
of the model. Notably, the “protrusion” region of the map (red arrow) is occupied by a 
short α-helical segment of the MxiH subunit N-terminus. The figure was generated 
using the program CHIMERA41,42. 
 

In order to confirm the compatibility of the two samples at the macroscopic level, 

we recorded scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of in vitro 

polymerized MxiH needles (Fig. 13). STEM images are recorded on three channels by 

scintillator-photomultiplier detectors with near-quantum efficiency. Electrons which are 

elastically scattered from the nucleus are collected by the Large Angle (LA) and Small 
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Angle (SA) dark-field annular detectors (Fig. 14a), with acceptance angles of 200-

40 mRad and 40-15 mRad respectively. Unscattered electrons are collected by the Bright 

Field (BF) detector (15-0 mRad). The image most reliable for mass measurement is 

obtained on the Large Angle detector. 

 

 

Figure 13: Dark-field STEM image of MxiH needles. The integration region for a MxiH 
needle is indicated (blue) as well as the region for a TMV particle (yellow). 
 

For thin specimens, the signal intensity detected in the irradiated pixel in the LA 

and SA detectors are proportional to the number of atoms multiplied by their atomic 

number (Z, number of protons). As proteins show only minute differences in their 

atomic composition (Table 6), the pixel intensity can be directly related to the mass by 

calibrating the image using an object of known mass-per-length, usually tobacco mosaic 

virus (TMV) particles which have a standard mass-per-length of 13.1 kDa/Å. Indeed, 

the molecular mass of the MxiH protein per number of protons is very similar to that of 

the TMV coat protein; the two values differ by only 0.035%. 

TMV (13.1 kDa)

MxiH

needles
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 TMV coat protein MxiH protein 

Nb. Hydrogen  1197 (49.3%)  649 (49.5%) 

Nb. Carbon  774 (31.9%)  410 (31.3%) 

Nb. Nitrogen  211 (8.7%)  111 (8.5%) 

Nb. Oxygen  244 (10.0%)  139 (10.6%) 

Nb. Sulfur  3 (0.1%)  1 (0.1%) 

Number of protons  9318  5014 

Molecular mass (Da), 
Theoretical 

 17458.3  9389.3 

Molecular mass (Da), 
Experiment 

 —  9391 

Mass/Proton (Da)  1.8736  1.8726 (theo.) 
 1.8730 (exp.) 

 Table 6: Atomic composition of analyzed STEM samples 
 

A total of 4079 image segments could be obtained for MxiH needles and 1173 

image segments for TMV particles (Table 3). A global scaling factor was applied such 

that the average mass-per-length value for TMV particles is 13100 Da/Å. The scaling of 

each STEM image was adjusted by minimizing the RMSD of the particle used for 

calibration. TMV particles are usually used for this purpose; however, due to the lesser 

number of TMV image segment, there was concern that the under-sampling of TMV 

calibrating segments could be a source of uncertainty affecting the mass-per-length 

value of MxiH needles (Fig. 15a). A poor sampling of TMV results in a broadening of the 

MxiH distribution (Fig. 15b) but does not affect the TMV distribution since images are 

nevertheless re-scaled based on TMV segments. Indeed, it was observed that the 

distribution of mass-per-length values for TMV does not follow a normal distribution 

but that it has positive excess kurtosis (leptokurtic), e.g. with an acute central 

component but fatter tails. As a control, the calibration was repeated using needle 

segments as reference (Table 7). The uncertainty in needle mass-per-length is reduced 

and the TMV distribution then follows a normal distribution. The average needle mass-

per-length only changes by 0.2%. 
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Figure 14: a) Operating principle of the STEM microscope: a low-dose electron beam 
(yellow) under a 40-kV voltage is focused on a condensed area of the frozen sample. 
Electrons are elastically scattered by nuclei encountered in the sample and can depart 
the sample at large angles (orange and green beams). The electron beams are refocused 
by an objective lens and detected by scintillator-photomultipliers. Electrons scattered at 
larger angles (dark green/orange) are collected by the Large Angle detector (outer disc, 
blue) while those scattered at smaller angles (light green/orange) are collected by the 
Small Angle detector (middle disc, cyan). Transmitted electrons (pale yellow) are 
collected by the Bright Field detector (central disc, red). Alternatively, the Bright Field 
detector can be replaced by a X-ray detector. b) The BNL STEM microscope. 
 

Particle Avg. Mass-per-length 

(Da/Å) 
Standard error 

(Da/Å) 
Calibration 

TMV particle 13100.0 8.0 TMV particle 

MxiH needle 2184.8 2.2 TMV particle 

TMV particle 13100.0 12.5 MxiH needle 

MxiH needle 2180.9 1.9 MxiH needle 
Table 7: Extraction of average mass-per-length values from STEM measurements 
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Figure 15: Histograms of STEM mass measurements 
 

By integration of needle segments from calibrated images, we could thus 

determine the mass-per-length of the polymerized needle assemblies present in the 

ssNMR samples (Fig. 15). The mass-per-length of 2184±2 Da/Å indicates 

unambiguously that the MxiH in vitro polymerized needles have an 11-start helical 

assembly (Fig. 15b). 

 

10.5.6. Determination of helical tilt angle 

The needle filament consists of identical, helical repeats of the 83-residue 

monomeric subunit. The symmetry space group has a Hermann-Mauguin symbol 

p11N1, where N is the number of monomers per unit turn, for instance N=5.5 for an 11-

start helix. Six rigid-body degrees of freedom define the symmetric transformation of 

adjacent subunits along the helical axis. In addition to the three rotation angles that 

define the orientation of the starting subunit in the local Cartesian coordinate system, 

one rotation per subunit (φ) defines the number of subunits per unit turn (N=360°/φ), 

one axial translation defines the pitch of the helix (l), and one distance refines the radius 

of the helix (R). 

Mass-per-length 

(Da/Å) 

Mass-per-length 

(Da/Å) 

a) b) 
11-start 13-start 15-start 9-start 7-start 

Positive tilt angle 
Negative tilt angle 

TMV 

particles 

MxiH 

needles 
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In our previous work for the PrgI and MxiH needles that is consistent with 

earlier STEM and EM measurements19, we have shown that the overall subunit 

arrangements and helical parameters are conserved across needles at values close to 5.6 

subunits/turn (φ=64°), 4.2 Å/subunit axial translation (23.5 Å helical pitch) and 23.5 Å 

radius13. 

 

Focusing on the 11-start protofilament, a structural parameter that is very useful 

in describing the needle topology is the tilt angle relative to subunit (i + 11) (Fig. 16). If 

the number of subunits per turn is exactly N = 5.5, the subunit (i + 11) will be related to 

subunit (i) by a simple translation parallel to the helix axis as the super-helix completes 

a full 360° rotation. However, if this number is slightly inexact, the subunit (i + 11) will 

be slightly more rotated (N < 5.5) or less rotated (N > 5.5) than 360°. As a result, when 

linking all CoM of subunits related by an axial interface (subunits i ± n·11), the super-

helix will appear 'tilted', with a slight rotation in the counter-clockwise direction 

(N < 5.5) or in the clockwise direction (N > 5.5). 

 

If L is the axial translation per two full turns, then L = 2 × l. Thus, the number of 

subunits per two turns, T = L × mL / MW, where mL is the mass-per-unit-length and 

MW is the molecular weight of the needle subunit. It then follows that the tilt angle is 

 = (360°/T) × (11 – T), positive in the counter-clockwise direction. 

 

The precise value of the subunits/turn in our final models (5.6), and subsequently the 

exact tilt value (-6.40°), is determined by the NMR constraints and Rosetta energy 

function, with a smaller contribution from the EM correlation term, as outlined in detail 

in the results section. We can estimate L = 24 Å from the offset in -helix register 

between two adjacent subunits. The mass-per-length measured by STEM allows us to 
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independently obtain the tilt angle of the polymerized needles, -5.37°, which is 

compatible with the tilt of the hybrid models. 

 

Figure 16: Relationship between STEM measurements and helical parameters. The tilt 
angle is positive in the counter-clockwise direction. 
 

10.5.7. Determination of helical assembly handedness 

The new structure determination approach presented here is able to further 

determine the handedness of the needle super-helix. The handedness is defined as right-

handed when subsequent subunits [i.e. from (i) to (i + 1)] are arranged in counter-

clockwise direction around the helical assembly (see top panels in Fig. 17). The subunit 

(i) is sandwiched between subunit (i + 5) on the left and subunit (i + 6) on the right in a 

right-handed helix (and vice-versa in a left-handed helix). By convention, the center of 

mass (CoM) of subunit (i + 5) and the CoM of subunit (i) have a shorter distance when 
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projected on the super-helix axis than the projected distance between the CoM of (i + 6) 

and the CoM of subunit (i). 

 

In the previous PrgI needle calculations the handedness of the needle could not 

be defined on the basis of the experimental restraints alone, as both left- and right- 

handed geometries gave very similar restraint scores. The current MxiH dataset 

contains a much larger number of long-range ssNMR restraints (605 relative to 247 for 

PrgI, for roughly the same number of residues), confidently assigned to the lateral ±5,6 

interfaces (Fig. 9b and Table 5) that should in principle enable to distinguish between 

the two alternative arrangements. Indeed, in a further structural study of the PrgI 

needle, it was possible to determine unambiguously the handedness of the helical 

assembly, benefitting from a large number of distance cross-peaks obtained in spectra of 

[2-13C]-glycerol and [1,3-13C]-glycerol labeled samples12. 

 

To address the question of the handedness in our system, we have repeated the 

calculations assuming a left-handed needle, by swapping the ±5 with ±6 restraint 

assignments, and vice versa. Notably, the right-handed calculations lead to significantly 

better optimization of the NMR restraints (average of 22.5 violations per model relative 

to 37 for the left-handed calculations) that can be attributed to fewer violations of lateral 

restraints. However, a more significant difference is obtained in the final Rosetta 

Energies, leading to an average of -176 relative to -238 units, for the left and right-

handed low energy ensembles respectively, suggesting that the right-handed structures 

show more favorable inter-subunit packing and hydrogen-bonding terms. 
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Figure 17: Comparison of right-handed and left-handed structural ensembles 
 

10.6. Discussion 

Many biologically relevant large supramolecular assemblies are not amenable to 

conventional atomic structure determination techniques. However, precise knowledge 

of the structure of biological assemblies is at the foundation of a mechanistic 

understanding of biological processes, such as bacterial infection. Here, we demonstrate 

that a hybrid approach can solve the structure of molecular assemblies at atomic 
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resolution with high accuracy, by integrating two complementary sources of 

experimental information, solid-state NMR and cryo-EM. 

 

The new approach has several key advantages relative to the current state-of-the-

art structure determination protocols based solely on solid-state NMR43-45: 

1) The symmetry of the system is modeled explicitly using a generalized Rosetta 

framework35 recently extended to include helical symmetries11. This allows for 

manipulating the internal backbone and side-chains together with the rigid-body 

degrees of freedom for more efficient sampling of conformational space by a) only 

considering conformations that are consistent with the symmetry type and b) 

performing a minimal degree of energy and derivative calculations that are propagated 

among the different subunits. This further allows us to model the long-range order of 

the needle filament, which is important for the use of the EM density as a calculation 

bias in addition to the NMR data. 

2) We are using a brute-force, structure-guided approach to assign constraints 

into intra-subunit, and six types of inter-subunit interactions from uniform labeled 

samples. Although a homology-based template is used to initialize the assignment 

procedure, the structure calculations are done in a de novo manner, starting from 

completely extended polypeptide chains (the initial assignments can also be obtained 

manually, as we did originally for the PrgI needle structure11). This circumvents the 

need for expensive labeling schemes using uniform, diluted and mixed samples 

described in43, and also allows for the use of prior knowledge from homologous 

structures in the PDB. 

3) Because of the use of Rosetta’s energy function to model hydrogen-bonding 

networks and sidechain packing interactions, our approach does not rely as heavily on 

the experimental constraints, which are used only as a minor calculation bias with 

minimal weighting. This approach also avoids the need for inferring additional H-

bonding constraints not directly observed experimentally, as done in previous ssNMR 
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studies of similar systems44,45, and is more robust to the exact parametrization of 

constraint upper limits, that can depend on both the system, type of experiment and 

labeling scheme, as shown extensively in 43. Our approach is making use of only rough 

estimates of upper limits based on the analysis of distance histograms (as described 

previously in the Cross-validation section) which further simplifies the structure 

determination process. 

 

The needle structure highlights key, conserved features involved in the 

translocation mechanism of substrate proteins. A recent functional and cryoEM analysis 

of functional MxiH needles using designed trapped substrates showed that effector 

proteins are translocated in an unfolded state directly through the needle pore in a 

directional manner46. Close inspection of the electrostatic potential on the structure itself 

reveals that, while the needle lumen presents several charged residues to interactions 

with the unfolded substrates, these are typically compensated by conserved opposite 

charges, resulting in an electrostatically balanced surface (Fig. 18b). Key conserved 

residues Lys69, Lys 72 and Asp 73 participate in symmetric electrostatic interactions 

resulting in a circular pattern along the lumen of the structure (Fig. 18d, inset). 
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Figure 18: Conserved charged residues decorate the MxiH needle pore. (a) Top and (b) 

side view of the hybrid needle structure showing the surface electrostatic potential 
computed using APBS47. The helical arrangement of subunits is shown as cartoons for 
one-half of the full 29-subunit system as a guide. In (b, d) three 11-start protofilaments 
have been removed for simplicity. (c, d) Same view as in (a, b), with surface coloring 
according to the sequence conservation index calculated from the alignment of 102 
unique needle sequences using Jalview48, measured on a 1-10 scale. Marine color 
indicates high (7-10), light purple medium (4-6) and white low (1-3) sequence 
conservation index. The boxed region in (d) is enlarged in the inset, indicating the 
pattern of highly conserved charged residues on the helical structure, as discussed in the 
main text. 
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A previous systematic Alanine scanning mutagenesis study49 has investigated 

sequence-function relationships in the MxiH needle. This study has shown that 

mutation of each of these three conserved residues to Alanine resulted in functionally 

defective mutants that cannot invade or lyse host cells, although they still show 

assembly of relatively intact needle structures that are secretion competent. While K69A 

and K72A resulted in altered secretion profiles of different substrates, the D73A mutant 

showed a constitutively on phenotype and secreted effector proteins in a de-regulated 

manner without sensing an inducing signal. These results are in agreement with the 

luminal localization of K69 and K72 allowing direct side chain interactions with the 

secreted proteins and further suggest a role of D73 in regulating substrate release from 

the needle. The availability of the MxiH structure enables the rational design of 

experiments towards further elucidating the mechanism of translocation trough the 

needle pore. 

 

10.7. Conclusion 

The hybrid approach presented here provides an avenue for structural 

characterization of supramolecular assemblies that, due to their difficulty in 

crystallization and their large size are hard to determine using crystallography and 

solution NMR, respectively. Taken together, our results show that the new, hybrid 

approach can conclusively define the long-range features of the structure, such as its 

handedness, in addition to the radius, tilt angle and helical pitch parameters. By 

combining two complementary sources of experimental information, the new approach 

extends the range of targets amenable to structure determination towards future 

structural biology applications. 
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10.9. Appendix 

The following Sparky extension module was used to display the resonance frequency of 

corresponding cross-peaks for intra-residue, sequential or all correlations as described 

in section 10.4.4.  

1) To install, copy the following three files to 
your %SPARKY_HOME%\python\sparky\ directory 
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File jpde.py 
 
# ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

#  

# In the process of spectrum assignment, it is useful to verify the position of other 

# assignment for a cross-peak. While Sparky has built-in indicator for the average 

# position for all spectra (view Resonances, keyboard shortcut 'vR'), it is sometimes 

# more useful to only know the average value within the same spectrum, as peak positions 

# can systematically vary from one spectrum to another (e.g. due to different sample or 

# recording conditions, different acquisition and processing parameters, ...). 

#  

# The necessary Python functions are coded in the 'jpde.py' source file. 

# The optional 'jpde_groups.py' Python file specifies which spectra should be grouped together 

#   as they have the same recording and processing conditions. 

# The Sparky initialization script 'sparky_init.py' adds the following keyboard shortcuts: 

#  

#   Shortcuts starting with 'j' will display all assigned lines the selected peak(s). 

#   Shortcuts starting with 'k' will display a box around the selected peak(s); 

#     The position of the box correspond to the robust mean, 

#     The width and height of the box correspond to the robust standard deviation. 

#     Those robust estimates  

#   'j0' and 'k0': Remove all lines 

#   'j1' and 'k1': Only intra-residue assignments from same spectrum 

#   'j2' and 'k2': Only intra-residue and sequential assignments from same spectrum 

#   'j3' and 'k3': All assignments from same spectrum 

#   'j4' and 'k4': Only intra-residue assignments from all spectra 

#   'j5' and 'k5': Only intra-residue and sequential assignments from all spectra 

#   'j6' and 'k6': All assignments from all spectra 

#  

# Additional information is printed in the Python console (Menu Extensions > Python console) 

#   or keyboard shortcut 'py' 

#  

# To install this extension, add the three files in the %SPARKY_HOME%\python\sparky\ directory. 

#  

# Best regards, Jean-Philippe Demers (jpde@nmr.mpibpc.mpg.de) 

# 

# ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

import sparky, pyutil, sputil, re, math 

 

def add_lines_intra(session,option=1,mode=0): 

  """For each selected peak, add guiding lines corresponding to other intra found on the same axes of the spectrum.""" 

  spectrum = session.selected_spectrum() 

   

  if spectrum: 

    peaks = spectrum.selected_peaks() 

    peakcount=0 

    for peak in peaks: 

      for axis in range(spectrum.dimension): 

        resonance_addline(spectrum, peak, axis, peaks, option, peakcount, mode) 

      peakcount=peakcount+1 

 

# ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# 

def resonance_addline(spectrum, peak, axis, not_these_peaks, option, peakcount, mode): 

  """Draws the guiding lines.""" 

  ppm_width=0.35 

  tiny_width=0.0075 

  color_list=['magenta',     'cyan',        'blue',\ 

              'purple',      'green',       'tomato',\ 

              'maroon',      'purple',      'pink',\ 

              'gold',        'red',         'yellow',\ 

              'orange',      'light green', 'maroon',\ 

              'coral',       'light blue',  'turquoise'] 
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  freq = peak.frequency[1-axis] #Peak frequency in the other dimension, used later to define the line 

  r = peak.resonances()[axis] 

  if r: 

    linecount=0 

    opeaks = assigned_peaks(spectrum, r, axis, option) 

    opeaks = pyutil.subtract_lists(opeaks, not_these_peaks) 

    color_number=divmod(peakcount+3*(option-1),len(color_list))[1] 

    line_color=color_list[color_number] 

    if mode==0: # In mode 0, all lines are drawn on the spectrum. 

      for opeak in opeaks: 

        ofreq = opeak.frequency[axis] 

        if axis == 0: 

          line = sparky.Line(spectrum, (ofreq,freq-ppm_width), (ofreq,freq+ppm_width)) 

        else: 

          line = sparky.Line(spectrum, (freq-ppm_width,ofreq), (freq+ppm_width,ofreq)) 

        linecount=linecount+1 

        line.selected = 0 

        line.color = line_color 

      spectrum.session.stdout.write("%.0f lines added for resonance %s in w%.0f (%s)\n" % \ 

            (linecount,peak.resonances()[axis].name,axis+1,line_color)) 

    else: # In mode 1, only the confidence interval is drawn on the spectrum. 

      opeak_l=[] 

      for opeak in opeaks: 

        opeak_l = opeak_l + [opeak.frequency[axis]] 

      (opeak_mean,opeak_std)=robust_mean_and_std(opeak_l) 

      opeak_std=min(opeak_std,ppm_width/3.) 

      color_number=divmod(peakcount+3*(option-1),len(color_list))[1] 

      opeak_lines=(opeak_mean-tiny_width/2.-opeak_std,\ 

                   opeak_mean+tiny_width/2.-opeak_std,\ 

                   opeak_mean-tiny_width/2.+opeak_std,\ 

                   opeak_mean+tiny_width/2.+opeak_std) 

      for ff in opeak_lines: 

        if axis == 0: 

          line = sparky.Line(spectrum, (ff,freq-ppm_width),\ 

                                       (ff,freq+ppm_width)) 

        else: 

          line = sparky.Line(spectrum, (freq-ppm_width,ff),\ 

                                       (freq+ppm_width,ff)) 

        line.selected = 0 

        line.color = line_color 

 

      spectrum.session.stdout.write("Resonance %s in w%.0f: Mean %.2f ppm, Std %.2f ppm  (%s)\n" % \ 

            (peak.resonances()[axis].name,axis+1,opeak_mean,opeak_std,line_color)) 

       

 

# ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# 

def assigned_peaks(spectrum, resonance, axis, option): 

  """Returns the list of assigned resonances.""" 

  peaks = [] 

  resid_0=-9999 

  resid_1= 9999 

  for peak in resonance.peak_list(): 

    if peak.resonances()[0]: 

      resid_0 =  int(re.findall(r'[-0-9]+', peak.resonances()[0].name)[0]) 

    if peak.resonances()[1]: 

      resid_1 =  int(re.findall(r'[-0-9]+', peak.resonances()[1].name)[0]) 

    diff=abs(resid_0-resid_1) 

    # Spectra recorded in similar conditions can be grouped together for 

    # better precision of the mean and standard deviation. 

    # Groups have to be defined in the optional file jpde_groups.py 

    try: 

      import jpde_groups 

      reload(jpde_groups) 

      spectrum_groups = jpde_groups.get_groups() 

    except ImportError: 

      spectrum_groups = 
50
 

    if spectrum.name not in spectrum_groups: 

      spectrum_yes = peak.spectrum == spectrum 

    else: 

      if peak.spectrum.name not in spectrum_groups: 

        spectrum_yes = False 

      else: 

        spectrum_yes = spectrum_groups[peak.spectrum.name] == spectrum_groups[spectrum.name] 

    if (peak.resonances()[axis] != resonance)     or \ 

       (option < 4 and not spectrum_yes) or \ 

       (divmod(option-1,3)[1] < 2 and diff > 1)      or \ 

       (divmod(option-1,3)[1] == 0 and diff > 0): 

      continue 

    peaks.append(peak) 

  return tuple(peaks) 
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# ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# 

def delete_all_lines(session): 

  """Deletes all lines (but not grids) from the currently selected spectrum.""" 

  spectrum = session.selected_spectrum() 

  linecount=0 

   

  for line in spectrum.line_list(): 

    sparky_del(session, line) 

    linecount=linecount+1 

  spectrum.session.stdout.write("%.0f lines deleted in spectrum %s\n" % \ 

                               (linecount,session.selected_spectrum().name)) 

 

 

#-----Robust Mean-------------- 

# 

def robust_mean_and_std(y): 

  """Calculates robust estimates for the mean and standard deviation.""" 

  n = len(y) 

  if n < 1: 

    return (0.,1.) 

  if n == 1: 

    return (mean(y),1.) 

  if n == 2: 

    return (mean(y),std(y)) 

  y.sort() 

  n_mid=n/2 

  y_lower=y[:(n_mid+n%2)] 

  y_upper=y[(n_mid):] 

  q_mid = len(y_lower)/2 

  if q_mid % 2: 

    QT1=y_lower[q_mid] 

    QT3=y_upper[q_mid] 

  else: 

    QT1=(y_lower[q_mid]+y_lower[q_mid-1])/2.0 

    QT3=(y_upper[q_mid]+y_upper[q_mid-1])/2.0 

 

  IQR = QT3-QT1 

  lowFense = QT1 - 1.5*IQR 

  highFense = QT3 + 1.5*IQR 

  y_ok=[] 

  for yy in y: 

    if (yy>lowFense) and (yy<highFense): 

      y_ok = y_ok + [yy] 

  return (mean(y_ok),std(y_ok)) 

 

def mean(l): 

  """Arithmetic mean.""" 

  if len(l) < 1: 

    return 0. #We return 0 in case of error. 

  return float(sum(l))/len(l) 

   

def std(l): 

  """Sample standard deviation.""" 

  if len(l) < 2: 

    return 1. #We return 1 in case of error. 

 

  s0 = sum(1. for x in l) 

  s1 = sum(float(x) for x in l) 

  s2 = sum(float(x*x) for x in l) 

 

  return math.sqrt((s0 * s2 - s1 * s1)/(s0 * (s0 - 1))) 

 

# ============================================================================== 

# 

def sparky_del(session, object): 

  """Deletes a sparky object (e.g. peak, line, label).""" 

  if sparky.object_exists(session) and sparky.object_exists(object): 

         

    selected_ornaments = session.selected_ornaments() 

 

    session.unselect_all_ornaments() 

    object.selected = 1 

    session.command_characters(chr(127)) 

 

    for ornament in selected_ornaments: 

      if sparky.object_exists(ornament): 

        ornament.selected = 1 
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File jpde_groups.py 
 
def get_groups(): 

  return { \ 

          'MXIH2GLC_PDSD850ms_850_P3'  : 1, \ 

          'MXIH2GLC_PDSD400ms_850_P3'  : 1, \ 

          'MXIH2GLC_PDSD50ms_850_P3'   : 1, \ 

          'MXIH2GLC_PDSD850ms_600_P'   : 2, \ 

          'MXIH2GLC_PDSD300ms_600'     : 2, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD50ms_600'      : 3, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD300ms_600'     : 3, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD850ms_600'     : 3, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD100ms_850_P3'  : 4, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD400ms_850_P3'  : 4, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD850ms_850_P3'  : 4, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD700ms_800'     : 5, \ 

          'MXIH1GLC_PDSD700ms_800_B'   : 5, \ 

          'MXIH_NCA_850'               : 6, \ 

          'MXIH_NCACX_850'             : 6, \ 

          'MXIH_NCO_850'               : 6, \ 

          'MXIH_NCOCX_850'             : 6, \ 

          'MXIH_PDSD100ms_600_B3'      : 7, \ 

          'MXIH_PDSD200ms_600_B3'      : 7, \ 

          } 

 

 

File sparky_init.py 
 
def initialize_session(session): 

 

  def Je_command(option=1,mode=0): 

    import jpde 

    reload(jpde) 

    if option==0: 

      jpde.delete_all_lines(session) 

    else: 

      jpde.add_lines_intra(session,option,mode) 

 

  session.add_command('j0', "", lambda:Je_command(0)) 

  session.add_command('j1', "", lambda:Je_command(1)) 

  session.add_command('j2', "", lambda:Je_command(2)) 

  session.add_command('j3', "", lambda:Je_command(3)) 

  session.add_command('j4', "", lambda:Je_command(4)) 

  session.add_command('j5', "", lambda:Je_command(5)) 

  session.add_command('j6', "", lambda:Je_command(6)) 

 

  session.add_command('k0', "", lambda:Je_command(0,1)) 

  session.add_command('k1', "", lambda:Je_command(1,1)) 

  session.add_command('k2', "", lambda:Je_command(2,1)) 

  session.add_command('k3', "", lambda:Je_command(3,1)) 

  session.add_command('k4', "", lambda:Je_command(4,1)) 

  session.add_command('k5', "", lambda:Je_command(5,1)) 

  session.add_command('k6', "", lambda:Je_command(6,1)) 

 

  pass 
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